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COAX IS A MUST FOR COLOR TV
THIS
NOT
THIS le
Commercial installations have proved that coaxial
downlead is essential for predictable, consistently
good color TV pictures. Coax loss doesn't increase
in wet weather, while twinlead loss goes up as much
as six times. Coaxial cable can be run anyplace,
even next to metal, without mismatch. Coax
doesn't deteriorate with age. It won't pick up
ignition noises or other interferences. In a word,
for satisfactory color reception, even in "ideal"
reception areas, your customers need coax.
And now, new Jerrold COLORAXIAL antennas

(e
a

and kits give you a perfect home-installation
package for every color -reception need. With
COLORAXIAL, you can offer the whole system,
from coaxial antenna to indoor matching transformer, or adapt an existing 300 -ohm antenna
for coax operation. Listed below are all the
COLORAXIAL components packaged individually
and in kits, for easy, low-cost conversion. Ask your
Jerrold distributor for COLORAXIAL brochure,
or write Jerrold Electronics, Distributor Sales
Division, Philadelphia, Pa. 19132.

COLORAXIAL PARALOGS
CAX-16

COLORAXIAL
COLORGUARD
COLORAXIAL Antenna for metropolitan and suburban reception areas.
Prematched to 75 -ohm coaxial cable;
complete with fitting. No outdoor matching transformer required-only an inList $11.95
door Model 1378.

K-CAX-16

COLORAXIAL Antenna
Kit. Everything you need for complete
installation-a CAX-16 Antenna, antenna tri -mount with 5 -ft mast, 50 feet of
coax cable with fittings, and T378 indoor
List $29.95
matching transformer.

PAX -40 COLORAXIAL Antenna for difficult suburban areas.
Prematched to 75 -ohm coaxial
cable; complete with fitting. No
outdoor matching transformer required
only an indoor Model
1378 needed.
List $22.95

-

PAX-60
na

COLORAXIAL Anten-

for suburban to semi-fringe

areas. Prematched to 75 -ohm
coaxial cable; complete with fitting.
No outdoor matching transformer
required-only an indoor Model
T378 needed.
List $32.95

COLORAXIAL CABLE
CAB-50.50 feet of sweep -tested

CAT -2

COLORAXIAL
MATCHING
TRANSFORMER KIT
One TO -374A mast -mounting matching transformer for any 300 -ohm
antenna, and one T378 set -mounting

matching transformer, complete with
bracket and mounting strap.
List $8.20
COLORAXIAL matching transformers are also available individually:
TO-374A,list $4.95; T378, list $3.25

75 -ohm coaxial cable
complete with F -59A fittings attached, plus weatherboot.
List $9.50
RG -59/U

CAB-75
75 feet of sweep tested RG -59/U 75 -ohm coaxial
cable complete with F-59A fittings
attached, plus weatherboot.
List $11.50

JEIROLO
ELECTRONICS

...
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subsidiary of The Jerrold Corporation
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Stop banging your head
against the "electronic iron curtain!"
There's an "electronic iron curtain" that stands between you
and new customers. What is it?
It's the manufacturer who sells
to national mail order electronic
catalogs.
Want proof? Just flip open any
one of these books, turn to the
antenna pages, and glance at the
prices.
Makes you feel like banging
your head against the wall in
sheer helplessness, doesn't it?
These well -advertised catalog
consumer prices (and those of
the catalog houses' captive discount chain stores) are approximately the same as what you, the
dealer, pay. And the advertised
prices on rotators and boosters
©

1945 CMC

-picture and receiving tubes,
and other TV products are
enough to make you turn blue
with frustration, too.
Because when your customer
compares these catalog prices
with your prices, you're lucky if

manufacturers who support you.
Get behind Channel Master-a
manufacturer who's behind you
all the way. As a matter of policy,
Channel Master does not sell to
any outlet that by-passes the
dealer and advertises to con-

you even get a chance to make
the sale; much less the honest

sumers at dealer prices.
This way we protect your business and letyou reap a full profit.
The highest in the industry, too.
A good living is the very least we
feel we owe the dealer who sells
our products.
So stop banging your head
against that wall. Are you with
us? Do something!

-

profit to which you're entitled.
What does a guy like you do
then, to break down this "electronic iron curtain" that separates you from customers?
One thing you don't do is
throw in the sponge and say to
yourself, "Go fight City Hall!"
No, indeed! You fight back.

How?
Sell the products of those

CHANNEL MASTER
E

L L E N V

... for

I

L L

E,

N. Y.
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if any set needs a transistor
a Ì signal diode, or a s rectifier
tung sol supplies a replacement
7J NG

SOL

-r

Signal Diodes

Low power PNP
ET1

ET2
ET3
ET4
ET5
ET12

Low power NPN

Medium power PNP

High power PNP

ET6

ET7

ET8
ET9
ET10
ET11

IN34A
IN60
IN64
IN82A
IN198
I

N 295

Silicon Rectifiers
ET200
ET400
ET600

Order Tung -Sol "ET" transistors -diodes -rectifiers
RECEIVING TUBES-Every major manufacturer of
radio, TV and hi-fi has used Tung -Sol tubes for original equipment. You can have complete confidence
that the quality of Tung -Sol tubes will help you maintain the highest standard of service. Tell your supplier
you'd rather have Tung -Sol.
Tung -Sol Electric Inc., Newark, N.J. 07104
CENTER LINE

AJUNO-SOL
TUBES
20

TRANSISTORS

DIODES

RECTIFIERS

... for

more details circle 66 on postcard
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MOTOROLA: TV Chassis TS, ITS and VTS587
PHILCO:

TV Chassis 15N50

RCA VICTOR: TV Chassis KCS 151A

SYLVANIA:

TV

Chassis

ZENITH: TV Chassis

585-1,-2,-4,-5
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Description
18 Active Cells
VHF --up to 175 miles
UHF-up to 90 miles
FM -up to 75 miles

Model
LPV-VU18

List
$69.95

Model
LPV-VÚ15

List
$59.95

Description
15 Active Cells
VHF-upto 150 miles

Model

UHF-upto 90miles

List
$39.95

FM

-upto

60 miles

LPV-VU9

Description
9 Active Cells
VHF-up to 100 miles
UHF-up to 40 miles
FM -upto 40 miles

Model
LPV-VU6

List
527.50

Description
6 Active Cells
VHF-up to 75 miles
UHF-up to 25 miles
FM -up to 30 miles

Licensed under one or more

US patents 2.958.081,
2,985,879;3.011.168. 3,108..
280; 3,150.376 and additional
or

patents pending

rn U.S.A.

and Canada. Produced by
170 Electronics Corporation
under exclusive license from

the University

01

Illinois

Foundation.

Model
LPVVU12

Descripti an
12 Active Cells

VHF-upt.125 mile;
UHF-tip

$49.95

FM

to65 miles

-up.

50 miles

Who Says

You Can't Have Everything
You Want in a TVAntenna?VHF? UHF? FM Stereo?
Single Down-lead?
You most

definitely can-when you install the remarkable new
V

JF

LOG -PERIODIC

FEATURING THE CAP -ELECTRONIC DIPOLE

Lm
t1

O

V

The World's first all -channel
VHF/UHF/FM/Stereo antenna
(with single Down -lead) is here.
(And only JFD has got it!)
You can't satisfy today's complex VHF/
UHF/FM reception needs with yesterday's
antennas. Today's "VU" TV sets call for a
single all-powerful all -band antenna that
delivers the signals you need for picture perfect reception on all channels 2 to 83plus FM Stereo.
That's why smart installers and dealers
are switching to the new JFD LPV-VU.
This newest antenna advance from the JFD
Champaign, Illinois R&D Laboratories,
teams (1) the acclaimed JFD Log-Periodic
concept with (2) a totally new antenna design principle-the capacitor -coupled electronic dipole.
Result? More driven elements than ever
before possible for the most efficient performance ever on VHF, UHF, FM/Stereo
-from one antenna, with one lead-in.
And you can choose from five gold alodized LPV-VU Log-Periodics to satisfy

2.

1.

More dipoles are made to resonate on
the high VHF band with a corresponding
increase in gain.

with narrower beamwidths. High front to -back ratios greatly improve ghost rejection-insure excellent color fidelity.
525

Don't spoil your
VHF reception!
Addition of a separate UHF antenna to a
present VHF installation may cut the VHF
signal being delivered to your set. Incoming
signals from a VHF transmitter may be
scattered from the UHF antenna. Scattering
produces less signal and multiple signals
which cause ghosts.
SO WHY USE TWO WHEN

ONE LPV-VU WILL DO?

Install the all -channel JFD LPV-VU and
1.

PLUS...
Patented frequency independent LogPeriodic design maintains same high performance efficiency regardless of station
or band tuned in.

get the best VHF and UHF from one antenna with one down -lead!
A SPACE-AGE PRODUCT
OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST

TV/FM ANTENNA LABORATORIES

one downlead needed. A JFD
AC80 splitter, included with each

2. Only

LPV-VU, permits you to tie directly into
VHF, UHF and FM set inputs.
3.

New low -impedance twin crossarms
function as crossed feeder harness. Step
up gain and improve signal transfer.

LPV-VU OFFERS NEW
MECHANICAL ADVANCES, TOO!

Twin square aluminum crossarms. StainOversized unbreakable Celanese "Fortiflex A" insulators.
Solid aluminum bus bar transformers.
Tubular crossarm supports on larger LPVVU's.
Double U -bolts with 4 serratedgripping profiles for 6 -inch gripping span.
Electrically conductive gold alodizing.
less steel terminals.

,3

INSTALLER BEWARE!

3. More uniform gain across each band,

every location, any budget: model
LPV-VU-18, LPV-VU-15, LPV-VU-12,
LPV-VU-9 and LPV-VU-6.
New from JFD-another outstanding advance in dipole design, the capacitor -coupled electronic dipole!
By introducing parallel plate capacitors
into predetermined positions along the dipoles, and by precisely adjusting the value
of each capacitance:

Higher mode operation in UHF band
achieves higher gain on channels 14 to
83-equal or better than that of parabolics. Improves FM stereo performance.

This newly completed laboratory, located
on a ten acre site in Interstate Research
Park, in Champaign, Illinois (home of the
University of Illinois) marks a milestone in
antenna history. It is dramatic proof of JFD
leadership in antenna technology. Its fully
staffed and equipped engineering staff, under the supervision of Dr. Paul E. Mayes, is
blazing new trails in antenna design. This

priceless know-how is built into each
LPV-VU you sell.
The JFD LPV-VU is adapted from the
geometrically derived Log-Periodic antenna
formula developed by the Antenna Research
Laboratories of the University of Illinois.

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

JFD
SEE

15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N.

Y.

11219

JFD Electronics -Southern Inc., Oxford, North Carolina
JFD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside 77, N. Y.
JFD Canada, Ltd., 51 McCormack Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR. WRITE FOR BULLETIN 806 FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.
... for more details circle 36 on postcard

the schematics deal! Some people just
won't enclose return postage for a

LETTERS

reply!

TO THE EDITOR

HORACE

D. WESTBROOKS

Griffin, Georgia
Old TEKFAX Went Fast
My letter in the February edition
brought in a deluge of letters! Suffice
it to say, have answered every one.
The Circuit Digests (TEKFAx) went
I still have back copies
quickly
of RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.
Anyone want these? With postage and
stationery costs being what they are
today, I just about broke even on

...

A five -cent stamp isn't much.

But
when you get a hundred letters or so
it goes up into a substantial sum of
`folding money.' Have a heart boys!

-Ed.

Disenchanted

-

I have subscribed to ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN

for many a year

prob-

Model 1100A TUBE TESTER

AT [AST!
true
professional
performing

-

ably ten or more
and think honestly that it is the finest publication of
its kind . . . But I have become disenchanted with the TV service industry after having been part of it from
the very beginning . . . I don't feel
strong nor heroic enough to buck the
headaches
particularly those from
customers
I have switched to industrial electronics . . . I want to
thank you for the help you have given
to the service industry and will always recommend your very fine publication.
H. G.
(Name withheld on request)
Baltimore, Md.

-

...

If we keep studying and keep up
with things electronic we can always
get a job in industrial electronics if
we find that we can't take the public-service `gaff.'
Ed.

-

a

Where are They Now.
We have a Shell "Testomatic" model S102 which needs a new tube chart.
The old one is obsolete. We have

TUBE TESTER

sent
112
both
help

for only

9

$2

GONTY'S

Heppner, Oregon.

-

Anyone know if they are still in business? If so, where?
Ed.

TESTS RECEIVING

If you're looking for a professional performing
tube tester and want to keep the cost way down,
the new Model 1100A was designed just for

TUBES FOR:

you. MERCURY's vast tube tester experience
is behind this unique instrument. It is engi-

Dynamic cathode
emission
Shorts and
leakage
Grid leakage

neered to operate simply, quickly and accurately...to detect hard -to -find tube defects...
to test both old and new tube types-more than
any other tester in its price class. Even if you're
presently using a tube tester, the Model 1100A
is priced so low, is so versatile, and portable, so
light you'll want it as an extra tester to keep at
your side always, while making service calls.

and gas

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
TESTS

TEMORE

OTHER TESTER

vo
vo

N

ITS PRICE RANGE

Noact d Nuvistors
-pin
and
101

Comprnprons
types
foreign and
Battery type,

hi-fi tubesvo

tubes

hybrid
Auto radio
types
and most industrial
See

Checks each section of multi -section

tubes separately
Will detect any short in a tube, even
where internal pins are tied or heater
is tapped
Exclusive meter bridge circuit provides
accuracy found only in the more
expensive tube testers
Handsome two-tone aluminum panel
Built-in 7 -pin and 9 -pin straighteners
conveniently located on panel
Complete easy -to -read tube chart
Small compact size: 9"x91/4"x3l/"
Housed in handsome, sturdy leatherette
case

your parts distributor or write for complete Mercury catalog

4777eileliliej ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION

manufacturers of quality electronic products
111 Rooseselt

Avenue, Mineola, New York

... for
24

two letters to Shell Electronics,
State St., Westbury, N.Y., but
have been returned. Could you
us with the proper address.

more details circle 43 on postcard

-

Nothing But Nothing
I've been digesting your magazine
for nearly 2 years now, and while
I agree it is a good magazine from
the standpoint of paper and typing
quality, the only trouble is, there's
nothing in it. Not even essays on how
to operate that equipment you are
urging us to buy. This is one thing
that could be enlarged upon. Only a
brief sketch of its operation comes
with the instrument.
The schematics are fine, but they
don't fit anything . . . None of the
schematics received, including those
in the subscription inducement, have
found a use. It's the old sets that
come in for repairs. No thank you,
until .. .
R. M. FRENCH
Boyce, La.
What would you like to see in ET
besides all those technical articles and
TV schematics? Upcoming are detailed
articles on how to use VTVMs,
scopes, transistor analyzers and many
other test instruments. But you must
be talking about some other magazine
ET never urges readers to buy
Ed.
anything.

-

-

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Not just another

connector!
wire spring
o
C pw

QUIG is brand n a
core,
wire inner
solder soldering
jacket of

-1
The 3 -in

outer

and different .
and an
of flux,
need is heat!
all you

possible!

one-handed

Once again, Sprague helps tie TV -radio service industry by solving two increasingly serious problems ..
parts replacement in those "inaccessible" chassis nooks,
such as crowded tube sockets, as well as soldering onto
the delicate circuitry of printed wiring boards.
Mechanically sturdy and electrically reliable, the
revolutionary QUIG provides fast, expertly-soldered
connections as easy as A -B -C!
.

Ten times

actual size

iä

Heat QUIG,
Connection Made.

1

MONODY ELSE MAS QU/G CONNECTORS...

YOU CET 'EM ONLY FROM SPRAGUE PRODUCTS!
QUIGS are now being packed with Sprague Atom`s Capacitors at no extra cost to
you! Whenever you need tubular electrolytics, insist on pre-packaged Sprague Atoms
from your parts distributor and you'll automatically
get your QUIG component connectors
the biggest
boon to the service technician since the soldering gun!

...

SPRAGUE®
THE

WORLD'S
66.1104

APRIL 1965

LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF

CAPACITORS

... for

MARK OF RELIABILITY
more details circle 64 on postcard
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

... Who manufactures the portable,
transistorized BUTOBA MT7 tape
recorder? Can any ET reader help
me? I need a schematic. . .
R. A. PELLETIER
Chicago, Ill.
Butter For the Ego
.
I appreciate the service you
and your magazine has provided for
years: I rate ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN the top magazine in its field,
and I have and always will recommend it without reservation
.
.
.

.

.

WO -91B OSCILLOSCOPE
SWEEP

H

WOLBERT ROETTGERS

GAIN

Pearl River, N.Y.

VERNIER

..

. Your ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
is a wonderful help to anyone in
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TV -radio service.

The famous RCA 5 -inch scope

NOW WITH MORE FEATURES
TO SIMPLIFY YOUR JOB

I have been a subscriber of your
magazine for the past 11 years. It
sure has shown improvement in
the past several years. Especially
in the schematic section. I have
noticed recently that Tekfax has
been giving TV more coverage. TV
is my bread and butter and having
new schematics available really
makes things easier. As color TV
service has become an important
part of my business, I am happy to
see the many color diagrams being
printed.
S. A. ANDERSON

Los Angeles, Calif.
Here's the latest model of the famous
RCA 5 -inch scope: the NEW WO -91B
Provision for connecting signals directly to the vertical deflection plates
of the CRT. Permits observation of
high frequency RF waveforms, such as
trapezoidal and wave -envelope modulation patterns.
Two -stage sync separator simplifies
checking of TV horizontal and vertical
sweep synchronization ... provides exceptionally solid lock -in action on composite TV signals.
Choice of wide-band or high -sensitivity, narrow -band display.
Complete with RCA WG -300B Di-

rect/Low Cap. Probe and Cable.

Optional at slight extra cost: RCA
capacitance-type voltage -divider probe that extends the
range of the scope to permit observation of signal pulse amplitudes up to
5000 volts. RCA WG -302A slip-on RF/
IF/VF signal tracing probe for RF applications from 100 Kc to 250 Mc.

WG -354A slip-on

D

WO -91B Scope:
WG -354A Probe:

D

WG -302A Probe:

Ask to see

$249.50*
$
7.50*
$
8.50*

it at your Authorized

RCA Test Equipment Distributor.
`'Optional distributor resale price. All prices subject to change without notice. Prices may be
slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the West.

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
e
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A Suggestion
I have been getting a number of
service calls for garage door operators. I would like to see some
coverage on this subject in your
magazine. Some of the circuitry
appears strange to me.
D. L. RAMER
Cleveland, Ohio
Technician Certification

I am very interested in your engineering technician certification
program. Please send me full information on the subject.
R. K. OLSON
St. Louis, Missouri
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

"I can ship

anytime
day or night...

that's why I always specify Greyhound Package Express!"
Greyhound Package Express never stops for lunch,
never quits at five, never sleeps at night. Not on weekdays. Not on weekends. Not even on holidays. Your
shipments travel on regular Greyhound buses ... via
fast, frequent Greyhound schedules. Your shipments
get moving faster so they can arrive sooner. Packages
shipped hundreds of miles frequently arrive the very

same day. And even on longer trips, overnight deliveries are routine. Save time! Save money! Save trou-

ble, too! Ship C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid or open a
Greyhound Package Express Charge Account.
For information on service, rates and routes, call
Greyhound or write today: Greyhound Package Express, Dept.53-D,140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, Ill.

It's there in hours ... and costs you less
For Example:

Buses Daily: Running Time:

DALLASSAN ANTONIO

CINCINNATILOUISVILLE

CLEVELANDCOLUMBUS
LOS ANGELESSAN FRANCISCO

20 lbs.

30 lbs.

40 lbs."

10

7

hrs. 15 min.

$1.90

$2.15

$2.45

14

2

hrs. 20 min.

1.65

1.90

2.15

10

3

hrs.

5 min.

1.80

2.05

2.40

28

9

hrs. 20 min.

2.10

2.45

1)11C1(11GE

E)(IRISS

"Other low rates up to 100 lbs.

One of a series of messages depicting another growing service of The Greyhound Corporation.
... for more details circle 28 on postcard
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As 2 -Set
Coupler, Gives
Each Set Min.
of 7db Gain

EDITORS' MEMO
Extends
Rabbit Ear
Range
in Medium
Signal
Areas

Shrink Or Swim?
Anthropologists tell us that the earliest-known primitive tools date
back some 600,000 years. Discoveries
about Peking and Neanderthal Man,
Middle Paleolithic and Modern Man,
indicate that man's brain began to increase in size as he adjusted to new
ways of life. And after man started
using tools
which some scientists
believe gave larger -brain types more
survival advantage
the size of
man's brain just about doubled .
We doubt that you'll have to buy
a larger hat right away if you begin
using test instruments more intelligently to keep up with modern service
techniques, meet service competition
and the "profit -squeeze" head on. But
we do have an idea that the principle
involved hasn't changed much after all
these years. Certainly, the technician
who spends a few extra hours establishing systematic methods for using
his signal tracer, transistor tester,
VOM, VTVM or capacitor tester
more effectively, isn't going to find
his head or pocketbook shrinking.
Too many of us, however, expect
our test instruments to solve troubleshooting problems like a $3 -million
computer programed to the Monte
Carlo system. Our instruments are just
tools. They're not gifted with whatever
it is that distinguishes man from the
most advanced type electronic computers. These so-called "brains" solve
certain problems in minutes that
would take man a lifetime to solve.
And using the least efficient and accurate "tool" on a certain job is just
another sure way to shrink faster.
The saddest thing I have found in
visiting shops around the country has
been the lack of test equipment "know
how" on the part of many technicians.
In many cases you will find the scope
and other equipment gathering dust in
a corner just because the man doesn't
know how to use it.
In forthcoming issues, ELECTRONIC
TECIINICI&N will concentrate more
on specialized test instruments for getting specific jobs done rapidly, efficiently and accurately.
We plan to do this in connection
with an expansion program now being carried out in our laboratory.
Not only do we intend to tell you
how to use some of the most modern
test equipment, but articles will be
developed to show how you can use
tried-and-true, standard test instruments more effectively.
Briefly, we intend to help you swim,
not shrink.
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THIS IS THE ALL NEW WINEGARD
BC -107... MOST VERSATILE BOOSTER -
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What makes the BC -107 such a special
booster -coupler? Well, for one thing,
the BC -107 eliminates the 3 to 4db loss
inherent in 2 set couplers. In fact, it
actually gives a 7db boost to both sets
connected to it. Now you can easily connect 2 sets to one antenna in fringe areas
and get perfect reception on both setsin color or black and white. An extra
set of terminals lets you use the BC -107
as a booster for 1 set with a minimum
of 12 db gain.
This powerful, transistorized unit also
has linear frequency response across
both TV and FM bands and an exact
match into 300 ohms. This means No

Smear, No Ghosts, No Picture Degradation, No Interference Between Sets.

Works with TV and FM signals from
25 to 45,000 microvolts. Has one 300
ohm input, three 300 ohm outputs, nostrip terminals, 110V -AC cord, and a
brand new casing of high impact polystyrene, specially designed for the neatest, simplest indoor installation possible.
Write today for complete details or ask
your distributor about the BC -107 from
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TUNER REPAIRS
$

9

FOR COMPLETE OVERHAUL

Includes ALL parts (except tubes)
ALL labor on ALL makes

24 -HOUR SERVICE with
FULL YEAR WARRANTY
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., largest manufacturer of TV and FM
tuners, maintains two completely -equipped Service Centers
to serve YOU. Both centers are staffed by well -trained
technicians in this specialized field and are assisted by
engineering personnel to assure you of FAST, DEPENDABLE service.
Tarzian-made tuners-identified by this stampingreceived one day will be repaired and shipped out
the next. A little more time may be required on other makes.
Every channel is checked and re -aligned per manufacturer's
specifications, not just the channels which might exist in
any given area.
You get a 12 -month guarantee against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usuage. Cost to
you is only $9.50 and $15 for UV combinations, including
all labor and parts except tubes. No additional costs. No
hidden charges. All tuners repaired on approved, open accounts. You pay shipping. Replacements on tuners beyond
practical repair are available at low cost.

When inquiring about service on other than Tarzian-made
tuners, always send TV make, chassis and Model number.
Check with your local distributor for Sarkes -"arzian replacement tuners, parts, or repair service. Cr, use the address
nearest you for fast factory repair service.

\/SARKES

TARZIAN, INC.

TUNER SERVICE DIV`SION
See your distributor, or use the address nearest you

537

South Walnut St.,

10654

Bloomington, Indiana
Tel: 332-6055

Magnolia Blvd.,

North Holl wood, Calif.

Tel: 769-2720
i

Manufacturers of Tuners ...Semiconductors
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A major breakthrough in

FFIACO
UHF. VHF. FM

AALLND

VE-LOG"
"COLOR
the
For
best reception
in the world

UVF Color Ve- Log Antennas...

Engineered for the Future!
Finco's new All -Band Color Ve -Log Antenna does the work
of three-gives startlingly clear black and white pictures
and beautiful color on both UHF and VHF television
channels. Its superlative design also assures the finest in
stereophonic and monophonic FM sound reproduction.
Comparison tests have proved the superiority of the All Band UVF Series-superiority backed by Finco's guarantee
of supremacy and unquestioned warranty.

Revolutionary new UHF Section
Heavy Aluminum reinforced insulator insert cup
and heavy duty rivet
Back-up bracket and square boom
Finco's exclusive triple thick sleeved elements
Lock-tite no -tilt saddle bracket
Finco's exclusive double contact to drive line
Continuous one-piece drive line and exclusive
air insulated polystyrene cross-over spacer

Write for beautiful color brochure Number 20-322 and Coupler -Splitter Specification sheet Number 17-2308G

Antenna design l

Finco Model

For maximum perfo-msrce use

FINCO

For Near Fringe and
Deep Fringe Areas

UHF

- FN

tlese

;oupler-SEliters

Model 3014
UHF -VHF Coupler -Splitter

UHF Elements
Channels -4 thru 83

$4.25

Model 3017
UHF-VHF 2 Set CouplerSpl tte-

15

VHF Elements
Channels 2 thru

VHF-

6.95

Model 3018

9

UHF -VHF -FM

13

UHF -VHF -FM

FM MonaLral and

Stereophonic
List ;59.9!

Find Model

8.95

Coupler-Splitter-_ow Loss

Model 3019

Coupler-Splitter-Strong

FM

S

gna

5.50

Featuring Finco's Exc mi.'s. Gold Corodizing

For Metropolitan Areas

Finco Model UVF 16
For Local and Suburban Areas

List $18.50

List $30.50

UVF-10

The FI N N EY Company

Finco Model UVF 18
For Suburban and Near Fringe Areas

List $42.50
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice

34 Interstate Street
Dept. 110

Bedford, Ohio
,
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Circuit Descriptions
Color TV Chassis Gil
HV Regulator
The purpose of the high voltage regulator (CR402)
is to provide current regulation of the horizontal output
circuit. CR402 and its associated components produce
a negative voltage which biases the horizontal output tube
grids proportionally to the load on the horizontal output
transformer. This bias supplements the normal bias produced by the output stages. A positive pulse from the
280V
R721
AD

REG.
Ú.

6JM6

CR402

R722
R727

C450
R723

GRIDS

I

R 716

C707

SF ,RK
GAP

R743

HOR!Z.
SHADING
CONTROL

Br BOOST

the screen voltage sufficiently to blank the picture tube
off. A HORIZONTAL SHADING Control, R743, is provided
to adjust the blanking time to eliminate shading at the lefthand side of the picture tube. This adjustment will not
normally require adjustment.

6JM6

T704

e

TO CRT
GREEN SCREEN

DIODE

RED

HORIZ OUTPUT HJRIZ. OUTRJT
V733
V 702
TO

HORIZ. SCAN

P745

T 704

HORIZ.C6C}--I
C446

HV

BLANKING

PULSE

B

FROM

BLUE

CR701

HORI Z

R729

0451

MAGNAVOX

POSITIVE PULSE

<T 704

Color TV Chassis 45 Series

horizontal output transformer (T704) determines the
amount of regulating bias produced. The amplitude of
the feed back pulse varies with the load on the transformer and in turn regulates the bias for V702 and
V703. The high voltage adjustment (R722) varies the
amount of reverse bias at CR402 and, therefore, the
amount of conduction. The high voltage is proportional
to the current through the horizontal output transformer.
Horizontal Blanking
Horizontal blanking is accomplished by applying a
pulse from the horizontal output transformer (T704) to
the Red, Green, and Blue screen grids of the picture tube.
The diode, CR701, is reverse -biased during horizontal
scan time and the screen grids have B+ boost applied
through R743 and R716. During horizontal retrace time,
a negative pulse is applied to the cathode of the diode
which causes it to conduct. This negative pulse reduces

-
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- Circuit Modification

In some channel 8 areas reports have been received
of an unusual interference pattern on the screen of the
45 Series Color TV Chassis incorporating the AFC feature. This was found to be caused by the 4th harmonic
of the picture IF signal (which falls within the channel 8
passband) being fed back to the front end and resulting
in the development of a beat signal. Since the resulting signal is modulated, the pattern on the screen will vary
and has at times been described "loosely" as a herringbone
pattern and at other times as being similar to diathermy
interference. This type of interference can be readily
identified, however, if removing the 6BZ6 tube in the AFC
circuit materially reduces the interference.
Changes have been incorporated in production to eliminate this interference.
Modification instructions for earlier chassis are as
follows: 1. Remove the IF board top shield and remove
C229
0.47 µf. capacitator from the IF board. This

C219 on bottom of board

Remove C219 from top of board

C227
!"--9F1

lÑ

L204

é.2

c20-

j0

V203

6EJ7

/!!H

N.>

`

2' T

.^

TP202
board, Magnavox 45 Series Color Chassis.

Remove C229

Open copper at point "X"
install coil no. 360852-3
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NO ONE CAN GUARANTEE YOUR FUTURE

NOT EVEN
YOU!
WE KNOW 156 MEN WHO DID THE NEXT BEST THING
..,ay Becaiiiu

tart of

a

the Lafayette

Aswuaie

ri ükiam

Business can be a funny proposition. You're an independent businessman, like those other 156
men. Then one day you discover competition has become too big and too tough to take on by
yourself. You want to fight back-launch new advertising campaigns, expand your line, send out
sales literature, mail out catalogs, do something to keep the business going. But it's just too much
for one man alone.
You need the know-how and support of a large corporation
the advantages you get as a franchised dealer in the Lafayette Radio Electronics Associate Store Program. This program enables
you to own your own store in America's fastest growing chain of retail electronics centers. You enjoy every benefit of this 44 -year -old organization, while you maintain your financial independence

...

through ownership.
If you have a basic knowledge of radio, TV or electronics, you owe it to yourself to investigate the
Lafayette Associate Store Program.
This Is What We Offer You:

-

Lafayette has
1. Business Stability
been in business 44 years. You'll
cash in on this established reputa-

4.

tion.
2. Product Diversification

-

You can

sell everything Lafayette offers .
hi-fi stereo, citizens band, tape recorders, radios, tools, and much
more. You'll attract more customers
than you ever thought possible.
.

-

Year 'round
3,Advertising Support
advertising, publicity, public relations and promotional campaigns
have established Lafayette and its
franchised dealers as America's HiFi and Electronics Centers.
APRIL 1965

5.

-

Protected Territory
Yours will be
the only franchised Lafayette Radio
Electronics Associate Store in your
marketing area.

for complete
Mail the coupon
without obligation.
information

-

Marketing Guidance
We'll help
a complete operation to
build a successful future, and maintain it. We will always be available
to help you in any way possible.
you set up

looking for a limited number of men who want to become a
part of the Lafayette Associate

Lafayette Radio Electronics Corporation
1

111

men who
are willing to invest $10,000 to
$30,000 to make a new business
.

.

.

Jericho Turnpike
L. I., N. Y. 11791

Syosset,

I

Mr. Robert Laub:
Please send me full information on how I can
understand
own my own profitable business.

We are

Store Program

Dept. ASETD5

1

1

1

I

there is no obligation.

1

Name

.

career for themselves.

Address
1
1

i

1

State

city

.. for

Zip

J
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TECHNICAL DIGEST
a

lectrotech first
that completely

capacitor is not marked on the board, but can be located
rather easily. It is positioned on the top side of the board
between C224 and the 3rd IF shield. (See illustration).
Note: C229 is not replaced by another capacitor since
the space coupling is satisfactory for feeding the IF signal to the AFC board. Removal of this capacitor will
tilt the IF curve. This will not be noticeable in the
picture, but may cause a significant reduction in chroma
under weak signal conditions. Adjustment of the 3rd IF
will be necessary and this adjustment is critical. Working
from the top side of the board, this is the second (or
lower) core in the can. Using a hex tuning wand, insert
it through the first core into the second. Do not turn the
top core. Turn the lower slug 3/4 of a turn counter-

automates

horizontal
trouble
shooting

!

LECTROTECH T-100

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION
CIRCUIT METER
Now you can immediately pinpoint

or eliminate
horizontal section as a source of trouble without
making a connection to TV set. Easy to operate
. simply point T-100 at front of TV set, press "On"
Switch and the T-100 Meter will register performance
as good or bad, steady or fluctuating, to indicate
intermittent troubles. Detects all horizontal deflection circuit troubles in horizontal oscillator, high voltage

rectifier, damper circuit,

titOüfl.

T

-,ta

yoke or flyback. A tremendous time-saver that you
will use on every job, in the
home or on the bench. Small
size, 27/8" x 37/8" x 11/2". Wt.

only

8

oz.

NET

GENERAL ELECTRIC
TV Chassis TA

195°

Ask your distributor to show you the famous:
LECTROTECH

-the

V1

only complete Color TV Test
Instrument with exclusive built-in
Only 189.50

Color Vectorscope.

LECTROTECH

-complete color bar generator

V6
See your

with all the features of the V7
except the Vectorscope. Only 99.50

distributor or write Dept.

PF -3

LECTROTECH, INC.
1737 Devon

Avenue
Area 312

Chicago, Illinois 60626

465-2622

... for more details circle
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clockwise.
2. Change the 6BZ6, AFC amplifier tube to a 6BA6,
readjust the secondary of the AFC discriminator. This
can be done rather easily by tuning in the channel 8 signal, with the AFC in operation, and retune the secondary for the proper tuning point.
Now observe the picture on channel 8. This modification should normally reduce the interference to an acceptable level. In more persistent cases, however, it may
be necessary to make the following additional changes.
1. Remove the chassis and then the shield under the IF
board. Remove capacitator C219, 10 pf from the top of
the board and reinstall on the bottom side. Solder one
lead to the point to which it was originally connected.
Add a 1 inch wire to the other capacitor lead and solder
to the ground connection at the same point where C215
is connected. This simply places the ground connection
of C219 at a new point. (See illustration.)
2. Open the circuit between L206 and L207 by cutting
a 1/2 in. section of the copper land from the board and
install choke #360852-3 across this open circuit.
3. Top and bottom IF shield should then be replaced, being certain to resolder the bottom shield at all six points.
4. Insert a 5600 S1 resistor at point C on the AFC
board, in series with the AFC voltage line to the tuner.
5. Re -install the chassis in the cabinet and check reception, particularly on channel 8.

-

Low Voltage Power Supply

- Circuit Operation

The low voltage power supply is a transistorized, adjustable, voltage regulated type which uses two transistors, two silicon diodes, and one zener diode. The silicon
diodes Y401 and Y402 are connected to form a full wave
rectifier circuit, with the output filtered by C401. The
dc output voltage is connected to the emitter of Q21, a
PNP germanium transistor, which serves as a series voltage regulator.
For simplicity, consider the transistor Q21 to function as a variable resistor. The internal resistance of the
transistor can be varied by changing the amount of forward bias voltage that is applied to the emitter -base
junction.
Q20 is an NPN silicon transistor which functions as
an error amplifier. It will respond to voltage variations
which appear at the collector of Q21 and adjusts the base
bias on Q21 to keep the output voltage at a constant amplitude. The base voltage for Q20 is supplied from the
Continued on page 94
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Here's the most foolproof volt-ohm-milliammeter
ever made. Protection approaches 100%. It's the
VOM you will want to have on hand where inexperienced people are running tests ... or will reach
for yourself on those days when you're all thumbs.
The 260-5P will save you all kinds of headaches from
burned out meters and resistors, bent pointers,
and inaccuracies caused by overheating.

Combined Protection You Won't Find
In Any Other VOM
1. Reset button pops out to indicate overload.
2. You cannot reset circuits while overload is present.
3. Protective circuit does not require massive overloads which can cause hidden damage to the
instrument.
4. All ranges are protected except those not feasible
in a portable instrument -1000 and 5000 volts
DC and AC; 10 amp DC.

SI

PSO N

20-5P
IN/1

O N LY e78.95
Write for Bulletin 2056

Ranges-The 260-5P has the same ranges and takes
the same accessories as Simpson's famous 260-4
volt-ohm-milliammeter.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY

5208

Representatives in Principal Cities
...See Telephone Yellow Pages

W. Kinzie Street, Chicago, III. 60644 Phone: (312) EStebrook 9-1121
Export Dept.: 400 W. Madison Street, Chicago, III. 60606 Cable, Amergaco
Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario
In Canada:
Ruttonsha-Simpson Private Ltd., International House,
In India:
Bombay -Agra Road, Vikbrali, Bombay

DIVISION

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC TEST

...
APRIL 1965
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Want to make
your shop

more
profitable?

Mail this
coupon.

36
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Here's a brand-new service to help you do the better, faster work
that gets you more business. A service that gives you tech data when
you need it weeks and even months before other tech services.
New Philco Tech Data Service includes everything you need
installation instructions, exploded views, parts data, timesaving
service techniques written especially for the professional service
technician. And you get your data fast. New -product manuals are
in your hands before the retailer gets his merchandise. You'll
find the servicing of Philco Products much more profitable when
you use the new Philco Tech Data Service.
Philco Tech Data Service is available in Electronics, Laundry, Appliances,
and Combination Appliances and Laundry. Here's what you get:
10 -year Philco Parts Cross -Reference Guide. Fits tube caddy or
tool box. Gives all the functional parts with substitution and number data
right up to date. No other service has anything like it. Philco Parts
Price List with complete part number identification. Issued three times
a year. Complete service manuals for every Philco product line.
Contain general product data, separate model specs, complete line information
not just supplements. A stream of Philco Service Bulletins
that tell you what to expect, what to look for, give you specific "fix"
information. A one-year subscription to Service Businessman magazine.
Unique in the field, not offered separately. Filled with articles
on how to make an independent service business more profitable.
You just can't get all these valuable things for the same price
anywhere else. Mail the coupon today and see how soon you can
begin to run a more profitable shop.

-

-

-

-

PHILCO
PARTS AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT

A

I

(.3V/`ü`_/'%(V .)

SUBSIDIARY OF

Cl

Start sending me the following Philco Tech Data Service right away.
My check or money order is enclosed. (Check the Philco Tech Data you want.)
ELECTRONICS

Plan E

You receive all material
on electronics published
during the 12 -month subscription period. For one
full year, $7.50

Plan E-1
Plan E plus all literature
covering 1965 Philco Electronic Products that was
published prior to your subscription date. $10.50

LAU NDRY

Plan L
You receive all material
on laundry published during the 12 -month subscription period. For one full
full year, $12.50

Plan L-1
Plan L plus all literature
covering 1965 Philco Laundry Products that was published prior to your subscription date. $17.50

Make all checks payable
to Philco Corporation.
Mail to:
PHILCO
TECH DATA SERVICE
Box 3635
Philadelphia, Pa. 19125

APPLIANCES
Plan A-1
Plan A plus all literature
covering 1965 Philco Appliance Products that was
published prior to your subscription date. $17.50

D Plan A
You receive all material
on appliances published
during the 12 -month subscription period. For one
year, $12.50

COMBINATION APPLIANCES & LAUNDRY
D Plan AL-1
Plan AL
You receive all material Plan AL plus all literature
on laundry and appliances covering 1965 Philco Appublished during the 12 - pliance and Laundry Prodmonth subscription period. ucts that was published
For one full year, $20.00
prior to your subscription
date. $30.00

Name
Firm Name
Address
City

Zip No

State

T

.
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.
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SYNC ON BUSINESS

--

The tape recorder industry is beginning to attract an
one that has the potential
entirely new type of customer
according to Wybo
to break the market wide open
Semmelink, manager of the Norelco Hi Fi Products Dept.
of North American Philips Co. The new customer, he said,
can be characterized as "the great American middle-class
consumer," the average person who has never owned a
one that wants a tape recorder
tape recorder before
that falls between the low -end, poor -quality recorder and
the two extremes that
the high priced stereo unit
have tended to dominate the field. If this is true, perhaps
we can generate some business out of it.

-

-

An "Entertainment Semiconductors Replacement
Guide" has been published by G -E. The guide is devoted
to a full line of transistors, rectifiers, dual diodes, crystal
diodes, and color TV rectifiers. It is available only at
your G -E distributor.

Its first course in CATV system maintenance was
conducted by Entron in Silver Spring, Md. some time
ago. Students from New York, New Jersey, Illinois, Minne-

sota, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, North Carolina,
New Mexico and Pennsylvania are shown here participating in the course which included instruction in all phases
of installation, operation and maintenance. Other courses
are planned.

"How to Clean, Maintain and Protect Records" by
Cecil E. Watts, internationally recognized authority for
record maintenance, is a little booklet you may be able
to use as a Hi Fi customer relations piece for your best
Hi Fi customers. It is written in easy -to-understand language and covers the subject thoroughly. Price is 250
from Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc., New Hyde Park,
N.Y. Probably be a good idea to order a sample copy
first and take a first-hand "gander" at it yourself.
Speaking of customer relations, the "message" of the
new president of Texas Electronics Association, Don Chambers, published in the December/January issue of TEA
TIMES, contains some of the most modern but sage advice
we have recently observed in technician association litera38

ILL

ture. We'll quote only one paragraph: "Talking to our
fellow business men is not enough. We must let our customers and our competitors' customers know what we are
doing. Let them know that we will attend our school of
management; Let them know that we have the proper
equipment, technical information, and qualified personnel
to perform with efficiency."

The sound equipment line of LTV University is being
supported by an enlarged advertising and promotional program, according to Irving Greene, industry veteran. The
program will support its line of speakers for commercial,
industrial, military and consumer use, including Hi Fi
component speakers and systems, PA speakers and accessories, microphones and related electronic equipment.
"Tape Recording the Sounds of Your Life" is another
book that Hi Fi service -dealers may find helpful. The
retail price is $1.35, and its 128 pages are dedicated to
all tape recordists, hobbyists and professionals. Perhaps
a modest supply made available in your show room for
purchase by customers and prospects, would be a good
idea. They're copyrighted by Robins Industries Corp.,
Flushing, N.Y. 11356.
Sylvania parts depot changes have caused some confusion in the field. If you don't know where parts orders
should be placed, the factory suggests this procedure (1).
Check your phone book yellow pages for a distributor
listing. If no distributor is listed, order your parts from
one of the parts central locations. (2). If it is necessary to
order from a parts central location, use these boundaries
as a guide to ordering: The area including as a boundary
Pennsylvania and Delaware to the northeast should order
from New York City. The address is 97 New Hyde Park
Road, Franklin Square, N.Y. Those ordering from the
northeast boundary to the eastern limits of Montana, Colorado, Utah and Arizona should order from Illinois. The
address is 2001 North Cornell Avenue, Melrose Park,
Ill. All orders placed from the west coast to the central
boundary should order from Los Angeles, Calif. The address is 6505 E. Gayhart St., Los Angeles, Calif.

The Electronic Industries Association's Semiconductor Division has set up a three-man task force to study
reports of counterfeiting of semiconductor devices. The
group, headed by Robert J. Maijer of Bendix Semiconductor Division, will determine the extent of the alleged counterfeiting and recommend possible action by EIA and semiconductor manufacturers if the need for action is identified. The task force will report to the division's executive
committee at its meeting during the EIA annual convention in July at Chicago. During preliminary discussion, the
consensus of the executive committee was that the counterfeiting problem appears serious, even though it is apparently not widespread or on a grand scale.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

"Go Places" with your Sylvania Distributor
An invitation to one of America's most famous resorts

waiting for you at your participating Sylvania Dis
tributor's. Complete with excellent accommodatons,
professional entertainment, boating, dancing and
other fun and sun features. Be our guest and show
the Mrs. the time of her life.
Your Sylvania Distributor wig be awarding weekis

end holidays between now and May 31. So now is the
best time to stock up for a busy spring and summer
with the quality, fast-moving line of tubes. It may lake
you to your vacation pa-adise. Ask your participating
Sylvania Distributor for details.
Electronic Tube Division, Sylvania Electronic Com-

ponents Group.
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GENERAL -ELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
NEW CAPABILIT,ES IN: ELECTRONIC TUBES
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Space -To -Home TV Forecast

-

no "ghosts," no "snow,"
Perfect color television
could
no
weak signals
or
triple
images,
no double
be relayed from outer space directly to homes and
schools in any inhabited area of the world, however
remote, within two or three years.
Dr. Harold A. Rosen, assistant manager of Hughes
Aircraft Company's Space Systems division, told European and U. S. newsman that the technology exists
for launching a 1,550 -pound stationary satellite into
synchronous orbit to relay color or black and white
programs to home receivers anywhere, including areas
where no TV reception is possible today.
and it would be relatively inex"Such a system
pensive
would be of greatest immediate benefit to
underdeveloped countries of Africa and South America
and some smaller parts of Europe and North America
not now reached by microwave communications or
community cable systems," Dr. Rosen said.
A forerunner of the satellite is currently under development and test in Hughes laboratories, Dr. Rosen
said. He also disclosed that current work in the field
of synchronous satellites could result in a multi-million
channel equatorial communications network carrying
television, voice, photo facsimile and teletype every
place in the world, except the sparsely inhabited polar
regions, before the end of the century.
A home or school antenna could be stamped out

-

-

of aluminum in much the same way as the top of an
automombile is made, he said. The receiver could be
designed by extending the concept of the UHF signal
converter now in use. Conversion of microwave frequencies is fundamentally no more difficult, he said.
Dr. Rosen, who identified himself as a scientist
rather than a businessman, said that he could visualize
methods of financing such a venture.
"Individual governments might pay for the system
because of the great benefits to be derived by schools
and universities and because of the possibilities of
wider dissemination of information," he continued.
"A group of industries with common interests in many
different countries might form a consortium to ex-

change visual information about product developments,
sign contracts or conduct conferences in which charts,
graphs or other presentations were pertinent to a
discussion.
"It is even reasonable to assume that the manufacturers of TV receivers might underwrite such a
system in anticipation of greatly increased sales. And,
of course, subscription television is another possible
financing method," he said.
Dr. Rosen refused to predict a time when such a
system might be available but he did say that "as
soon as someone with the necessary funds says 'Go!'
we can have such a satellite in orbit within two years."

great profits
that's about the size of it
Microminiaturization has come to cartridge design
in the new Sonotone Micro -Ceramic° Cartridge-a
king-sized profit-maker in a tiny case. This remarkable new cartridge updates to 1965 performance almost any phonograph using a ceramic cartridge
produced within the past 20 years.
The Sonotone Micro -Ceramic Cartridge embodies all the advantages of miniaturization and
light weight. Designed for low mass, lightweight
tonearms it weighs less than 1 gram ( without
bracket). Superb stereo performance is assured by
high compliance; ability to track at the low forces
required by today's modern record changers; excel -

-

-

lent separation and a smooth, clean response over
the full audio range. To top it off, all Micro -Ceramic
cartridges are equipped with the virtually indestructible Sono -Flex() stylus. For ease of installation, three
different standard mounts are available.
Four Micro -Ceramic cartridges cover all of your
replacement needs; the "27T," a high capacitance
model for transistorized phonographs; the high compliance "25T" for deluxe stereo units; the "26T" and
"28T" for replacement in a wide range of popularly
priced phonographs.
For comprehensive Cartridge Replacement
Guide, write:

0``

SONOTONEf
audio products

Sonotone Corp., Electronic Applications Div., Elmsford, N. Y,

... for more details
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IEICO

BRAND NEW FOR '65

NEW EASY-TO -BUILD EICO KITS

/

OVER 100 LABORATORY PRECISION KITS

COLOR TV LAB

EICO 342 FM-MPX
SIGNAL GENERATOR

THREE COMPACT, PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS FOR SHOP OR HOME COLOR TV SERVICING.
ADD ONE MORE AND YOU'RE SET FOR FM-MPX STEREO.

FOR PROFITABLE

SERVICING IN

THE FAST-GROWING FM STEREO

MARKET. PROVIDES BOTH A

COMPOSITE

AUDIO SIGNAL
FOR DIRECT INJECTION INTO
MPX SECTION
AND FM RF PLUS
SYNC OUTPUT.

EICO 380 COLOR
GENERATOR
PORTABLE, SOLID STATE

N.T.S.C. STANDARD COLOR
SIGNAL & DOT -BAR GENERATOR (PAT. PEND.). GENER-

ATES 11 DIFFERENT

COLOR SIGNALS, ONE AT A
TIME. PROVIDES N.T.S.C.
COLOR SIGNALS EXACTLY AS
SPECIFIED. TAKES THEGUESSWORK OUT OF COLOR TV
SERVICING.
KIT ONLY $129.95.
WIRED

5169.95.

WIRED

EICO 369 SWEEP AND

$149.95.

EICO 435 3 -INCH

POST-INJECTION
MARKER GENERATOR

OSCILLOSCOPE
ULTRA COMPACT! TAKE IT
ALONG ON SERVICE CALLS.
BRIGHT. SHARP TRACE ON
FLAT -FACE 3 -INCH CRT EXPANDABLE SEVERAL DIAMETERS. FLAT DC TO 4.5 MC/S.
EDGE LIT CALIBRATION GRID.

FOR EASIEST, FASTEST

VISUAL ALIGNMENT

OF
COLOR OR B & W TV AND
FM RF AND IF CIRCUITS.
FIVE SWEEP RANGES FROM
3-220 MC/S. FOUR MARKER
RANGES FROM 2-225 MC/S.
CRYSTAL MARKER OSCILLATOR. POST INJECTION OF
MARKERS.
KIT ONLY 89.95.
WIRED $139.95.

ZENER CALIBRATOR. OUTPERFORMS 5 -INCH SCOPES

GU-1li\rTlìl;
1t ()I;S : I()NA

THREE TIMES AS BIG AND
TWICE AS HEAVY. TRUE LAB
QUALITY.
KIT ONLY $99.95.
WIRED $149.95.

UAI.ITiT

THESE FAMOUS BEST SELLERS FROM EICO'S
SELECTION OF 230 KITS AND WIRED UNITS.
EICO 232 VTVM
PEAK-TO -PEAK
A

TUBES &
TRANSISTORS

MUST FOR
OR

COLOR

riam

9

USE. 7 NON SKIP RANGES

ON ALL 4
FUNCTIONS.

TESTS RECEIVING. SPECIAL
PURPOSE, NUVISTOR AND
COMPACTRON TUBES FOR DYNAMIC CONDUCTANCE. TWOSTEP TRANSISTOR TEST.

WITH
AnietirUNI-PROBE®.

$29.95.
WIRED

Qs

DC

da'

INDUSTRIAL

'4

KIT

17

B&WTVAND

...

$49.95.

KIT

$79.95.

WIRED

$129.95.

KIT

$28.95.

TESTING

TICAL

$39.95.

INPUT. AUTOMATIC SYNC
LIMITER AND

KIT

$89.95.

CB,

AND

A

M

METER. LOW
RIPPLE FOR

TRANSISTOR
EQUIPMENT.

0-8V/ 0-16V
OUTPUTS.

KIT

$45.95.

WIRED

$54.95.

AMP.
WIRED

$129.50.

IN THE HIGHEST

WIRED

QUALITY RANK, WITH
43 TRANSISTORS,

$169.95.

19 DIODES. 6 RECTI-

23 CHANNEL FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER PROVIDES CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED TRANSMIT AND
RECEIVE ON ALL 23 CHANNELS
NO ADDITIONAL CRYSTALS TO BUY EVER! FEATURES
INCLUDE DUAL CONVERSION, ILLUMINATED
"S/RF" METER, ADJUSTABLE SQUELCH AND
NOISE LIMITER, TV FILTER, 117 -VAC AND
12-VDC TRANSISTORIZED DUAL POWER SUPPLY. ALSO SERVES AS 3.5 -WATT P.A. SYSTEM.

FIERS. 112 WATTS
INTO 4 OHMS
75

-

WATTS INTO

38-40 DB CHANNEL SEPARATION.
AUTOMATIC STEREO SWITCHING.
INTERSTATION MUTING. FRONT-END, IF AND MPX SECTIONS PRE -WIRED
AND PRE -ALIGNED. PLUG-IN TRANSISTORS.
KIT ONLY $229.95. WIRED WITH CAB. $349.95.
8 OHMS.

I

r FICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
MOST COMPLETE LINE
OF KITS AND WIRED
TEST EQUIPMENT, CB
AND HI-FI COMPONENTS.

FREE

1

131-01 39th Ave., Flushing, New York 11352

SEND
FOR

SEND
I

1965 CATALOG LISTING 230 EICO PRODUCTS.
ET -4

NAME
ADDRESS

CATALOG
I

L
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AMP..

BAL. OR UNBAL.

(MODEL 779)

AUTO RADIOS,

MOBILE
AND TONE
EQUIPMENT.
VOLTMETER

COLOR & B & W
TV SERVICE &
LAB USE. PUSHPULL DC VER-

NEW EICO 3566 SOLID STATE FM-MPX
STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER

NEW

FOR BENCH

WIRED

WIDEBAND

0-4.5 MC FOR

0.

150 KC/S TO 435 MC/S RANGE.
FOR IF -RF ALIGNMENT ANE,
SIGNAL TRACING OF TV, FM,
AM, CB AND MOBILE. BUILT-IN
AND EXT. MODULATION.

SENTINEL 23 CB TRANSCEIVER

EICO 1064 DC
POWER SUPPLY

EICO 460 5 -INCH
OSCILLOSCOPE

EICO 324 RF SIGNAL
GENERATOR

EICO 667 TESTER

CITY

STATE

... for more details
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Feather your
nest this spring
With valuable premiums from General Electric Receiving Tubes
through
May 14, with top quality merchandise available only with tube
purchases from your General Electric Tube Distributor.

Get ready for spring fun and projects from March

1

wide selection of gifts for yourself,
your wife, your home or your shop during these two and
one-half months. Remember, there's no limit on the number
You can choose from

a

of premiums you may earn.

Distributor'` is the man to contact for details. He
will be able to show you how easy it is to "Feather Your Nest
This Spring," and stock up on G -E Tubes at the same time.
Your

G -E

DISTRIBUTOR SALES, OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
*Premiums available at the option of your

for home or business offer tremendous
gripping power and easy adjustment. Forged
steel claws lock into position for the strength
of a wrench. Fast release lever enables
quick readjustment. Order: ETR 4212

G -E

Distributor.

in the beautiful sun -tan shade for the woman
in your life. Three pairs of sheer stretch nylons
will complement the latest spring and summer
fashions. One size fits all. Order: ETR 4207

2°

COOKING
CENT
makes outdoor summertime
meals remembered throughout the year. The beautiful
metallic red and gray baked on enamel covers a bonderized steel construction for
added years of service. Five position elevation control
allows the backyard
chef full opportunity
for cooking perfection. Order:
ETR 4211

f.
19" PATIO TABLE

does the work of eight saws ..
rip, crosscut, jig, hack, band,
coping, keyhole, and scroll.
Offers built-in cooling, adjust-

is ideal for year 'ro
e indoors or out.
Stain -resistant top doubles as a beaitiful
serving tray. Brass legs collapse for
easy storage. Order: ETR 4210
+

able base, rip guide, and mitre
gauge. Bevel cuts from 0° to
45°. Includes wood, scroll,
and metal blades.
Order: ETR 4217

featuring the Mitchell 304 reel with anti -reverse control and
full bail line pick-up. The 61/2' two-piece medium taper rod offers medium light action.
Order: ETR 4208

MELAMINE
DINNERWARE

-

24 pieces
will add beauty to your table. This break
and stain resistant set is dishwasher safe and includes
four: tumblers, decorated dinner plates, cups,
saucers, bread and butter plates and
fruit dishes. Order: ETR 4206

SANFORIZED
SHIRT

for dress or play in assorted
colors. Smart looking collar
and permanent stays assure the fresh looK
even after many washings. The little or na

ironing required makes it eve -i more
popular on wash day.
Order: ETR 4213

SKOTCH
KOOLER

s'

®

two quart
capacity

-

completely

is

un-

breakable. The
leather textured

covers an area from 20-80 feet with
a full circle throw or any part of a
circle. Features sturdy metal construction, sled -type runners,
and rotating coupling nut.
Order: ETR 4218

handle and surface
in white and coppertone make it a handsome
accessory for summer outings or patio use. It is
light -weight and stain
resistant for added
convenience.
Order: ETR 4209

LIBBY
GLASSES

make serving beverages outdoors
easy and styl sh. Each glass has
a lovely gold leaf design and

holds

121/2

ounces.

Order: ETR 4216

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
... for
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Tips for Technicians
Mallory Distributor Products Company
a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.
P.O. Box 1558, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206

How to reduce
ripple in solid state circuits
Full wave bridge rectifier

117

+

VAC

DC

Rectifiers:

'4111»a
FW: 1.5 amp

Type S
amps

3

Type VS
15 amps

Type V
25 amps

Many of the new solid state circuits you'll be working
with are line operated. This means that the power supply
has to produce just about as pure DC as possible, at
anywhere from 3 to 25 volts. How do you get ripple
down to the rock bottom minimum, so there's no trace
of 60 cycle hum in the output ?

First tip: start out with a full wave rectifier. This
inherently gives you far less filtering to do than a half wave rectifier. If you need up to 1.5 amperes DC, the
simplest way to do the job is to use a Mallory Type FW
full wave bridge circuit package. All four rectifiers are
factory -connected in this compact, encapsulated unit.
All you need to do is connect the four leadwiresAC input and DC output-in your circuit, and you're
ready to go. You'll save yourself some money, because
the package costs appreciably less than four separate
rectifiers. Or you can use a full wave center tap ... we
have packaged circuits with either positive or negative
center, also rated 1.5 amperes. And if you need higher
currents, take a look at our stud -mount and press -fit
types which go up to 25 amperes.

Next tip: use a lot of capacitance. Brute force filtering
is the sure way to kill ripple. And when it comes to
packaging maximum capacity into a filter, the Mallory
line gives you a broad choice. The "mostest microfarads"
comes in the CG computer grade series, where you can
get up to 115,000 mfd. at 3 volts in standard, off -the-shelf
parts ... dollar for dollar, the most filter for your money.
But you don't always need this much capacitance, or
perhaps you have limitations on physical size. Then
take a look at what you can get in Mallory TC capacitors
(the horizontal mounting type) : up to 1000 mfd.,
at 50 volts.

Capacitors:

FP

CG

Or maybe you'd prefer a vertical twist -mount type.
That's our famous FP series. Up to 10,000 mfd. at
6 volts, or 7,500 mfd. at 25 volts in single units, and
slightly less in multiple -section types.

Your Mallory distributor carries a wide selection ready
for immediate delivery. See him soon. He's your best
source for everything that's best in electronic components.
TC

44
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The Intelligent Approach
to Capacitor
Checking
de %aotry

D'

ageéa

Central Service Co.

Eliminate unprofitable

troubleshooting procedures with
specialized test instrument

Testing capacitors with checker.

Next to tubes, we have always found a relatively
large number of defective capacitors in the electronic
equipment we service. This has resulted in expending a
lot of unprofitable service time locating open, leaking
and shorting capacitors by hit-and-miss "meter methods." But we have recently put an end to a large portion of this waste by adding an in- and out -of -circuit capacitor tester to our test instrument collection. In a
brief period we have located a rather large number of
marginal capacitors with the in-circuit test alone.
Leaky capacitors will sometimes reveal a visual
clue. A typical example is a leaky capacitor bypassing
a B+ circuit. If the leakage is great enough the resistor
will overheat, smoke or possibly burn up. More frequently, however, the leakage is not enough to give
a visual indication but bad enough to cause a certain
degree of circuit malfunction.
No one has yet developed an inexpensive test instrument for TV -radio, Hi Fi work that performs highequipment that
speed "go", "no-go" indications
practically "thinks" for you. Sophisticated, expensive
test equipment of this type is used only to check elabo-

rate electronic systems. For this reason, your capacitor
checker is just like your scope, VTVM or other shop
instrument -you have to learn how to use it. Additionally, you have to know the particular function of a
capacitor in a given circuit before you can properly
evaluate its condition.
Capacitor defects will fall roughly into three categories: opens, shorts and leakage. But these defects can
be further divided into various "degrees of defectiveness." And some defects may not be severe enough to
materially upset the circuit. Hence, to get efficient results from your capacitor checker, you must understand
its operation thoroughly and how it should be applied
to individual situations. Some capacitors tested incircuit cannot be considered bad or good without taking
the individual circuitry into consideration.
The best way to begin learning about your capacitor checker is with the instruction book furnished by
the instrument manufacturer. In our case, each technician attended a briefing session on the capicitor checker
prior to being allowed to go it alone. They became
thoroughly familiar with its use at the beginning.

-
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RL

r-^VwAV^f,

RL=EFFECTIVE
LEAKAGE
2 MEG. û

V2
Fig.

1-A

2M leakage in CI

would not materially affect
the total circuit resistance.

-

RL= EFFECTIVE

2-A 2M leakage across
the capacitor in this circuit
would upset the bias on V2.
Fig.

Bt

LEAKAGE 2MEG R

Some Capacitor Considerations

BDT6

NOISE INVERTER

DEO

AGC
34V

VAW8
SYNC. SEP.

22xR
C-150
3300PF

13+

Fig.

3-A

color -set

30 M leakage in C150 caused 'touchy sync' in this

circuit.

DELAY

LINE

C-404
,FH

4-A check of C404 showed
leakage of 10 M.

Fig.
a

117VAC

EOCPS

5-Ele:trolytic C119 showed
proximately 50 of in capacity.
Fig.
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Some of our technicians are primarily concerned
with making house calls and doing limited bench work.
Because of this, they are inclined to get somewhat out
of contact with electronic theory. And this was true of
electrolytic capacitor theory, too. Some technicians,
for example, had forgotten how wide the tolerances are
on electrolytic capacitors. Manufacturers' tolerances
can be as high as 70 to 80 percent over rated values.
And many circuits will work perfectly normal with electrolytic capacitors that are 100 percent higher than
specified circuit values. On the other hand, a capacitor
that checks 20 percent below its rated value would adversely affect the operation of most circuits and should
be considered defective.
Ceramic capacitors should be understood also. Most
good ceramics will show a rather high degree of leakage and should not be considered defective by this
test alone.

Practical Examples
Referring to Fig. 1, the effect of 2 Mn leakage
through Cl would be negligible since paralleling 2
MSt with 10 Kci does not offer much reduction in circuit resistance. But the same capacitor with 2 Mn leakage in a circuit like that shown in Fig. 2 would seriously affect the circuit operation since the leakage resistance would allow some B+ to flow to the grid of V2,
causing a change in operating bias.
In these two examples it is necessary for technicians
to analyze the circuits and determine if the leakage resistance of 2 Mn would affect circuit operation.
We recently completed a job on an RCA CTC-11
color chassis. When the set came into the shop the tag
said "touchy sync." Color and audio appeared normal
and it was determined that the problem was somewhere
in the sync separator circuit (See Fig. 3). Voltage
checks in the sync separator showed the voltages to
be rather close to specifications. Pin 2 of the 6AW8
separator, however, showed a -1 v reading instead of
the normal -7 v. Pin 6 of the 6DT6 tube showed approximately 270 v.
When C150 was checked, the tester indicated 30
MO leakage and C150 was replaced. The set resumed

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Sprague capacitor analyzer.

B&K capacitor analyst.

normal operation. Ordinarily, we would have considered this set repaired and would have taken it back to
the customer, but we checked the other accessible
capacitors. We found C404 (Fig. 4), a 0.1 µf capacitor,
coupling to the second video amplifier, to be leaking
10 Ms2. Although this capacitor caused no apparent
problem at the time, it was replaced to prevent a possible callback in the near future.
We also checked the filter capacitors of this set.
C119 (Fig. 5), rated at 160 µf, showed an effective
operating capacity of 110µf. According to recommendations of the tester manufacturer, the capacitor was replaced because it was well below rated capacity. This
normally indicates considerable aging, a short life
expectancy, and could result in a callback and unhappy
customer.
We would not normally have found the two aforementioned marginal capacitors and would have returned
the set to the customer without knowing they existed.
We have no way of knowing now when or if these two
capacitors would have failed, but we delivered the set
to the customer with a great deal more confidence because we were able to locate and prevent a possible
future service problem.
A typical capacitor trouble, not uncommon but difficult to determine, is a change in capacitor value. The
normal capacitor will change value no more than 3
to 4 percent during its lifetime. But a large change in
capacity can be caused by improper foil crimping at
the time of manufacture which results in a poor contact to the connecting leads. This defect may not show
up for a long time. It may only show itself when mechanical vibration or temperature changes take place.
A recent example was the vertical multivibrator
circuit in an Olympic chassis "KU". The complaint
said "vertical hold did not have enough range to lock
the picture." In checking the vertical circuit, of course,
we first substituted tubes. Finding no problem here, we
started to check components in the vertical circuit. We
found no resistor problems.
We began to check the capacitors in this circuit. A
0.002 µf checked OK, a 0.01 µf unit checked OK and
almost half of
a 0.007 µf checked out at 0.003 µf
its rated value. When the 0.007 µf unit was replaced,
the set resumed normal operation.

-
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While working on this set, we checked three other
capacitors in this circuit. All came within normal tolerance. The 100 µf filter capacitor at the 12BH7
cathode measured only 80 µf. Since we considered this
capacitor marginal, we changed the entire unit which
included another section which checked OK. We again
felt that we may have saved ourselves a future service
problem by checking all the capacitors in this circuit.

General Approach
Some technicians are prone to replace all capacitors
when a problem arises in a particular circuit. Although
this corrects against capacitor failure and catches marginal capacitors, the profit from the sale of a halfdozen capacitors does not warrant the extra time involved in changing them.
A better method is to check all capacitors in a problem area and replace only the ones which show signs
of failure. We have adopted a policy of checking all
accessible capacitors in any piece of equipment on our
bench even though no problem is indicated in those
circuits. This normally takes less than 10 minutes and
has resulted in locating an average of two additional
marginal capacitors in each piece of equipment we have
worked on.
We do not dig into the tuner or into other places
that are not easily accessible unless some problem exists
in these areas. Although it is true that checking all capacitors in the set would probably result in finding more
marginal units, the amount of time required to check all
of them would not make it worthwhile from a profit
viewpoint. Because of the small cost of the capacitor,
it should be replaced automatically if any question
arises regarding its quality. We have found that customers are not too fussy about the charge for small parts.
We feel that we have taken a progressive step forward in extending better and more reliable service to
our customers by using the equipment and methods
outlined here. We believe that the days of the "screwdriver mechanic" are numbered and only the progressive service shops who keep up to date with proper service equipment and techniques can survive in this business. We like to believe that we, together with a
large group of other service -dealers, belong in the
progressive category.
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Double-ended fuse puller by Holub

for Busy
Technicians

Tools

Tools are time savers. And the
proper tool in the proper place gets
the job done easier. It all ads up
to time saved
and every hour
saved can be converted into returns
that add up to a certain number of
dollars and cents.
We cannot list all the new tools
that have been designed to speed
TV-radio servicing. We have selected only a few examples to keep
you informed about the latest developments in this area.

Screwdriver/voltage tester by Littelfuse.

-

Safety cap for star drills by Pendergast.

Screw starters by Rinck-Mcllwa'.ne.

STAxUAPC

Skil's

variable speed

drill minimizes 'skit-

tering.'

YINIATYPP

PHILLIPS

Manual cabling tool is by Panduit Corp.

Variable speed
control by Radatron.
5.®TOOI

YYIf

CPR..

GC's citizens band alignment tool kit.

Jensen Tool's

stereoscopic magnifier.

Moody tiny
screwdriver set.

Zip-Eze hand tool
Zippertubing Co.

for closing cables

is by

Terminal crimping tool by Thomas & Betts.

Vaco tapping tool.

splicing gun twists cable, burns off
insulation, welds conductors and cuts off surplus wire. Made by Jonard Industries Corp.
Cable

'Junior' seizers by Xcelite.
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Insulation remover by Clauss Cutlery Co.
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Increase the efficiency of your scope and VTVM
with the proper application of available accessories.

Probes-An effective tool
dry Dons

Alert, successful TV-radio, Hi Fi
technicians have always found it
necessary to use adequate test equipment to speed troubleshooting and
repair. With today's fast-moving
developments in color TV, however,
this becomes even more urgent.
A scope and a VTVM are two
important test instruments required
by every TV -radio shop. But the
effectiveness and full potential of
these instruments is impossible without a complete set of accessory
probes. And the technician who does
not understand how to use the
scope, the VTVM and probes efficiently, will find it difficult to survive the "profit-squeeze" in the color-TV service age.
Direct Probe
Some kind of test leads are required to connect a scope to any
circuit. Two ordinary unshielded
leads would not be suitable because
they would pick up objectionable
hum and permit the scope reading
to be affected by stray fields. A
coaxial cable, however, will prevent
unwanted signals to reach the scope
input but this cable would add a

APRIL 1965
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considerable amount of capacitance
to the already highly capacitive
scope input (Fig. 1).
The input capacitance of the vertical amplifier of a service scope
may range from 20 to 40 pf. This,
plus the capacitance of a direct
probe, (50 to 200 pf) cannot be
tolerated in a number of circuits.
When a low impedance probe is
connected to a high impedance circuit the stage is severely loaded and
a faulty indication results. For this
reason a direct probe cannot be used
in many TV applications. A probe
which offers a higher impedance is
designed for this application.
Low Capacity Probe
The low capacity, high impedance
probe effectively inserts an impedance in series with the input impedance of the scope. This raises
the total impedance and lowers the

capacitance and thus reduces the
loading effect of the scope on the
circuit under test.
Although it is necessary to present a low capacity load to high impedance circuits, this type of probe
has the disadvantage of attenuating

A Heathkit scope high voltage probe.
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sue,.
DIRECT
RCA

capacitance -type

voltage divider probe.

EICO's direct scope probe.

INli11ü11q1

the signal. This does not present too
great a problem, however, as an
adequate signal is available in most
TV circuits and the scope's vertical
amplifier gain is sufficient to make
up the loss.
As a matter of convenience, the
probe is usually designed to have
an attenuation ratio of 10 to 1.
This ties in directly with the decade
attenuator system found in modern
scopes. After the scope is calibrated
with a direct probe, a 10 to 1 low
capacity probe may be used without recalibrating. The decimal point
of the result is shifted one place to
the right.
A typical low capacity probe is
shown in Fig. 2. A value of 1 M
St is common for a service scope's
input resistance. For a scope with a
1 M 2 input resistance, a value of
9 M í for R1 will give an attenuation ratio of 10 to 1. A probe
containing a resistor only would effectively attenuate the low frequencies to pass and distort the signal.
A variable capacitor (Cl) is added
to compensate for this, Cl is adjusted to obtain a broad frequency
response.
A square wave generator can be
used to adjust the probe. A 15 kc
square wave is applied to the scope
with a direct probe and the shape
of the wave is noted. The same
square wave is fed through the low
capacity probe and Cl is adjusted
for the same waveshape.
A low capacity probe is used for
observing and tracing waveforms in
high impedance, high frequency and
wide band circuits. It is used extensively to observe and trace TV
sync signals and to test video, sync
and sweep circuits. It is very valuable for making measurements in
frequency -critical circuits.

Demodulator Probe
The top frequency limit of a wide
band service scope is around 4.5

50

EICO scope demodulator probe.

llw
LOW CAPACITY

An EICO low capacity probe.

RCA's VTVM crystal -

diode

An RCA low capacity /direct probe.

A Heathkit VTVM crystal diode

RF

probe.

RF

probe.
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Mc. It is sometimes advantageous to
observe waveforms in a high frequency circuit. For example, the 40
Mc TV IF signal could not be
viewed on a service scope without
altering the scope's input. A demodulator probe is used for this purpose. This type probe is shown in
Fig. 3. It is also called a crystal diode or RF probe. It serves as a
detector in recovering the signal's
modulation envelope. The main disadvantage of a probe of this type
is its distortion of high frequency
signal components. For this reason it
cannot be used as a measuring device or for waveform comparison.

It

is very useful, however, for indicating the presence or absence of
adequate signal in TV IF or RF
stages. The probe can also be used
in conjunction with a sweep generator to observe IF or RF response
curves.
A wide band probe could be designed to pass the high frequency
components without distortion. But
a probe of this type, utilizing a
cathode follower tube circuit for impedance matching, would be too expensive for service work. Its use is
generally limited to laboratory applications.
The demodulator probe should
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not be confused with a low capacity
type. In general, when the signal
frequency of the circuit under test
comes within the range of the scope,
a low capacity probe should be used.
When the frequency exceeds the
scope range, a demodulator probe
is used.
High Voltage CapacitativeDivider Probe
A special type probe has been developed for measuring high ac voltages in TV sweep sections. This
probe, shown in Fig. 4, consists of
two capacitors. Cl is a low capacitance, high voltage type and C2 is
a high capacity, low voltage type.
These two capacitors in series act
as a voltage divider with the largest
voltage drop appearing across Cl.
The voltage waveform which appears across C2 can then be observed. Voltage from this point to
ground will be well within the
scope's rating.
C2 is usually made adjustable so
the attenuation ratio can be properly set. A ratio of 100 to i is very
common for a probe of this type.
This again simplifies scope calibration.
The HV probe will distort the
60 cycle vertical frequency and its
attenuation factor is too great for
use in low signal level circuits. Its
use is limited to waveform measurements in the horizontal output tube
plate circuit. Since the pulse at the
HV rectifier plate exceeds the
probe's rating, it cannot be used at
this point.

Isolating Probe
Another scope probe, for use in
alignment work, consists basically of
a resistor in series with the scope
cable. The probe acts as a low pass
filter and sharpens the marker pips
on a TV response curve. No special
probe is needed as an ordinary 50K
resistor will suffice.
VTVM HV

4.7Mn

IIl1lIGI

Probe

Troubleshooting and adjustment
of modern color TV sets requires accurate knowledge of the amount of
high voltage that exists at the CRT
anode. The dc voltage range of most
VTVMs can be increased up to
50,000 v. This is done by using a
high voltage probe which contains
Continued on page 86
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You and Your
Know your electron-tube voltmeter, develop
systematic use -routines and it'll help speed

your troubleshooting and repair work

Although your VOM is a handy
and no doubt well-worn instrument
besides being the most widely
used TV-radio, Hi Fi bench instruit
ment for current measurement
does have certain limitations. It's a
d'Arsonval-movement type instrument and can't produce satisfactory
readings in very low voltage, high
resistance circuits. Only an electron
tube- (or transistor-type) voltmeter
can do this. Your VTVM (properly
ETVM) has a high resistance input
impedance and is designed to "amplify" weak voltages without "overloading" or disturbing the circuit.
It's more sensitive than your VOM.
It also has a much higher frequency
response and can measure resistances up to 1 giga-ohm or higher.
Moreover, it's internal movement
will stand more abuse than the one
in your VOM.
But some technicians make the
mistake of leaning too heavily on
their VTVMs. They expect it to
"think" and troubleshoot for them.
It won't. They disregard manufacturers' instructions and never develop routine, systemic operating
methods that eliminate wasted motions and measurement errors. And
they have never learned when, where
and how to use a VTVM for maximum service efficiency; what it can
do and what it can't do. And they
seldom give it a chance to work

-

-

effectively.

When expert henchmen reach
for a VTVM's probes, for example,
you can bet they've already got the
trouble pretty well cornered.
They've already used four of their
sight, smell,
five normal senses
isolate the
hearing and touch
trouble. And a lot of times they even

-

-to
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use their "fifth sense" to wet a finger with before touching something.
To them, a VTVM is an instrument
for "confirming" what they either
already know or strongly suspect.
It's a "make -sure" instrument.
If you want to get the most from
to speed TV -radio
your VTVM
then learn all
and Hi Fi repairs
about it, inside and out. Develop a
routine approach to using it. This
approach will eventually become almost "mechanically fast."

--

-

Know It Systematize Its Use
The first important thing about
you and your VTVM, is "know your
whether you are an
instrument"
apprentice or experienced technician. And you should begin your
"knowing" with the instruction manual that came with your instrument
when you got it.
Although three different basic
VTVM types are in general use,
we're concerned here only with a
commercial service type ac/dc instrument found on most TV -radio
and industrial electronics repair
benches. The other two types
highly sensitive, straight dc or ac
types
are specialized instruments.
Special transistorized TVMs are also
made. Let's sketch the "innards" of
this instrument briefly.
A simplified block diagram of
the general-purpose VTVM is
shown in Fig. 1. And Fig. 2 shows
a simplified schematic of the diode
block (usually a dual-diode in practical VTVMs which serves as a
voltage doubling rectifier and facilitates RMS and P-P indications), together with the dc amplifier block.
The dc amplifier is frequently a
dual-triode in a balanced bridge

-

-

-

circuit as shown in Fig. 3. A modification of this circuit places the indicating meter and resistor adjusting
network across the tube cathodes.
The ac input voltage divider, VD
(Fig. 2) provides three or more voltage ranges selected by the switch.
The rectified voltage driving the
amplifier appears across Rl. In this
simplified arrangement, the rectified
value equals the ac peak value at the
diode rectifier input. The dc amplifier output goes to the meter movement which has scales (in the typical practical instrument), calibrated
in n, ac, RMS, P -P and dc volts. R1
is a meter -sensitivity or "zero adjust" resistor. The VTVM may have
a regular power supply derived from
a 117 vac source, or it may be a
battery -powered portable.
The second important thing is
your approach to "methods -of-use."
If you have not already developed a
systematic approach
procedures
based on information contained in
most instrument instruction manthen begin now. A systemuals
atic approach can (a) eliminate
wasted motions, (b) eliminate errors
and (c) guarantee accurate, timesaving measurements.
In general, the over-all system
can be briefly outlined as follows:
(1) Always place your VTVM near
the center of the work bench, to the
right or left of the equipment to be
checked. It should not be placed
near the edge of the bench where it
can be easily toppled to the floor
and damaged. Plug the power cord
into an ac outlet. Turn the function
selector switch from the "OFF TRANSIT" position to the -dcv or
+dcv position. Let the instrument
warm up for 15 minutes before you

-

-
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are ready to use it. (2) Set the
voltage/resistance range switch to
the desired position. Set the meter's
indicating needle to the desired zero
or infinity position by adjusting
either the zERO- or OHMS -ADJUST
control. You are now ready to pick
up the probes and go to work. But
before you begin, always glance at
the function selector switch, the
voltage/resistance range switch to
make sure both are on the proper
position, pick up the probes, flip
the probe's ac-ohms/dc push switch
to the desired position and make the
measurement.
Some technicians have refined
this routine to cover individual ac,
dc, ohms procedures
memorizing
and practicing the simple routine
until it has become mechanically
precise, fast and accurate.
If you want to make highly accurate resistance readings, you will
have to short your probes, make
ZERO and INFINITY adjustments alternately two or three times to obtain perfect balance. If you are making a number of voltage readings
recheck and readjust the ZERO control periodically if necessary
especially if you are making low
voltage readings. When you switch
to another voltage or ohms scale,
recheck for proper ZERO, INFINITY
or balance. All of these procedures
are carried out mechanically by
every skilled henchman.

Simpson model 311 VTVM.

B&K

model 375 VTVM.

-

-

Know What It Does Best
The third important thing is to
know what your VTVM can do
best. There's no point in attempting
to detail a diversified number of the
"one -thousand -and -one" uses to
which you can put your VTVM. A
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EICO model 249 VTVM.

number of books have already been
written covering this sub j e c t
thoroughly. We are concerned here
only with the uses for which a
VTVM was designed; jobs it can
perform accurately and efficiently.
A VTVM cannot replace your
VOM in a few important applications, nor can it do some things that
your scope or capacitor tester can
do a lot better.
You would not think of using your
VOM, for example, to check the
AVC voltage in a radio or the AGC
voltage in a TV set. In these high
impedance, low voltage circuits, a
VOM would come up with very
misleading indications. Sure, on the
1000v scale, your 20,000 ohms/v
VOM has an input impedance about

-

twice as high as your VTVM
but you'll have a tough time reading
transistor and tube -grid voltages,
AVC and AGC voltages accurately
on that scale.
A VTVM is necessary here. And
we are not about to recommend that
your VTVM be used to check capacitors
filter, coupling or bypass
although some "bench wizards" use it in many cases very
successfully for this purpose. Actually, for most technicians, a capacitor
checker is faster, more thorough
and accurate for over-all capacitor
checking. That's what the checker
was designed to do.
Conversely, you would not use
your VTVM to determine the approximate amount of current being

--
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Of course, the ZERO-CENTERING
facility of your VTVM makes it a
natural for aligning or touching up
FM discriminator transformers too.
In color TV work, if your VTVM
is equipped with low -capacitance,
demodulator (diode) and HV
probes, you'll be prepared to measure almost anything requiring a
VTVM.
Care and Maintenance
RCA WV -98-C VTVM (top left;.

Triplett model 850 VTVM (top
right). EMC model 107A VTVM
(bottom left).

.

drawn by a TV horizontal output
tube by measuring the voltage drop
across its cathode resistor and using
ohms law. It's a slow, inaccurate
process. You'd use your VOM to
measure the current, quickly, and
accurately within one or two milliamperes.
Another place where your VTVM
"shines" is in measuring low level
signal voltages in audio and Hi Fi
especially at the input
equipment
of preamplifiers. This is frequently
necessary while troubleshooting,
signal tracing and aligning. And you
can get careful peaking while making alignments or when "touching
up" radios by placing your VTVM
across the AVC line and ground,
rather than across the speaker voice
coil. If you run into difficulty here,
place it across the 2nd detector load
resistor (for AM receivers) or across
the limiter load resistor for FM.
No other instrument functions so
effectively in servicing low voltage
circuits in transistor radios. And
there' no faster way to determine if

-

the oscillator stage of a tube radio
is operating than measure the negative dc voltage developed on the
oscillator grid. Or, if you're not sure
the oscillator is operating in a
transistor radio, connect your
VTVM probes from emitter to
ground, short the radio's tuning capacitor plates momentarily and observe if a change in voltage takes
place. If a change occurs, the oscillator is working; if no change takes
place, the oscillator is not operating.
If you suspect the AGC action of
a transistor radio is not what it
should be, place the VTVM probes
from base to emitter (ground probe
to the base and positive probe to the
emitter on PNP transistors; reverse
probes for NPNs). Normal bias here
is about 0.2 v or somewhat less.
Now rotate the tuning dial on-and off a strong station. When the station is the strongest, a drop of approximately 0.1 v should be noted.
If not, or the voltage increases,
there's likely something wrong in the
AGC circuit.

The fourth important point to
consider is the personal care you
give your VTVM. And if you develop a systematized, fail-safe system for using it, chances are it will
give you years of service without
needed repairs. But, if you have a
breakdown and you're not experienced at overhauling meters,
other
don't attempt to fix it
than replacing tubes and the 1.5 v
cell. Fill out a service order sheet
(one usually comes with the meter),
pack it well and ship it to the factory or manufacturer's service station.
You should check your meter
periodically on the RX1 ohms position and rotate the OHMS -ADJUST
control to determine if the 1.5 v
cell is adequate. If not, it should
be replaced with a fresh one.
If a tube burns out or otherwise
fails in your VTVM, the new replacement tube should be "burned
in" or "aged" for approximately
100 hours. The VTVM's calibration should then be checked according to the manufacturer's instructions. You will have no difficulty
calibrating your instrument if you
follow instructions outlined in the
book which came with your meter.
If you remember these four important things about You and Your
VTVM it will serve you faithfully
and make money for you. U

-
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Selecting .A VOM
Characteristics and specifications determine the type

of meter for a given application
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The VOM is probably the most versatile and widely
used piece of test equipment in almost every electronics shop or plant. It is a reliable, low cost unit which
can be used for a wide variety of measurements. Although a VTVM has a higher input impedance for low
voltage, high impedance circuit measurements, the
VOM is not dependent upon ac line power for operation and therefore, is completely portable.
The input impedance of a 20,000 I/v VOM on
the 1000 vdc scale is 20MSt. This is higher than the
input impedance of most VTVMs and makes it possible to read voltages in very high impedance circuits.
Since each division on the 1000 v scale corresponds
to 20 IT it is possible to read voltages as low as 10 v on
this scale with virtually no circuit loading effect.
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A great variety of VOMs are available today to
suit almost any possible application. Because of the
large selection available, it is often difficult to select
the proper VOM for any specific use. No specific listing can possibly be made which would indicate the
"correct" VOM for every application. In fact, most
VOM users require a meter that performs many functions. In addition to immediate requirements it is also
very important to consider future needs when purchasing a VOM. Many VOMs have some characteristics
which are very similar (even identical in some cases),
but the seemingly minor differences can be very impor-

tant and must be considered when choosing the "best"
VOM for any particular situation.
Accessories
Some of the things to be considered when choosing
a VOM are meter size, input sensitivity, range coverage and case construction. The utility of a meter can
be extended by using probes and other accessories.
The availability of accessories is a very important factor in choosing a VOM.
Some of the accessories that can be procured are:
(1) Various high voltage probes which greatly increase
the voltage range of the instrument. (2) Leather or other
case types which increase the portability of the unit.
(3) A selection of adapters which utilize the basic features of the VOM to provide a wide variety of specialized test equipment at a fraction of normal cost.
With the proper conversion plug in adapter a VOM can
be converted into the following: (1) Transistor tester (2)
A dc VTVM (3) Temperature tester (4) An ac am -
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Model 261 VOM.

Model 270 VOM.

meter (5) Battery tester (6) Microvolt attenuator (7)
Audio wattmeter (8) Milliohmmeter (9) A dc ammeter.

A. This meter provides good accuracy along with extreme reliability and rugged construction.
As indicated in Table II, Model B is identical with
A except for the addition of a mirror scale and knifeedge pointer. This combination provides more accurate
readings by eliminating the effect of parallax. It is essential that parallax errors be minimized by a mirror
scale if high accuracy readings are to be obtained.
Meter C is similar to the B as it also includes a
mirror scale to eliminate parallax reading errors. However, C provides greater accuracy than either A or B.
Another significant feature of C is the self-contained
overload protection. A schematic showing the dc voltage circuitry is shown in Fig. 1. The movement has
the resistance of approximately 2000 St and a full scale
sensitivity of 50 µamp. Therefore, at full scale deflection, the voltage drop across the movement will be approximately 0.1 v.
Movement overload protection is provided by the
diode connected (in the forward direction) in parallel
with the movement. As shown in Fig. 2 (note the logarithmic current scale) essentially no forward current
will flow through the diode when rated current passes
through the movement.
If an overload of 2000 times rated (100 ma) is
applied to the metering circuit, most of the current will
flow through the diode. With 100 ma of diode current,
the voltage drop across the movement will be 1.02 v
which indicates that the movement will have a cur510 µa. Thus, with an applied overrent of 0.51 ma
load of approximately 2000 times, the movement is
subjected to an overload of only 10 times rated. This
small overload will not cause damage to the movement
even if applied continuously.
Model C is designed for applications where a high
degree of accuracy is necessary. The improved accur-

Characteristics

To illustrate the available characteristics of VOMs
several types will be considered in detail. The similarities as well as the differences in these units will be
pointed out in an attempt to clearly show the features
which should be taken into account when selecting a
VOM. The units discussed are typical of the type of
VOM available today. All of these testers which we will
call A, B, C, and D are housed in the same size case.
They all utilize the same size meter (4 in.) . Table I
lists the ranges available; each meter is the same in
this respect. The dc sensitivity of all the units is also
the same, 20,000 ohms/vdc and 5000 ohms/vac.
Characteristics of the four similar (and yet very different) units are tabulated in Table II.
It should be noted that the accuracies of all voltage and current ranges are expressed in percentages of
full scale readings. In the case of the resistance ranges
the accuracy is presented in degrees of arc rather than
percentage of full scale.
This method of specifying the ohmmeter accuracy
is necessary because of the non-linear ohmmeter scale
and because the full scale value on the resistance ranges
is infinite. Therefore, an accuracy stated as a percentage of full scale reading would be rather meaningless.
Since the VOMs under consideration use meter movements with a 100 deg arc corresponding to full scale
deflection, it is an easy matter to determine the possible tolerance by using the linear dc voltage scale,
where each division is equivalent to 2 deg of arc.
The most basic VOM under consideration is Model
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Model 260 VOM.

Model 260-4 M VOM.

acy of this meter is a result of the finer movement used.
In addition to greater accuracy, this movement is also
constructed to withstand greater physical abuse. It
also utilizes a mirror scale and diode overload protection.
Features of these few VOMs have been presented
to show that the small differences in specifications may
be the determining factors in selecting a VOM for
specific applications. In considering the relevant factors it is important that possible future requirements
be considered so that the VOM selected will continue
to serve your needs for many years to come.

Table

I

Voltage (20,000 ohms/v)
0-250 millivolt, 0-2.5, 0-10, 0-50, 0-250, 0-1000,

Dc

0-5000.

Ac Voltage (5,000 ohms/v):
0-2.5, 0-10, 0-50, 0-250, 0-1000, 0-5000v

-

AF Voltage (Output)
with 0.1
0-2.5, 0-10, 0-50, a -250v.

Decibels (zero db equal to
-20 to +10 db, -8 to
+50 db.

1

µf, internal series capacitor;

milliwatt

across 600 ohms):

+22 db, +6

sto

+36 db, +20

to

Resistance:
0-2000 ohms (12 ohm center), 0.200,000 ohm (1200 ohm
center), 0-20 megohms (120,000 ohm center).

Direct Current:
0.50 microamperes, 0.1 milliampere, 0-13 milliamperes, 0-100
milliamperes, 0.500 milliamperes, 0-10 amperes.

Table

A

Accuracies:
w0me

0-2.5 to 0-1000 vdc

0.3000 vdc

10m0

0-50 Microamperes

m
1

0-1 ma to 0-10

Amp dc

Rxl (0 to 20002)

10044

Rx100, Rx 10,000
1020

0-2.5 to 0-1000 vac
lut
0

01

Fg. 2
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02

-

03

0.4

05

06

07

09

Typical diode torwárd characteristic.

09

10

0-5000 vac

Mirror Scale

I1

C

D

2%

1.5%

1.25%

3%

3%

2.5%

2.25%

1.5%

I.5%

1%

0.75%

2%

1.5%

1.25%

2%

2%

2.5'

B

2.5°

2°

1.5°

2°

2°

1.5°

1°

3%

3%

3%

4%

4%

4%

No

Yes

Yes

2%

3%
Yes
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Electronic Instrument
Assemble -it -yourself equipment offers

4e
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With the common denominator
of low-cost, versatility and easy
maintenance, the application of kitevolved instruments in industry runs
the use -range from electronic design labs, electronic equipment
maintenance, through in-plant communications, to wide spread usage
in production and quality control.
And the gamut of industrial firms
using this equipment extends from
prime space-age equipment contractors to small -job shops.
particuBut many companies
larly the smaller manufacturers
do not use electronic instrument kits
widely. Yet it is they who can benefit most. And here the ultimate user
can
engineers and technicians
demonstrate best how low-cost kit
equipment can benefit their respective companies.
Kit -type test instruments were not
developed to compete with or replace sophisticated instruments.
They can't and won't. Kits in this
area were designed to adequately
perform specific jobs where sophisticated instruments are not required.

-

- -

Application Range
Kit instruments find widest industrial application in the routine testing and checking encountered in
production and quality control work.
A kit -form citizens band hand-held transceiver
mounted on this forklift truck keeps the operator in communication with the warehouse
foreman.

Zode,ctdacr

Many of the standard tests performed by component engineers or
engineering technicians can also be
handled by kit-type instruments. It
is the versatility of the kit product
which makes it particularly well
suited to these areas. Low unit -cost
permits the equipment to be permanently installed in one location
to perform one job. The simple, dependable circuitry usually employed
in kit products will provide many
hours of trouble-free operation.
Should maintenance become necessary, the technican can easily and
quickly locate the trouble and repair it.
The employment of kit -type instruments in the research and development lab is limited only by the
level of design activity. Even in the
most critical work, selected kit-type
instruments can do many of the
more mundane tasks and free expensive test equipment for essential
applications. Most kit VTVMs,
power supplies, VOMs, resistance
and capacitance decades and substitution boxes can be employed in
almost all instances where more expensive counterparts are used. A
general purpose kit oscilloscope can
do a surprising number of jobs in
the R&D lab, leaving the "many -featured" dc, wideband scope free to
do more demanding work.
In many instances, kit -form electronic instruments are incorporated
in special custom test consoles and
perform their intended functions in
a new package. This saves time in
designing a rather ordinary circuit
for use in a special purpose test
console.
But test equipment is not the only
kit -type product that can be employed in industry. The alert engineer or technician may discover
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Kits For Industry
many advantages

A low-cost intercom built from a kit provides communications between
this supervisor and his personnel.

console, used in deriving roll chart data for tube
testers, contains five kit -form testers built in special rack -mounted
This impressive

panels.

many areas where a piece of amateur radio or Hi Fi equipment may
make a test procedure easier or permit it to be done in less time. If
time can be shaved from any production operation, the resultant savings amply justify use of the simple,
versatile, kit approach.
Consider these specific applications: Amateur radio type transmitter kits have been used as low-cost
exciters for ruby lasers. Silicon controlled rectifier motor speed -controls
find wide usage in production and
model shops for matching the speed
of power tools to the job at hand.
Amateur radio type variable frequency oscillators (VFOs) have
been modified to provide special frequency coverage for plotting narrow
pass band filter response curves.
Electronic switches used with general purpose scopes, have been employed to check phase relationships
on color TV deflection yoke assemblies. The accurate calibration of
high performance amateur radio re-
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ceiver kits aid in aligning various
RF generators. Alignment of receiver "front-ends" is simplified by detecting the IF output and amplifying
the signal by a low-cost audio amplifier for increased meter indication.
Voltage regulated power supplies
provide a number of special power
requirements in performing quality
control checks. Audio generators
coupled with high power audio amplifiers provide variable frequency
power sources. A low-cost strip
chart recorder made by one kit
manufacturer is used in its quality
control department to plot potentiometer curves.
Many unique in-plant communications problems can be neatly
solved by kit-form citizens band
equipment, public address systems
and simple intercoms.
Most on-premise vehicles can be
conveniently dispatched through
base station, mobile and hand-held
CB transceivers
available in kit
form. Fixed short range communica-

-

tions between two offices can be
easily handled by kit-type intercoms.
Kit -type amplifiers can provide a
low cost, easily maintained public
address or background music system tailored to specific plant needs.

Distinct Advantages
The primary advantage of kit-type
instruments and equipment is the
savings that accrue through in -shop
assembly and wiring. Additional savings accrue through low purchase
prices which are made possible in
turn primarily by large -quantity,
mass -production methods.
Because kit-type instruments can
relieve expensive, sophisticated
equipment for other work or from
unnecessary wear -and -tear, kits can
and do lower over-all instrumentation costs. And in many cases, even
factroy-wired versions offer distinct
savings over more sophisticated test
equipment when it is being used in
a lower category for which it was
designed.
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...Instrument Kits

For Industry

In-plant assembly of kit -type
equipment permits modification of
the equipment for special applications. Frequently, an instrument is
used on a production line for repeated measurements of a single
parameter between certain limits.
In these cases, other ranges and
except
features of the instrument
can be omitted,
those of interest

- -

a logical combination of kit -form test equipment
equipment in solvi.ig a design problem.

Engineer uses

and more sophisticated

test

resulting in an essentially go, no-go
device.
Assembly by in-plant personnel
also provides familiarity with the
equipment
making maintenance
much easier at a later date.

-

Product Lines
A review of the product lines offered by various kit manufacturers
reveals that prices and basic offerings are fairly uniform. The method
of merchandising varies among manufacturers, with some having retail
distribution through dealers, while
others rely heavily on direct -mail
distribution.
In the test instrument areas, the
kit lines vary somewhat in their
breadth and the market level they
are intended to serve. The basic instrument line is usually directed to
the TV -radio service trade. Some
lines, however, offer more sophisticated test equipment kits which can
be used in research and development work. One manufacturer has
branched out into the scientific instrumentation market with a line of
factory assembled equipment for
teaching and research in both academic and industrial environments.
Most kit manufacturers offer
some or all of their products in factory-wired form to circumvent the
reluctance some industrial users may
have toward assembling kits. Kit
manufacturers also offer discounts
to industrial firms and the discount
varies with the type of prime distribution employed and the quantity
of the order. On inquiry, some manufacturers will supply kits in assembled form which are normally not
offered already assembled and, again
depending on quantity, will sometimes modify products to suit a particular application.
In general, the final selection of
a particular make and kit model depends on the application and the
frekit manufacturer's reputation
quently based on previous purchases.
It seems fairly obvious then, that
the electronic instrument and equipment kit does have a significant
place in industry. The extent of application and the savings that can be
realized through using it is limited
only by the imagination of the technical staff.

-

Test equipment at
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a

factory TV

IF

alignment station includes kits and custom-built equipment.
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PHASE SHIFT

PART Ill
(Conclusion)

Understand these circuits and make your color -servicing jobs easier

In previous articles we described
a number of phase shift circuits and
their applications-including PSK,
SSB and others.
Another useful application of
phase shift is phase modulation
(PM). A simple circuit for producing phase modulation is shown in
Fig. 1. Here a crystal oscillator supplies a stable RF carrier signal to
an RC phase shift circuit. The
phase shift is produced by capacitor
Cl and the dynamic plate resistance
of the tube. The other components
are R3, the plate load, R1, the input grid resistor, R2, cathode bias
resistor for class A operation, and
capacitor C2 which bypasses R2 to
minimize degeneration.
The output signal across the tube
resistance leads the crystal oscillator
signal, the exact amount of phase
shift being determined by the values
of Cl and the tube plate resistance.
Cl has a fixed value, but the tube
resistance can be changed by varying the grid voltage. When an AF
modulating signal is applied to the
grid, the tube resistance and the
amount of phase shift will change
accordingly. The amount of phase
shift is directly proportional to the
instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal.
The amount of phase shift can
vary from 0 to 90 deg, but it is
usually limited to something less
than 25 deg. This is done so that
amplitude changes in the output
signal, as a result of changes in tube
resistance, are held to a minimum.
Phase modulation itself is of little
use, but because it can easily be
converted to frequency modulation
(FM) it has found wide application.
Frequency modulation is actually
produced by the PM circuit of Fig.
1, but it is not true FM where the
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amount of frequency deviation is
directly proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal. The
frequency deviation produced by
the phase modulator circuit is proportional to the AF modulating frequency.
To convert :a PM signal into an
FM signal it is only necessary to
add a correction network to the
circuit of Fig. 1. The AF modulating signal is passed through a 90
deg RC phase shifter before it is
applied to the grid of the tube. The
correction network introduces characteristics that enable the PM circuit to produce an output in which
the frequency deviation is proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal as it should be for
FM.
Frequency modulation produced
by converting a PM signal is called
indirect FM. It is very popular since
phase modulation circuits are generally simpler than the circuits used
to produce direct FM. An example
of the application of indirect FM
is its wide use in VHF two-way
mobile transmitters.
Phase Detector

The circuit in Fig. 2 is a phase
detector. It is used to compare two
signals of the same frequency and
to produce a dc output voltage proportional to the phase shift between
the two signals. The reference signal el is applied to the circuit
through a 90 deg phase shifter. This
is done so that when el and e2 are
in phase the output voltage across
X and Y will be zero.
The voltages across the two transformer secondary windings add and
operate the diodes in the circuit.
The rectifying action of the diodes
causes a pulsating dc to flow

through the load resistors. The capacitors across the load resistors
filter out these pulsations so that a
pure dc voltage appears between X
and Y. The polarities of the voltages
across the load resistors R1 and R2
are shown. These voltages oppose
one another so the output voltage
between X and Y is the difference
between the voltages across Rl and
R2. If the voltages are equal they
will cancel and the output will be
zero.
The amplitude of the voltage between X and Y will depend on the
amount of phase difference between
el and e2. The polarity of this dc
voltage will tell whether el leads or
lags e2. Assuming that the transformers in the circuit introduce no
180 deg phase shift, if e2 leads el,
terminal Y will be positive with respect to X. As the phase lead increases the voltage between X and
Y increases, Y becoming still more
positive. If e2 lags el then terminal
X will be positive with respect to
Y. Again increasing the angle of lag
increases the output. When el and
e2 are in phase the output is zero.
The output voltage amplitude
also depends on the magnitudes of
el and e2 as well as their phase
relationship. Care should be taken
when using this circuit to ensure
there is no change in the amplitude
of el or e2 when the phase is
changed otherwise an erroneous output reading will result. A limiter is
generally used before the phase detector circuit to minimize amplitude
variations.
The phase detector circuit is very
popular. It is used as an FM detector (Foster-Seeley discriminator),
and as an error detector in servomechanisms. It is also found in automatic frequency control (AFC)
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Fig.

3-Measuring phase shift with

lissajous patterns.

circuits and in many industrial control applications.

Other Applications
These are only a few of the applications of phase shift; there are
many more. For example, many
radio broadcast stations are required
by law to transmit their signals in
certain directions to avoid interfering with other stations. A station
may also want to increase its radiation in one direction to thoroughly
cover a given service area while
avoiding others. To do this the stations use a special directional antenna array which contains phase
shift networks. The directivity pattern of the array depends upon the
number of antennas in the array,
their spacing with respect to one
another, and the phase of the signals fed to each antenna. The networks used to control antenna phasing are made up of inductors and
capacitors and are specially designed for the antenna problem inFig.

volved. They usually include provisions for varying the phase so that
the directivity pattern can be
changed.
The transmission lines feeding the
antennas also affect the phasing.
The length of the transmission line
will determine the amount of phase
shift it introduces. This must be
taken into consideration when figuring the over-all phase shift involved.
Phase shift circuits are also used
in color TV transmission and reception. The Q and I (chrominance) signals that contain the color and saturation information of the
TV picture are each fed into a balanced modulator. A 3.58 Mc sub carrier is also fed to each balanced
modulator, but a phase shift is introduced so that there is a 90 deg
phase difference between the subcarrier signals. This makes the Q
and I sideband signals at the balanced modulator outputs 90 deg out
of phase. This is done so that when
these signals are mixed together,
multiplexed into the composite TV
signal, there will be some method
of detecting and separating the Q
and I signals at the receiver. Special
phase sensitive circuits in the receiver perform this separating operation.

Detrimental Phase Shift
Up to this point only desirable
phase shift has been discussed. But
phase shift is also an undesirable
quantity in many cases and must
be minimized or eliminated. A good
example of this is the phase shift
that occurs in the wideband, RC

2-Basic phase detector.

Fig.

coupled video amplifiers in TV receivers. These amplifiers are required to pass both very low and
very high frequency video signals
to produce a suitable TV picture.
At very low frequencies the reactance of the coupling capacitors in
these amplifiers increases and produces a loss in amplitude and a
leading phase shift. The lower the
frequency, the more pronounced the
condition. The result is displaced
picture information and a picture
that looks smeared or streaked.
At the high video frequencies the
shunt wiring and tube capacities
produce attenuated signals and lagging phase shifts. Here again picture information is displaced, and
in this case the result is loss of details in the picture.
Normally video amplifiers are designed to pass the needed range of
frequencies without excessive phase
shift for a good picture, but a defective component in the circuit could
cause undesirable phase shift and
the conditions mentioned.
All electronic circuits and networks that contain reactive components (inductors, capacitors, or
both) will produce phase shift. In
some cases, it is of no consequence,
but in others like the TV set mentioned above, phase shift is troublesome.

The detrimental effect of phase
shift in a circuit is called phase
distortion.
Circuits that must
pass complex waveforms containing
many frequencies may distort these
signals because of poor frequency
response and phase shift. In the
Continued on page 92

1-Simple phase shift modulator.
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Choosing

and Using Audio Oscillators

Precision frequency response measurements for
line amplifiers in series

PART IV (conclusion)

A previous article (ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, December 1964), covered methods for preventing
extraneous ground -loop signals from entering measurements when driving sensitive input circuits with low
level signals. A prime example, using a high quality
consumer type power amplifier, detailed practical steps
to follow. One more example will demonstrate the considerations which are called for by a more exacting
problem. A case will be described (Fig. 1) which
shows the value of having the full facilities of a signal
generator.

Amplifiers in Series
In a complex studio system it may sometimes be
necessary to route a signal through as many as eight
line amplifiers in series. We want to know what frequency response may be expected of the amplifier
chain. As a practical matter, we have only one amplifier to test and must extrapolate from this.
Following are the amplifier specifications which we
will consider:

a

Maximum CW output: +20 dbm into 600
Gain: Adjustable 20 to 40 db in internal feedback
loop.
Frequency Response: ±0.5 db, 20 to 20,000 cps.
Input: Internally terminated in 600 sì, balanced,
center tap internally grounded.
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Output: Balanced, center -tap internally grounded,
nominal 600 St.
Before we make any tests, we realize that if each
amplifier barely meets its frequency response spec we
might find an 8 db difference between points of most
and least response, across the audio spectrum, when
we gang eight amplifiers. Why? If response of the amplifier is +0.5 db from reference at one frequency, and
-0.5 db at another, the spread is 1 db. If the same
deviation occurs in each ganged amplifier, they will
add arithmetically, giving 8 db spread, or over-all frequency response of ±4 db. We realize, however, that
real amplifiers made by reputable manufacturers characteristically perform much better than spec, if only
because most must, if the worst few are to be within
spec. We realize, too, that we are taking a risk that
our one amplifier may not be representative of the eight
we may get later.
Looking further at the practical question, we see
that we need to know very exactly what are the variations in gain vs. frequency through the amplifier. We
will not be dependent, in this case, on the absolute
accuracy of the two meters, but instead on the equivalence of the two meters' frequency response. Probably
the easiest way to assure equivalent response would
be to select meters known to be flat. It is not necessary
that both meters have extremely flat response, but we
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would have to rely on their having the same departures
from flatness, if any. This is because we will be using
a precision attenuator as our measurement standard
with our oscillator and meters. We will see how this
is true as we make the measurement.
The Set -Up

We set the generator output impedance selector to
600 Sz. We will leave the ground and center tap terminals of the signal generator unterminated, floating the
signal generator output circuit. This will avoid a ground
loop in the highly sensitive input circuit of the amplifier.
The G terminal of the generator connects directly
to the chassis, and thus to the ground pin on its ac
power plug. The CT terminal at the amplifier is specified as internally grounded, so it is connected to its
power supply's ground, which in turn is connected
through the ac supply cable safety ground on the bench
to the generator's ground. If we were now to strap the
generator's G terminal to the amplifier CT terminal
and then to the amplifier, we would complete a loop
back to the amplifier input through the connecting
line.
We connect the push-pull signal output terminals
on the generator to their counterparts on the line amplifier input. All conditions for proper drive are now
met: a nominal 600 Si source is connected to a 600 SL
internal load in the amplifier; ground loops have been
eliminated.
Next we will terminate the amplifier output, connecting a 600 S2 resistor, or somewhat more, across
the output terminals. The value is only critical to the
extent that we want to use it to calculate absolute
power output; and as we have seen already, small variations in load have even smaller effects on power. To
make our output measurement we will use a voltmeter
which has a floating input. (403B Fig. 1) . Leaving its
G terminal unconnected, we connect its two input
terminals directly across the amplifier output.
It- would be possible to use one of the usual single ended electronic ac voltmeters, having only two input
terminals, one of which is grounded internally. Again,
looking carefully at the interrelation between meter
and tested amplifier, we would see in such a case that
the meter would short out one half of the amplifier's
output transformer if connected across the amplifier
output terminals. This is because the 'amplifier output
center -tap is internally grounded, and one side of the
voltmeter is internally grounded; if the grounds are
inseparable, connecting the G terminal of the voltmeter
to either side of the amplifier output will short that
side to ground. In such 'a case, we solve the problem
by connecting the voltmeter G terminal to the amplifier
output center -tap, the other voltmeter terminal to either
side of the amplifier output, and then reading half the
output center -tap, the other voltmeter terminal to either
value. With a 600 n load across its whole output, this
would leave the amplifier properly terminated and
operating normally. We will have a ground loop, but
its importance is small at those high signal levels.
So we connect the 600 Si load resistor across the
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amplifier output and the floating connection to the
meter. Now ground loops have been avoided and proper termination has been achieved.
Next we decide at what level the test will be made.
We want to work high on both meter scales, where
accuracy and consistency of response are at their best.
And we want to work high in the range of output powers which the amplifiers will actually handle in service,
yet well within the amplifier's rating. To be high on
the ac voltmeter scale we find we should be near 1
or 3 volts, or some decade multiple of these. The relation between dbm and voltage is conveniently displayed
on the face of the voltmeter: 3 v across 600 St is not
quite + 12 dbm. This is a high power level, but one we
may often reach momentarily in a system working at
0 vu; it is 8 db below rated maximum, so 3.0 v is a
good selection.
We might think it necessary to make the frequency response check at several settings of amplifier gain,
but since we know the amplifier gain is controlled by
its feedback loop, we may expect the worst case to be
at 40 db gain, so we start with this setting.
We select a reference frequency; 400 cps. and 1000
cps. are commonly used values. With the generator's
attenuator set to some high value of attenuation, say
70 or 80 db, we adjust the generator's level control
so as to bring its meter to some high level. This meter
is ahead of the attenuator, and all we want is that it
should remain at a steady reference throughout the
measurement. The attenuator is now reduced until a
reading somewhere on the 1 v scale is obtained on the
voltmeter at the amplifier output. We will use the 0.1
db, and possibly the 1 db attenuators for our measurement. With ,a little juggling of these and the oscillator
level control we will find settings which produce the
desired 3.0 v at the amplifier output, while keeping the
generator meter at some high reading, right on a calibration mark where any variation is easily observed.
The Measurement

Now we start making the measurement. For plotting, it is convenient to start at the reference frequency
and work in either direction. Point by point, as the frequency is changed, we watch for a change in the reading of either meter. If there is the slightest change in
the generator meter, we bring it back to reference with
the level control. So long as this meter remains constant, we are supplying a constant signal to the attenuator. If there is any change in the amplifier output
meter, we again make certain the generator meter is
on the reference setting, .and then bring the output
meter back to its reference with the attenuator controls.
From them we can read, in 0.1 db steps, the variation
in its drive that is required to keep the amplifier's output constant. If at some frequency we require a 0.1
db reduction in attenuation, to return the output meter
to reference, then the amplifier's gain is down 0.1 db
at that frequency. All the controls are arranged logically
for just this type of measurement, so it will go quickly.
Why have we used the attenuator method to measure frequency response here? Why not just spin the
frequency dial and watch the output meter? Only be-
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response

cause we want precision. The 0.1 db steps of the attenuator are accurate to a small fraction of 0.1 db. 0.1
db is a voltage variation of only 11/2 percent, which
is hard to measure with precision, on a voltmeter face.
With the attenuator we can define variations in response
sharply, to the nearest 0.1 db. Although we made no
effort to measure input or output level more than roughly, we measured variations with precision, and that is
what we set out to do. Our meters, for this purpose,
had only to respond alike to different frequencies. Precise calibration was, for this one purpose, unimportant.
We selected a precision voltmeter here because it is
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known to have consistently flat response in this range,
and thus its response is likely to be the same as that
of the high-quality meter in the generator.
Why, in this case, was it necessary to read variations
with such accuracy that we were pressing the limits of
unusually accurate instruments? We will want something better than 1 db response from our 8 -amplifier
chain. Even a 0.1 db variation, when multiplied eight
times, approaches the limit of acceptability. This much
care in set-up and measurement, and the use of such
highly accurate instrumentation, were thus entirely
justified.
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Difficult Service Jobs Described by Readers
Rosin Joint
This 1961 Chevrolet Delco Radio
Model 988414 was removed from the
car for bench service. The 0.33 fuse
resistor was open, the 1052 resistor
was "swollen." DS501 transistor had
an emitter-collector short. The above
components were replaced and the
set started operating, but at about half
volume. At minimum setting of the
output transistor current, distortion
and squeal were present. Increasing
the current of the transistor would remove the squeal but the set still had
low volume. Removing the 12DS7
driver tube would kill the squeal. All
filter capacitors were bridged at the
capacitor terminals and no improvement noted. The filter capacitor is
mounted on the rear of the set with
leads running from the capacitor to
the printed boards. In double checking
the capacitor it was bridged at the
printed board and the squealing and
distortion cleared and volume increased substantially. A closer inspection revealed a rosin joint where the
lead from the filter entered the printed
board. I resoldered this joint and adjusted the output transistor current. The radio then worked fine.Harold Wolff, San Antonio, Texas.

Elusive Convergence
I was recently called upon to adjust a newly delivered color TV set.
I switched the set on and found it
to be very poorly converged. The set
was installed within a room divider
so the owner helped me move it out
into the room. I then proceeded with
a complete color setup job. Everything went fine and after completing
the job the set was in prefect convergence. The back was replaced and
with the owner's help the set was
put back into its niche. The set was
switched on and to my amazement it
was completely out of convergence.
Thinking that something had moved
on the CRT neck, we removed the
set again, took off the back and
checked the connections to the convergence panel and cloverleaf. Everything seemed OK so the set was
66
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joint caused low volume in Chevrolet radio :Model 988414.

again switched on and the convergence looked good. With the set on,
the owner and I slowly reinserted the
set into the divider. When we had it
about halfway in I noted the set was
slightly out of convergence. When it
was moved back into the room the
convergence corrected itself. The set
was now removed completely and I
checked the divider for metal strips
or bars and found none. I noticed a
record changer on one of the shelves
of the divider. The owner then told
me that the speaker for the stereo was
located directly above the TV set. I
removed the speaker grille cloth panel and revealed a ten in. permanent
magnet speaker. The speaker had an
extra large magnet and was approximately 14 in. from the cloverleaf on
the CRT neck. I removed the speaker, reinserted the color TV into its
opening and the set worked perfectly.
The owner then relocated the speaker on the divider and the TV
has been working fine ever since.Elio J. Cavalet, Akron, Ohio.

proximately every fifteen -seconds. The
owner was right. We put the set on the
bench and the picture would shrink,
then expand-it looked like it was
"breathing."
We first suspected that thermistor
R-64 was going haywire. A check
showed it was OK because the voltage
to the vertical multivibrator plate was
steady as a rock. One by one we ran
checks on all of the components in the
vertical section and not a single component appeared defective. This left
our thinking machinery completely occupied by a big fat question mark.
A brainstorm forced us to suddenly
connect a scope to the B+ supply. A
very slight ripple appeared. We put the
capacitor checker on a four section
filter (C2) and it showed that all sections of this filter were about half
capacity or less. A new filter pack
cured the trouble. We didn't suspect ac
because the picture was perfect except
for the "breathing."-J. Stepanich,
Chicago, Ill.
TOUGH DOGS WANTED
paid for acceptable items.
Use
to illustrate whenever necesA rough sketch will do.
sary.
Photographs are desiable.
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This One 'Breathed'

Here's one that wasn't so tough but
it sure was a stumper for a while. It
was a Zenith chassis 14120/U. The
owner said the bottom of the picture
would "crawl up an inch or more
then go back to a full picture. This
would take place at intervals of ap-
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Now you can quickly locate defective capacitors
affecting the performance of electronic circuits
-and prevent costly call-backs!

CAPACITOR TESTING

IN-CIRCUIT/OUT-OF-CIRCUIT

IS QUICK AND EASY

NEW

iiJ

CAPACITOR ANALYST

for TV, Radio, Transistor Radio, Auto Radio, Hi-Fi, and other electronic equipment
Unique new B & K development puts the
measurement of capacitors and electrolytics on
a practical basis-picks up all defects that will
affect performance-turns lost time into profit
dollars.
Servicemen are aware that capacitors and
electrolytics are second only to receiving tubes
in creating the most servicing problems.
The new B & K Capacitor Analyst enables
you more easily to measure capacitance and
leakage resistance-detect both opens and shorts
-both in -circuit and out -of-circuit. In -circuit
leakage resistance test can be made on low voltage circuits such as transistor radios, or on
higher voltage circuits. Checks capacitor value
from 25 pfd to 100 mfd.

Tests electrolytic capacitors by unique cir-

cuit (Pat. Pend.) which determines how well the
electrolytic does the job of storing electrical
energy and returning it back to the circuit. Detects marginal electrolytics that should be replaced. Also predicts life expectancy of any
electrolytic capacitor rated 3 volts or more.

Model 801 Capacitor Analyst is attractive,
rugged, and easy to use.

NET,

$9995

Ask Your B & K Distributor for Details,
or Write for Bulletin No. 108-T

B & K

MANUFACTURING CO.

DIVISION OF

DYNASCAN

CORPORATION

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO, ILL80813
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.
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Sears

COLORFAX

- Toshiba

An unconfirmed report from the
West Coast indicates that Sears plans
to resume importing 16 in. color TV
sets from Toshiba of Japan. It was
said that a previous disagreement over
prices had temporarily stopped shipments. The report also indicated that
fewer than 4000 sets per month
would be imported.

Color TV Market
According to a report published in
BUSINESS WEEK, RCA led the field
in color TV sales with 42 percent of
the market, followed by Zenith at 14
percent, Sears 9 percent, Motorola
8 percent and Admiral 7 percent.
Emerson, Magnavox and Sylvania
each sold 4 percent of the total with
the remaining 8 percent divided
among all other manufacturers. A total of 1.4 million sets were sold in
1964.
The report also states that industry estimates for 1965 indicate that
approximately 2.2 million sets will be

Who'd expect

SUN -GLASSES

from Perma-Power,
the Brítener
people?

you get them FREEwith either

of these BRITENER PACKS
When the sun is bright, you're uncomfortable-so Perma-Power gives
you sun -glasses. When the TV picture is faded or dull, your customer
is uncomfortable-so Perma-Power

gives you Vu -Brite and Tu -Brite.

For brighter TV pictures and
brighter customer smiles, rely on
the Brite line. Install easy to use
Perma-Power Briteners.

sold. This figure added to the sets now
in use will bring the total number of
color TV homes to about 5,000,000 by the end of the year.

Position on Color
At a recent stockholders meeting
William S. Paley, CBS chairman of
the board summed up his networks
position on color telecasting in this
way: "We are watching color television very closely, and we are ready
to move very fast. Less than 4 percent of the homes in America are now
equipped to receive color television.
(Ed. Note: The current estimate is
closer to 5 percent.) We will make it
available to advertisers who want to
pay for it. Very few have asked us to
provide that service."
Paley continued, "The degree of color television acceptance, we think,
might be up to 10 percent for 1966
or 1967, but we will be gradually,
as more and more sets are distributed,
getting into a larger and larger color
schedule. And, as I say, if it goes
through faster than we anticipate, we
can move very quickly."
Paley also said that all of the new
CBS studios have been designed, constructed and equipped so that, "with
the addition of color cameras and
monitors and a minimum amount of
other equipment, color programs can
originate from them. These additions
can be made on relatively short notice." (Ed Note: See CBS Feature
Film Purchase.)
CBS

CBS Feature Film Purchase
SPONSOR, the weekly broadcast

magazine, reports that CBS has purchased
102 feature films from Universal Pictures. Of the total 58 are in color.
Films slated for telecasting early next
year, include such properties as

"Written on the Wind" and "Pillow
Talk."
Reports of this type are encouraging to color TV sales outlets. It lends
fact to the rumor that CBS intends
to color the airwaves this coming season.

Four Vidicon Tube
Color Film Units
More than a year ago G-E developed a "four tube" color film unit.
Air Force type wrap around sunglasses, stylish for men and
women, $2.95 value-FREE with
10 Vu-Brites, Series or Parallel,
at the special $9.95 price.
See

Tu-Brites. If the base
the boost is right!

FREE with 4

is

right,

Only $8.95.

your distributor now for both these specials.

PERMA-POWER COMPANY
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Same high quality sun -glasses

5740 North Tripp Avenue, Chicago, III. 60646
Phone (area 312) 539-7171
for more details circle 50 on postcard

The unit contains a fourth vidicon
tube which adds a monochromatic
channel to the color signal. RCA has
also begun delivery on a color film
system which utilizes an additional
tube for adding the brightness component to the color information. RCA
compares this four tube concept to
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in professional TV service' shops
PINPOINTS ANY TV TROUBLE FAST! UPS YOUR PROFIT!

DELUXE B&K

MODEL 1076 B&W

FLYING SPOT SCANNER
transmits B&K patterns or your own
pictures onto TV screen

and COLOR

TELEVISION ANALYST
with Crystal -Controlled Keyed Rainbow Color Display
and Highly -Stable Horizontal Oscillator Sync

It's like having your own TV station! You can inject
your own TV signals at any time, at any point-and
quickly solve tough dogs, intermittents, any TV
trouble, as you watch the generated test pattern on
the raster. Checks any and all circuits in any stage
throughout the video, audio, r.f., i.f., sync and sweep
sections of the TV set. No external scope or waveform interpretation is needed. And if you wish, you
can transmit your own slide -pictures.

Makes Color TV Servicing Easy, Too.
Generates white dot, crosshatch and color bar patterns for convergence. Generates crystal -controlled
keyed rainbow color display to check color sync
circuits, check range of hue control, align color demodulators. Demonstrates correct color values.
Saves time and work for the "pro." Makes servicing easier and faster for the beginner technician.
Most valuable instrument in TV servicing.
Net, $329.95

M.
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Profit with a B&K Service Shop
See your B&K Distributor
or Write for Catalog AP21-T

B & K

MANUFACTURING CO

DIVISION OF
1801 W. BELLE

DYNASCAN CORPORATION

PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 60613

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.

... for more details
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IPA

Chromatron Tube Status
Paramount Pictures Corp., developers of the chromatron color tube, has
shown the tune to various American
manufacturers. But to date the only

COLORFAX

,`our -color printing in which the im-

position of black on the three primary
(red, green and blue) colors enriches
hues and sharpens definition.
The bulk of color production is on
film
both at the network and local levels
because of economics of
production and distribution. Several
TV stations have reported that fourvidicon color film equipment has im-

--

Vidicon tubes used in RCA "four tube" color
film unit.

proved their local color quality considerably and that they plan to increase their use of color film locally.

ARTIFICIAL
RESPIRATION
FOR CRT'S
CREATES MORE PROFIT FOR YOU

Easy, professional way to check and correct B&W and Color Picture Tubes

The Chromatron color tube he pilot production
at Chromatic Div. Paramount Pictures,. At left
is new 22 in. tube. Leonard Miinutiill° readies

device for sealing tube's single electron gun
into tube neck.

TESTS AND REJUVENATES
all picture tubes at correct
filament voltage from 1 to
12 volts.

all Hi G-2 and Lo G-2 picture
tubes, including tubes that
require as low a G-2 voltage
as 30 volts.

110° tubes and the new 19"
and 23" tubes.

color picture tubes, including
the new 90° 23" 23EGP22.
Checks and corrects each
gun of color tube separately.

ALL -IN-ONE

B&K CRT 445

THE INDUSTRY'S STANDARD

Most Widely Used Today
by

Professional Servicemen

SAVES CUSTOMERS-ADDS SERVICE INCOME-MAKES NEW TUBE SALES EASIER

Does the job in a few minutes right in the home without
removing tube from TV set.
Gives new life to weak or inoperative tubes. Checks for leakage,
shorts, open circuits and emission. Removes inter -element shorts
and leakage. Repairs open circuits and low emission. Restores
emission and brightness. Life Test checks gas content and
predicts remaining useful life of picture tube.
Net, $7495
Quickly pays for itself.
See Your B&K Distributor for Demonstration, or Write for CatalogAP21-T

Subscribe to
New

Picture Tube
Information
Service

B & K

MANUFACTURING CO.

DIVISION OF

DYNASCAN

1801W. BELLE PLAINE

CORPORATION

AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 60613

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.

... for more details circle
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15

McQueen, Paramour* engineer, holds
in. Chromatron tube. AIII Chromatron
tubes bave single gun rectangular Lace, 90
deg deflection angle.
John
11

licensing agreement signed has been
with Sony Corp. of Japan. Reports
indicate that the Sony color set containing the chromatron tube will be
marketed in this country during 1965.
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IT'S TIME FOR A GOOD DEAL
and Centralab has one for you!

FREE!

An alarm clock in your pocket
with a precision Swiss movement
and hundreds of practical uses:
Check parking time
Time that repair job
Cook a "tough dog" for 30 minutes
Be back on time
Limit that long distance call
Calculate travel time
Take 5 and time it
Pre -heat filaments for ten
Form new 'lytics in five

MINUTE -MENDER

TIMER

or

...

take it home to your wife to

Time an egg
Cook
Remind her to call you

a

pizza
Bake a cake
Make her happy

when you buy
this special ceramic disc HI-KAPS
CDM-100 merchandiser kit
100 assorted Centralab Ceramic Disc HI-KAPS
in a clear plastic six -compartment storage

box-in the

nine values you most frequently need for radio -tv
servicing... a $21.30 value.
loo

Timer
Kit

$

220
470

3.95

.001

.002
.005
.010
.020
.050

21.30

Total $25.25

Save

MMF
MMF
MMF
MFD
MFD
MFD
MFD
MFD
MFD

$8.30

10%

*10%
t10%
*10%
10%
GMV
GMV

+80-20%
+80-20%

1KV
1KV
1

KV

1KV

DD -101
DD -221
DD -471
DD -102
DD -202
DD -502
DD -103
DD -203
DD -503

1KV
1KV
1KV
600V
600V
TOTAL

10 pcs
5 pcs
10 pcs

20 pcs
10 pcs
10 pcs

20 pcs
10 pcs
5 pcs

100 HI-KAPS

and make more profit

on repair jobs. Now's the time to ask

your Centralab distributor for the
Centralab Minute -Mender-Merchandiser.

Your Cost $16.95

Pee

<a

DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC.
P. O. Box 591

D-6503

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

In Canada Centralab Canada Ltd.,

P.

0. Box 400, Ajax, Ontario

... for more details circle
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NEW PRODUCTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CIRCLE NEW PRODUCT NUMBERS ON POSTCARD INSIDE LAST COVER.

Speed Control

200
An electronic variable speed control for portable power tools is introduced. The G -E 5260-9 can be used

can also be used as a self-contained
public address system. The "Continental 201" operates at 71 or 33/4 ips.,
providing up to eight hours playing

antennas is announced. It is
attached to the built-in antenna staffs
with small clamps. Snyder.
in

205
Degaussing Coil
A 7 in. degaussing coil, Walsco
model #2592, is molded in a plastic

with tools powered by universal ac dc motors rated up to 10 amp at
drills, sanders, sabre saws,
120 v
buffers and grinders. The control
employs a silicon rectifier and two
diodes to maintain constant torque
throughout the speed range. It has a
separate ON-OFF switch and a built-in
overload protective device. G -E.

-

time from a single seven-in. reel.
Complete with a moving coil microphone, the recorder has a frequency
response of 60 to 16,000 cps, the
manufacturer claims. It weighs 18 lb.
Norelco.
Panel Instruments
203
A line of panel instruments available in three sizes: 21/2, 31 and 41/2
in. is announced. The O -Series con-

201
Cable Assemblies
Cable assemblies for applications
in testing, equipment hook-up and
communications are introduced. The

case, provided with an extension cord
and built-in switch. Walsco.

Screen Yagi

206
A screen "Yagi" type antenna,
model SY-42-13 with direct coaxial
input for either 50 or 752 is intro-

tains panel instruments with ac ranges
from 10 ma, and dc ranges from 51.ta.
Triplett.

cable consists of RG 63/U wire which
has a capacitance of 10 pf/ft and a
nominal impedance of 125e. Termination consists of a UG type
21D/U connector on one end and a
IPC E950 connector on the other
end. Fairhill.
Tape Recorder
202
A two -speed, four -track tape re-

corder is introduced. The monophonic
recorder has dual preamplifiers for
stereophonic playback through an
external high fidelity system. The unit
72

Antenna Accessory
204
A self -adhering TV antenna accessory, designed for receivers with built-

duced. The reflector measures 60 x 60
in. with a frame of 11/4 in. sq aluminum and screening of 3/8 in. diameter tubing. Elements are l in. diameter with % in. reinforcing sleeves.
An internal balun provides for balanced to unbalanced transformation.
Taco.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

RCA Solid Copper Circuits

replace old»fashioned

"hand wîring.RCA Solid
Copper Circuits are the

circuits of the space age
RCA Solid Copper Circuits are made by methods as modern as tomorrow. They give greater
better TV performance. It's
dependability

...

typical of the advanced design you'll find
throughout every RCA Victor home instrument.
It all adds up to sets that are easier to service
so that owners are more satisfied with results.

The Most Trusted Name

in Electronics

More TV servicemen own RCA Victor Color TV than all other leading makes combined
APRIL 1965
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a cartridge without bracket (this type
is designed for direct replacement in

NEW PRODUCTS

shroud and tubular type integrated
tonearms.) Sonotone.

Inspection Light
208
A flexible -neck light with a chrome plated neck that bends up to 270 deg

207
Ceramic Cartridges
A miniature line of four stereo ceramic cartridges is announced. A single cartridge weighs 1 gram and measend to end. The four
ures 1 in.
cartridges, Models 25T, 26T, 27T and
28T, are available with three different

-

mounting brackets: a metal bracket
for standard tonearms; a plastic molded bracket/cartridge combination,
also for standard type tonearms, and

haffbT21tiers qua/ify
is powered by two regular flash-light
C cells. Meredith.

is the BIG NEWS in
TEST INSTRUMENT KITS

209
A sound column lectern is now being supplied with a walnut Formica
finish. The self-contained unit has a
Lectern

...

and hallicrafters engineered quality means outstanding
.
.
plus simplified construction!
specifications and performance
.

NEW

"Fail -Proof" soldering

terminal strips simplify making of positive connections.

Mechanical parts are riveted to the
chassis at the factory.
NEW assembly ease.

CAPACITANCE DECADE

RESISTOR DECADE

Kit

Use to substitute

HD -1

Ideal for experimental and
service work requiring orecision capacitors. Sixteen
commercial slide switches give total variability in
100 pf steps. Uses silve mica capacitors and long
lasting stable defilm capacitors. Range .0001 to 1.0
mfd in four decades. Price $14.95

value

precision

Kit

HD-2
known-

resistors

in a circuit. Resistors are
one -watt, 10%. Twenty-

K-=-

eight commercial slide switches give total variability in 1 -ohm steps. Range: 1 ohm to 10
megohms in seven decades. Price $14.95

Kit HG -1
Generates frequencies from 50 kc.
to 55 Mc. in six steps. Calibrated
harmonics in two steps from 55
Mc. to 220 Mc. Low frequency
range exceptionally stable. Accuracy 11/2% of the reading. R.F.
output .1 -volt. Bandswitch assembly pre-wired and calibrated.
Price $29.95
R.F. GENERATOR

CONDENSER TESTER Kit HC -1

service bench instrument for
checking unknown condenser and resistor values under operating conditions. Has precision tuning eye for
easy operation. Four capacitance
ranges: 10 mmf to 2,000 mfd.
Three resistance ranges: 0.5 ohm
to 5 megohms. Price $29.95
Handy

VACUUM TUBE VOLT MILLIAMETER

ri---r
r

i,

r

5 -INCH

Kit HM -1

A

Has an exclusive built-in milliameter circuit, available at the
turn of a switch. Illuminated meter
and separate front panel On -Off
switch. Has seven AC, DC voltage
ranges, from 1.5 to 1500; seven
ohmeter ranges, 0 to 1,000 megohms; and six milliameter ranges,
1.5 to 500. Price $29.95

OSCILLOSCOPE Kit HO -1
perfect scope for servicing color
sets. Has full 5 Mc. bandwidth.
Tube is 5 UPI. One -volt peak-to -peak
source attenuator permits voltage
TV

measurements

over range

of

10,000

L

to 1. Retrace blanking amplifier pro vided. Phasing is continuouslyvariable from 0 to 140°. Has two axis
(beam) modulation. Price $84.95 '1%.,`BATTERY ELIMINATOR

Kit

25w all -transistor push-pull amplifier
that handles 40 w peak, and six builtin loudspeakers in an integrated sound
column. Perma-Power.

210
A tube tester that can be used in
TV -radio service, on the bench or as
Tube Tester

HP-1

Reliable source of 6- or 12 -volt DC power for servicing car radios, including transistor and "hybrid." AC

ripple

less than .25%;

exceptionally low. Voltage

ranges 0-8 volts and 0-16 volts. Also use as battery
charger. Has voltage and current panel meters.

Price $49.95

Look

foi

this disP's

y

Authorized
pry. at yourNallicrafters
Kit
Neadquartersl
" =
tlern
Airie
º1I

hafficrafiers
Ma4t

For FREE Catalog write Dept. 31-D, 5th

&

a self-service unit on the counter is

Kostner Aves., Chicago 24, III.

Export: International Div., Hallicrafters. Canada: Gould Sales Company, Montreal, P.Q.

... for more details
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introduced. The model 202-E is 111
x 19 x 201 in. Mercury.

circle 30 on postcard
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MORE EXCITEMENT FROM QUAM!

you can easily handle
any auto radio
New Quam Multi
Tap Speakers in
-

5"x7", 6"x9", and
4"x10" sizes. Taps
for 10, 20, and
40 ohm
impedances.

QUA
APRIL 1965

speaker replacement
with Quam speakers and rear seat kits multi -taps and exact replacements Eight speaker sizes handle virtually any auto radio replacement-but size alone
is not enough. You need the right voice -coil impedance-and QUAM has it!
Choose multi -tapped models for stocking convenience; or, for specific applications,
one of the 25 Quam exact replacements. (In addition, any Quam speaker may be
special-ordered with any voice -coil impedance for an extra $1.00 list. This service
is a QUAM exclusive.)
Write for your free copy of the Quam Auto Radio Speaker Replacement Guide,
which gives you complete replacement information on front and rear seat speakers
for auto radio models from 1955 to 1963.
QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY, 234 EAST MARQUETTE ROAD, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60637
for more details circle 54 on postcard

...
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University

212
Inverter
A transistorized inverter which can
be used with any TV set requiring 175

NEW PRODUCTS

reduces
everything

211
Cooling Spray
This aerosol spray for chilling suspected faulty components is packaged
with a long plastic extender tube. It

but the
sound!

w or less power, is announced. It
converts 12-vdc into regulated 110 vac. Dynamic Instrument.

Portable Radio Line
213
A portable radio line containing 25
models is introduced. More than one-

091
Srlocie

4,Zeal*,
tNERMo
tNTERMt7tENt

oMVONENts
s

REVOLUTIONARY
NEW UNIVERSITY
SHORT HORN &
ID -75 DRIVER
-75 -WATT SYSTEM,
ONLY 10" DEEP!

offered in two sizes, the 8 -oz aerosol can at $1.98 and the bench technician's 16 oz can at $2.70. Chemis

UNIVERSITY®
A DIVISION OF

ET -3A,

LIND tfMCOVOULHT. INC.

9500 W. Reno, Okla. City, Okla.

... for more details circle 40 on
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third of the sets incorporate either
short wave or FM. G -E.

tronics.

It's happened to you. Halfway through a new installation, you're in trouble. Client
wants plenty of power, but
space is tight. Here's the solution-the ultra -compact, super -efficient, Model SH Short
Horn. Use it with the new ID 75 driver-or with any University driver. It will provide
maximum power conversion
and clean, intelligible, High
'A' (high audibility) sound,
comparable only to costlier
and larger systems! And, with
the ID -75 driver you'll overcome the toughest ambient
noise problem! So efficient,
it makes any amplifier more
powerful.
So rugged, you can use it
anywhere-in P.A. installations and special applications
such as fire and police vehicles or ship -board use as a
fog horn. Whatever the need,
look to University to fill it.
And remember, University's
exclusive five-year warranty is
your guarantee of unexcelled
performance and reliability!

Desk

1110

postcard

a new world of UHF performance

"VENUS" DELUXE UHF CONVERTER
World's finest, accented in elegant gold. High gain built-in amplifier,
years -ahead circuitry assure peak all-channel reception. Exclusive
Ultrascope" fine tuning. For all areas, even deepest fringe. Model 503.

"SATURN" UHF CONVERTER
In mellow walnut, yet only the look
is expensive! Powerful new solid
state circuit for metropolitan locations. Model 502.

"JUPITER" ECONOMY
CONVERTER
Decorator designed in sleek, dramatic brass. Clear, all -channel reception. The price? New and nice.
Model 501.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

showing world's most advanced
UHF converters, fntennas
and VHF equipment.

GAVIN Instruments, Inc.

General Offices: Somerville, N.J.

... for

more details circle 25 on postcard
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Portable Phonograph
215
This portable phono uses a transistorized amplifier and plays all standard record sizes and speeds. It has a

214
An addition of two mid -range and
high frequency tweeter horns to ,a
line of speakers is announced. Model
Horns

University
reduces
everything
but sound
and coverage!

CH26BO8G is 2 x 6 in_ and is designed for high frequency applica-

manual, four-speed, recessed turntable
with built -inn 45 -rpm adapter, and a
monophonic crystal cartridge with
flip -over dual synthetic sapphire styli
to accommodate 16-, 33-, 45-, and
78 -rpm disks. The unit also incorporates a 4 -in. speaker, plus record storage space in the lid. G -E.
tions. It has a frequency response of
1500 to 20,000 cps, the manufacturer
says. Model CH39B08G may be
used to reproduce both middle and
high frequencies. Its size is 3 x 9 in.
and its frequency response is claimed
to be rated from 900 to 20,000 cps.
Oxford.

TI~IE

Portable Recorder
216
A portable tape recorder is introduced. This battery powered unit is
fully transistorized and weighs about
one lb. The manufacturer says that the
unit is suited to law enforcement and
field interviewing needs. S.A.C. Electronics.

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY AGREES-

NEW... N EW... N EW
POSITIVELY NEW!

TUNER'.
CLEANE

QNPLASTICS

POSITIVELY

0 KRY

and LUBRICANT`
SPRAY

T

RCAALONR IBE

No.

1333

ODES NOT HARN
ANY T

DOWN 1LASTKS

NON.R. MMABLE

ION -CORROSIVE
I10N104IC FILM
ne

i wt

l 01

CAUTION:
CONTENTS PRESSURI

POSITIVELYAUALmESRICATIN6

Win
KR'

\
pN

IF YOU
PRIZE IT...
KRYLONIZE IT!®

Use the High 'A' Model DH
with any University driveryou'll enjoy maximum power
conversion with any amplifier.
(It can actually reduce your
amplifier requirements by
several, money -saving watts!)
Use it with a pair of ID -75

drivers-you'll

have a 150 -

watt package taking up less
space than any other extreme -power combination
available today!
Rugged, too. Use it anywhere-on land, sea or in the
air. University's exclusive
five-year warranty is your
guarantee of unexcelled performance and reliability.
Write for complete details.
Desk ET-3B, 9500 W. Reno,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

OTHER "EVERY DAY' KRYLON PRODUCTS:

ELECTRIC MOTOR CLEANER
RED INSULATING VARNISH

CRYSTAL CLEAR COATING

TOUCH-UP SPRAY PAINTS

For more information ask your jobber or write
KRYLON, INC., Norristown, Pa.

... for more
APRIL I4b5

The new Model DH is
another unique technical advance from University. The
most efficient ultra -compact
dual short -horn made-engineered to "punch" through
the noisiest environmentsprovides absolute and uniform intelligibility over a wide
area-and it's only 135/$"
deep!

cflYIOM

POSITIVELYiQIOWN

REVOLUTIONARY
NEW UNIVERSITY
DUAL HORN &
ID -75 DRIVER
-150 -WATT SYSTEM,
ONLY 17" DEEP!

details circle 37 on postcard

UNIVERSITY®
A

DIVISION

0f

LIND

IfMCO-VOUGNI. INC.

9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City,Okla.
... for more details circle 41 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS

217
Single Sideband Tube
The 8579, a beam power tetrode
designed primarily as a linear RF
amplifier in single sideband transmit-

Dual Heat

Soldering Guns
Weller dual heat soldering guns give timesaving instant heat. Two trigger positions
let you switch to low heat, for soldering
near heat-sensitive components, or high
heat when needed. Spotlight illuminates
work. Three models available.
100/140 watts-Model 8200-$5.95 list

145/210 watts-Model D-440-$9.95 list
240/325 watts-Model D-550-$10.95 list

Soldering Gun Kits
"Expert" Kit (shown) includes

100/140 watt gun, 3 soldering tips,
tip wrench, flux brush, soldering
aid and solder in a plastic utility
case.

Model

ters for frequencies up to 60 Mc is
announced. The tube has double ended
construction and a common basing
arrangement with hard glass envelope. Amperex.

8200PK-$8.95 list.

Heavy -Duty Kit features 240/325
watt gun; soldering, cutting and

smoothing tips; tip -changing
wrench; solder; plastic utility
case. Model D-550PK-$12.95 list.

218
Personal Survival Beacon
A miniature radio transmitter designed to assist in locating personnel

during search and rescue operations

"Pencil" Soldering Iron
For miniature type soldering. A 25 watt, 115 volt soldering pencil that's
small and lightweight. So efficient it does the work of irons that are much
heavier and require much higher wattage. Rapid recovery. Cool handle.
Complete with 1/8° screwdriver tip and cord set. Model WP-$4.98 list.

is announced. The miniature transmit-

Temperature -Controlled
Low -Voltage
Soldering Pencils
Temperature control of this new Weller soldering pencil is in the tip.
Interchangeable tips give a choice of 500°F, 600°F, or 700°F controlled
temperatures. Operates on 24 volts. Small, lightweight, highly efficient.
Complete with 3/16' 700°F tip and 60 watt, 120 volt, 50/60 cycle power
unit with stand for soldering pencil attached. Model W-TCP-$26.00 list.
Also available: a soldering pencil controlled by thermistor and SCR
(silicon controlled rectifier) circuit. It gives a choice of controlled temperatures between 200°F and 450°F. Highly efficient. Model W-TCP-2.
AT YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP., Easton, Pa.
WORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TECHNOLOGY
In

78

In Canada: Weller Electric Corp., 121 Counter Street, Kingston, Ontario.
Europe: Weller Elektro-Werkzeuge G.m.b.H., 7122 Besighelm Am Neckar (Postfach 1401, West Germany.

... for more

ter, a personal survival beacon,
broadcasts a signal which may be
picked up by search aircraft and rescue vessels 50 to 100 miles away, the
manufacturer says. The six -oz transmitter measures 3/4 x 21/2 x 35/s in.
The transmitter generates a swept audio tone on 121.5 Mc, the commercial emergency frequency, or 243 Mc,
the military frequency, and the beacon has an RF output power of 0.1
w. AEL.

VOM
219
A line of VOMs with the meter
movement protected by a diode is introduced. The meters are available in
prewired or kit form. EMC.

details circle 67 on postcard
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GIVES

FA

B011,01
Prompt, helpful service is the rule with your Sylvania

hurry, try

Distributor. Same -day service wherever possible

Next time you need electronic tubes in
him first. You'll be glad you did.

from his complete inventory of rugged, dependable
industrial and commercial tubes in any quantity.

Electronic Tube Division, Sylvania Electronic
Components Group.

a

SYLVA\TIA
GTE
SUBSIDIARY OF

GENERALTELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
NEW CAPABILITIES IN: ELECTRONIC TUBES

APRIL 1965

SEMICONDUCTORS

MICROWAVE DEVICES

SPECIAL COMPONENTS

DISPLAY DEVICES

79

222
Booster Coupler
A 2 -set booster coupler is announced. The BC -107 is capable of
delivering 7 db gain to each TV or

NEW PRODUCTS

220
Coax Kit
A kit used for coaxial cable installation including coaxial antenna,
cable, indoor matching transformer,
tri -mount and hardware, is introduced. Jerrold.

AM/ FM Boat Radio

221

An auto or boat radio that can

be unsheathed from its mounting
bracket and used as a battery -powered
portable is introduced. The model 769
is 5 x 53/4 x 2 in. with a 23/4 in.
speaker. It contains nine transistors,
six diodes and one thermistor. Hoffman.

FM set, the manufacturer says. An
extra set of terminals has been added
so that it can be used as a booster
only with a single TV or FM set.
Winegard.

223
Antistatic Agent
An antistatic agent for use on both
plastic and glass surfaces is announced. This transparent conducting

ROHN
most Famous 111.9me in
TO`AIRS ofALL MPS!

The

Here are the advantages you get
when you insist on ROHN TOWERS

TOWERS-you can get anything from home TV and amateur radio towers to
and micro -wave towers.
communication
heavy-duty
Included are 500 foot self-supporting towers, 1,000
foot guyed towers, "fold -over" and crank -up towers.
Regardless of your needs, ROHN can supply it.
LARGEST FULL RANGE OF

agent reduces instrument error due to
static charges, the manufacturer says.
It can be used either to re -treat old
surfaces or as an initial treatment.
Westinghouse.

UNQUESTIONED LEADERSHIP IN DESIGN AND MANU-

the latest in advanced tower engineering. All communication towers are engineered
to EIA specifications, and are proved by thousands
of installations. No other manufacturer can surpass
the quality and fine reputation of ROHN.
QUALITY MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP-Only highest quality steel is used which fully meets the specifications for the job. ROHN towers are hot -dipped
galvanized after fabrication-a feature ROHN pioneered!
SERVICE WHEREVER YOU WANT IT-ROHN representatives are world-wide. Complete erection service for
communication systems, broadcasting, micro -wave,
and other needs is available; also competent engineering service to help you.
Settle for the BEST in TOWERS-ROHN-today the
world's largest, exclusive manufacturer of towers of
all kinds!
FACTURE-you get

224
Miniature Radio
A miniature pocket size AM/FM
radio is introduced. The radio is
housed in a plastic cabinet of sculp-

For your needs, contact your local ROHN salesman,
distributor or dealer; or write direct for information.

SEND THE HANDY COUPON INDICATING YOUR
NEEDS

ROHN Manufacturing Co.
Box 2000
Peoria, Illinois
Send me complete literature on the following ROHN Produch:

D

Manufacturing
Ca.
BOX 2000
PEORIA,. ILLINOIS

80

Herne TV Towers
Communication Towers
Micro -Wave Towers

D

E

1

Amateur Towers
AM -FM Broadcasting Towers
Government

Nome
Firm

Address

city

State

J

tured design, decorated with a chrome
grille. The dimensions are 43/4 x 23/4
x 11/4 in. The chassis has 9 transistors and 5 diodes. Continental.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

TV Set Coupler

225
A 4 -set TV
coupler, called
the model CC 400 "Super Cou-

pler," is an-

nouncd. It was
said that a different approach
to signal splitting
is used in the coupler by employing three double -

PROTECTS AGAINST
Burned -Out Resistors

Bent Pointers
Damaged Pivots

Overheated Springs Burned -Out Meter
Changes in Accuracy Due to Overheating

wound ferrite

core transformers. It was also
said that an insertion loss of

-6.23

db

is

achieved. A theoretically perfect 4 -set coupler would have an insertion loss
of
db. Winegard.

-6

MODEL
CB

Crystals

-11
Me ...

?

226
A line of CB crystals is announced. According to the manufacturer,
the crystals have a frequency tolerance of 0.005% or better and
cover all 23 CB channels. The line
is said to fulfill 95% of all popular
replacement requirements. The twotoned plastic box packaging is
bright and compact for efficient
impulse sales.

Rebuild Color Tubes

?14y

630-PLK

$19.5 di
Suggested
U.S.A. User Net

? ? ?

Vat!
Windsor Equipment
Handles Color & Bonded -Face As Well As
Black-and-Whiite Tubes.

.Sa

2Ulat?

Rebuilding with Windsor is a QUALITY
PROCESS
and

...

PROFITABLE

!

!

!

Rebuild Color Tubes for
a Cost of $11.75 each
...You Sell them for???
Windsor Equipment
pays for itself in a few
months.

Financing Available
Free Training at our
Plant

Write for our Booklet "The Open Door to TV Profits"

WINDSOR ELECTRONICS, INC.
Equipment Division
999 N. Main St., Glen Ellyn, Illinois

... for more details
APRIL 1965
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FACTS MAKE FEATURES:
1

Comprehensive overload protection

2
3

One selector switch minimizes chance of

incorrect settings
Polarity reversing switch

Additional protection is provided by Model 630-PLK's new
transistorized relay circuit. Transistorized overload sensing
device does not load circuit under test, eliminating the possibility of damaging circuit components. A special meter
shorting feature on "off" position offers high damping when
moving tester. The exclusive patented Bar Ring Movement
provides self -shielding and is not affected by stray magnetic
fields. Wider spread scales, and unbreakable clear plastic
window assure maximum readability. Diode network across
meter protects against instantaneous transient voltage.
CARRYING CASE Model 639 -OS black leather carrying case,
built-in stand, Flaps open to permit use of tester in the case.
Suggested U.S.A. User Net
;12.10

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON, OHIO
for more details circle 65 on postcard
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30 watt
transceiver
for Industrial

--Service

tivity is a measurable 0.75µv for a 10
db AM signal-to-noise ratio, and better than 0.4 µv for SSB and CW, the
manufacturer says. Hammarlund.

NEW PRODUCTS

---;

227
Automatic Degaussing Kit
An automatic degaussing kit for
all 1963-1964 color TV sets is announced. The kit comes with detailed

229
Horizontal Meter
A horizontal deflection circuit meter is introduced. The T-100 permits
checking of horizontal deflection cir-

`

THE ALL NEW

HALLMARK 3000
I A rugged unit

that really

CIRCUIT METER

I

AUTOMATIC

DEGAUSSING
KIT

ICTROTECHINC.

CHICAGO,U

1

1

$269.50

1

S A

instructions and consists of two degaussing coils, an automatic degaussing control and all the necessary
wiring. Colman.

228
Amateur Band Receiver
The HQ -88 is a general coverage
communications receiver for popular
amateur bands from 10 through 160
SUGGESTED LIST

T-100

1

means business

1

MODEL

'{ORIZONTAL DEFLECTION

meters, including MARS, Citizen
Band, WWV and Marine Band Sensi-

cuitry, without making or breaking
any connections. It measures 27/8 x
37/8 x 11/ in., and can be stored in
your service caddy. Lectrotech.

FCC Type Accepted!

1

The compact Hallmark 3000
has been engineered for business and industrial service
where top performance in dependable, long range communications is a must!

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

With crystal controlled operation in the 25 to 50 me band,
the "3000" has an input
power of30watts and features
an improved noise limiter and
unique squelch circuit for
quiet stand-by operation.

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

Receiver sensitivity is 0.3 µv
for 10db S
N/N ratio. Transistorized modulator gives the

+

1

1

1

Hallmark 3000 maximum

1

1

transmit modulation and "talk
power". Available in 115v AC

1

1

and 12v DC models.

1

H

1

Write for complete information

®NM

BIN

OM®!WI

HALLMARK
2620 Freewood
.

82

- .

(now going on at leading electronic distributors)

1

Designed to take full advantage of the best features of
tubes and transistors, the
"3000" uses a fully transistorized mobile power supply
for low power drain. The small
size means easy installation
in any vehicle.

1

Precise Scope
Spectacular!

1

r

*

$
Aese®1,,

(lit.

Four top quality scopes (kits or wired) including a low cost color scope, Model 3151,
a top value in a 5" general radio and TV scope, Model 315,
K. $89.95, W. $137.95
two professional performance scopes the 7" Model 300C,
K. $79.95, W. $113.95
K. $169.95, W. $222.95, and the 81/2" Model 308, K. $179.95, W. $249.50. Prices
slightly higher in West. Save nowat your Precise distributor.For free 1965 catalog write:

BIZ
sePRECISE ELECTRONICS & DEVELOPMENT DIV. OF DESIGNATRONICS, INC
76 EAST SECOND STREET, MINEOLA, NEW YORK 11501

INSTRUMENTS

Dr., Dallas, Texas,

for more details circle
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FN/FN
The quality goes in before the name goes on

FOR THE FINEST COLOR AND UHF RECEPTION

INSTALL ZENITH QUALITY ANTENNAS
...

to assure finer performance in difficult reception areas!
More color TV sets and new UHF stations mean new antenna
installation jobs for you. Proper installation with antennas
of Zenith quality is most importart because of the sensitivity of color and UHF signals.

ZENITH ALL -CHANNEL VHF/UHFIFM
AND FM -STEREO LOG -PERIODIC ANTENNAS
The unusual y broad bandwidth of the new
Zenith VHF/U -IF/FM and FM -Stereo log -periodic
resonant V -dipole arrays pulls in all frequencies
from 50 to 90D mc-television channels 2 to 83
plus FM radic. The multi -mode operat of provides high gain and good rejection cf giosts.
These frequency independent antennas, developed by the research laboratories at the
University of Illinois, are designed according to
a geometrically derived logarithmic -periodic
formula used in satellite telemetry.

ZENITH QUALITY HEAVY-DUTY
ANTENNA ROTORS
Zenith quality antenna rotors are
heavy-duty throughout-with rugged
motor and die-cast aluminum housing. Turns a 150-Ib. antenna 360 degrees in 45 seconds. The weatherproof bell casting protects the unit
from the elements. Each rotor
mounts easily to either a mast or
tower without an adapter.

ZENITH QUALITY
WIRE AND CABLE
nna

ICX:1221Mol

Zenith features a full line of quality
packaged wire and cable. Also especially designed UHF transmission
wires, sold only oy Zenith. Zenith
wire and cable is engineered for
greater receptioi and longer life,
and is available in various largths to
suit every service man's r escs.

Check the Yellow Pages for the Zenith Distributor nearest you.
Or write to Zenith Sales Corporation, Parts and Accessories Division,
5801 West Dickens Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60639,
for Distributor name plus complete catalogue and technical
information on Zenith Quality antenna installations.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
APRIL 1965

... for

more details circle 70 on postcard
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FTC

NEW PRODUCTS

The Federal Trade Commission
announced that four trade associations of television and radio technicians have consented to an order
prohibiting them from unlawfully
conspiring to suppress competition.
Joined in the order are the following associations and their officials
or former officials, who are cited as
representative of the entire membership of the respective associations:
Television Service Dealers Association of Delaware County, 1626
Providence Ave., Chester, Pa.; Peter
Rapagnani and Leon Skalish, Television Service Dealers Association
of Delaware, 403 Philadelphia Pike,
Wilmington, Del.; Henry Dale and
James A. Mayhart. Allied Electronic Technicians Association, Inc.,
518 Market St., Camden, N. J.; Joseph J. Papovich and Anthony J.
Defranco. Radio Servicemen's Association of Trenton, N. J., Incorporated, 343 Williams St., Trenton,
N. J.; Michael E. Toth, Henry F.
Leverence, Frank C. Guest and
Lewis M. Edwards.
Summarily, the agreed-to order
would prohibit respondents from

230
TV/ FM Amplifier
TV/FM amplifier, consisting of two
separate units, is announced. The
model SPC132 is a combination of
and
SPC and 132
two units

-

-

e

r

,

POST AMPLIFIER

mo7t

-°:.

Final Order

e7

combined to form a powerful home
TV reception device, according to the
maker. The SPC is a boom mounted
two transistor preamplifier and the 132
is a combination remote power supply
and three transistor post amplifier. A
single coax cable between the SPC
and 132 units transport power up to
the preamp and signals down to the
post amplifier. Jerrold.

entering into or carrying out any
conspiracy or agreement which
would: Coerce any wholesale or
other distributor of television, radio
or electronic equipment or component parts (1) from doing business with or soliciting business from
any class of customers, or (2) to
engage in or refrain from engaging
in any acts or practices relating to
the conduct of his business (including hours of operation, window displays or advertising) ; or "black list"
any wholesale or other distributor
of television, radio or electronic
equipment or component parts who
sold, sells or offers to sell, or "white
list" any distributor who refuses,
has refused or does not offer to
sell, such products to any customer
or class of customers.
According to the FTC's complaint, all or virtually all of the
members of the trade associations
are engaged in repairing and servicing electronic devices, and purchase various supplies from wholesalers or distributors who also sell
such supplies to non-members of
the associations and to ultimate
consumers.
Continued on page 102

END TV TUNER
CALLBACKS
with

CHEMTRONICS

ARE YOU CASHING -IN

IMPROVED

ON THE PROFITABLE

TUN-O-LUBE

2 -WAY RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS?

*
*

OENITROte
IIN!

Motorola will train you for this rewarding, elite profession
Send for our FREE EVALUATION EXAM. Prove to yourself that
you are ready to learn FM 2 -way radio servicing.

TUN

Opportunities in 2 -way radio servicing are virtually unlimited.
Just one of the hundreds of successful Motorola Service
Stations writes, "we would be pleased to interview any graduate
of your school that has received some training in 2 -way radio
maintenance. We are an established firm, 10 years old, with
a promise of expansion governed by our ability to obtain competent technicians."
Get all the facts today. There is no
obligation and no salesman will call.

IL"MOTOROLA
4545 West Augusta Blvd.

D
D

TRAINING INSTITUTE

Chicago 51, Illinois

Dept. AEH517

Send me FREE entrance exam.
Send full details on Home Study Course on FM 2 -way Radio

Servicing

Send me details on how you can help me prepare for an FCC
License.

Name

Occupation

Tone

State

... for more details
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LUBE
TOSSANO

Cleans Faster, Lubricates Longer!
Will not harm plastics
More powerful spray
Will not detune TV tuner

7C'3 me e+c&Td
'M%vatad rtcgrpr
"Y1n

[ON

Mt NBtK

SERVICEMEN: For all your chemical
needs, see the Chemtronics Display
at your Distributor!

CHEMTRONICS INC.

Addresc

City

NON INRAMMASI`

TOM oEANEA

J
circle 46 on postcard

1260 Ralph Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236

...
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e
Ethics. Where have they gone?
Ethics, says the dictionary,

"the science of human duty; moral science."
is

In today's world, so complicated with
gadgetry and machines that we often
lose sight of others and of our own best
selves, it isn't always easy to keep "human
duty" in mind.
As life gets more complicated, men lose
their sense of identity, value and purpose.
Life, in a sense, becomes "cheap" and
"unimportant." And with that, it becomes ever easier to take the easy way,
to ignore the principles of right-and
our human duty to others.

The one place where human values are
kept in proper focus is where you worship. Nowhere is the individual more
valued. And U. you care, the place where
you worship can become, with your
help, a rallying point for lifting all
the deteriorating values you see
around you. Worship this week
-and put your faith to work
all week.

Worship this week
RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE

Published as

APRIL 1965

a

public service in cooperation with The Advertising Council and Religion in American Life
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PROBES

.

.

.

Continued from page 51

an appropriate multiplier resistor.
Most VTVMs have a standard
input resistance of 11 M n on
every dc voltage scale. This permits
a single multiplier resistor to be
used in the HV probe. A voltage
multiplication factor of 100 can be
obtained by using a multiplier resistor of 1090 M 12. This value, combined with the meter's input resistance, will multiply each dc voltage
range by 100. For example, the 100
v range will be increased to 10000
v and the 150 v range to 15000,
etc.
Although high voltage probes are
designed to protect the user from
shock, care should be exercised
when making measurements in a TV
receiver's high voltage section. Some
precautions that should be observed
are: (1) Do not work alone. Notify
others that you are making high
voltage tests. (2) Always work
with a dry probe and be sure that
your hands are dry. (3) Measure
the supply voltage at the anode of
the CRT if possible. (4) Be sure

that your probe has no cracks and
that the lead insulation is OK. (5)
Put one hand in your pocket. In
this way you will be sure not to
accidentally touch ground potential.
HV probes supplied by the various manufacturers may vary some,
so individual manufacturer's instructions should be followed closely.
VTVM RF

Probe

An RF probe designed for a
VTVM is very similar to the demodulator probe used with an oscilloscope. The two are, in fact, interchangeable in some applications.
The probe shown in Fig. 5 can be
used to measure the RMS value of
sinewaves from 50 Kc to 250 Mc.
The crystal-diode functions as a half
wave rectifier and the resistor-capacitor combination forms an RF filter. The impedance of the probe
must be high to avoid loading the
circuit under test.
The dc voltage developed at the
output of the probe is equal to the
RMS voltage of the sinewave being measured. The peak value can
be obtained by multiplying this by
1.414.

An RF probe is very useful for
signal tracing in the RF and IF
stages of a TV receiver. A VTVM
equipped with a probe of this type
can be used in the same manner as
the scope with a demodulator probe.
The vertical amplifier of the scope
enables it to be much more sensitive
than the VTVM for this type of testing. For this reason the scope is
more effective in measuring RF voltages in TV RF or mixer stages.
The voltage available at these points
is extremely low so the VTVM
would not register an indication.

MOVING?
sure to let us know your
new address at least 30 days
in advance. And please enclose a complete address
label from one of your recent
Be

issues.

ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN
OJIBWAY BLDG.

DULUTH, MINN.

Designed and manufactured in U.S.A.

NEVER
A BURNOUT
1

EMC

DIODE -PROTECTED

V(

NOBODY ELSE BUT EMC DESIGNS IN SO MUCH VALUE!
Professional quality and versatility
Lifetime
protection against electrical abuse
No meter burn-

out, needle damage, or fuse replacement

ir:4

VOLOMETER
Model 109A Factory Wired & Tested $27.95
Model 109AK Easy -to -Assemble Kit $20.25
20,000 S2/v DC sens. 10,000 Div AC sens. 41/2",
409a meter. High impact bakelite case. 5 DC
voltage ranges: 0-6-60-300-600-3000v. 5 AC voltage ranges: 0-12-120-600-1200-3000v. 3 DC cur-.
rent ranges 0-6-60-600ma. 3 AC current ranges:
0-30-300ma; 0-3A. 3 resistance ranges: 0 -20K,
-200K,-20 megs. 5 db ranges: -4 to +67db.
With carrying strap. 51/4" W x 63/4" H x 27/a" D.

FOR

ULTIMATE
PERFORMANCE

THE

a

1

VOLOMETER
Model 103A Factory Wired & Tested $19.75
Model 103AK Easy -to -Assemble Kit $15.90
41/2", 2% accurate, 800µa D'Arsonval
type meter. One zero adjustment for
both resistance ranges. High impact I
bakelite case. 5 AC voltage ranges:
EMC, 625 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.

0-12-120-600-1200-3000v.

5

DC

ranges: 0-6-60-300-600-3000v.

voltage

5 db
ranges: -4 to + 64db. 5 AC current
ranges: 0-30-150-600ma. 4 DC current
ranges: 0.6.30-120ma; 0-1.2A. 2 resistance ranges: 0-1K, 0-1 meg. 51/4" W x
63/4" H x 27/e" D.

POCKET SIZE VOLOMETER
Model 102A'
Factory Wired & Tested $15.90
Model 102AK Easy -to -Assemble Kit $14.10
31/2", 2% accurate 800µa D'Arsonval
type meter. One zero adj. for both res.
ranges. High impact bakelite case. 5 AC
voltage ranges: 0.12.120-600.1200-3000v.
5 DC voltage ranges: 0-6-60-300-6003000v. 3 AC current ranges: 0-30-150600ma. 4 DC current ranges: 0-6-30130ma; O.1.2A. Resistance : 0-1K, 0-1
meg. 33/4" W x 61/4" H x 2" D.

...
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Send me FREE catalog of the complete

value -packed EMC line, and name of
local distributor. ET -4
NAMF
ADDRESS
CITY

70NESTATE_

EMC

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMEN1S CORP.

625 Broadway, New York 12, New York

Export: Pan -Mar Corp., 1270 B'way, N.Y.

for more details circle
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Request Tubes Made With
GRIFFITHS GUN MOUNTS

postcard

J

Griffiths unique and

patented method of treating
cathodes (processed in an air-conditioned, humidified
atmosphere) results in the closest tolerance of finished
tubes. For the mark of quality.... Ask for the Griffiths
Grid, ''the grid with the lid."

HS
GRFFT12]:@g
gL
1301

1

_.'I"

E.

Linden Avenue. Linden, N. J. P.O.ßox 602
Area Code 201 925-7300
.

..
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NEW LITERATURE.

Solid State Line
300
This short form catalog features a
solid state line of electronic equipment. Stereo/Hi Fi components, test
instruments, citizen bands and amateur gear are included in the publication. EICO.

Transistors
301
This reference guide details interchangeability information of over
1500 transistors. In addition the brochure affords interchange data for
approximately 150 diodes. Tungsol.

Columnar Speakers
302
A number of data sheets feature
information on a line of columnar
speaker systems. The sheets contain
characteristics and specifications of
the systems designed for public area
use. Bozak.
Ceramic Microphones
303
This catalog describes the physical
and electrical characteristics of a line
of ceramic microphones. Sonotone.

Antenna Line
304
A line of indoor and outdoor antennas, intercom systems, and related
accessories is described in full -color
catalog sheets. RMS.
Power Tools
305
This 76 -page illustrated guide contains specifications and applications of
a line of electric and pneumatic power tools. Skil.
Tools

306
This 48 -page catalog describes a
variety of hand tools, optical equipment, miniature lathes and a line of
clean room supplies. Techni-Tool.
Test Instruments

307
This eight -page booklet describes a
line of TV test instruments. Specifications on tube testers, scopers, color
generators, field strength meters and
multiplex generators are included.
Sencore.
Power Supplies
308
This catalog describes the performance features of a line of regulated
APRIL 1965

It's spring
TV tuneup

time again!
Now that the snow's off the roof
Get the snow off the TV screens
Put new snap in TV reception,

by
replacing damaged antennas and
adding a Blonder -Tongue TV
signal amplifier, Golden Dart UHF
antenna or the new solid-state
UHF converters.

An excellent profit opportunity
for service -technicians. Get
details on the 2nd Annual
"Blonder -Tongue Spring TV
Tuneup" from your distributor.

Bi

BLONDER -TONGUE 9 AILING

STREET, NEWARK,

... for more

NEW JERSEY 07102

details circle
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miENEW

LITERATURE

BOOK

REVIEW.

simplest
top

quality

dc power supplies. Also included are
descriptions and specifications on adjustable power supplies. Acme.

modular

amplifier
system

MAN Equipment

309
This eight-page catalog covers a
ampli line of MAW equipment
fliers, converters, housings, attenuators, matching transformers, splitters,
mixers, fitters, traps and other equipfor educament and accessories
tional, institutional and industrial use.
Blonder -Tongue.

-

-

N EWCOMB
TOP QUALITY CUSTOM

310
This two -page brochure describes
an electronic device which can measure the strength of any muscle in
which a diagnostician or therapist is
interested. F.K.F.

Myograph

TV System Guide

eildVVVVVV
Newcomb's finest, the Custom K
Series is the climax of 27 years
devoted to developing and producing
the very best public address amplifiers. You quickly and simply get the
combination of channels and power
you need. A power output module is
dropped into either a front-end or
booster chassis. Two electrical plugin connections; no soldering. Put a
cover over the top or insert the
chassis in a rack mount. You can
plug in a transistorized VU meter
accessory which has a sensitivity
control and monitor jack for crystal
headphones. The 4 -channel models
have provisions for a remote control
accessory. There are 3 power amplifier modules: 40, 60, and 125 watts,
and a power supply when you want
to use a front end as a mixer-

preamplifier only. There are three
preamplifier modules: 3, 4, and 5
channels, and a chassis for making
a booster amplifier out of any of the
output modules. All in all, only 14
components permit 70 combinations.
Performance is superb. Frequency
response is ±1 db 20-20,000 cps;
distortion is extremely low. Custom
K amplifiers run remarkably cool.
Easy-to -trace, easy -to -service vacuum
tube construction is used throughout. Colors are soft shades of
gray -green. Write for Catalog K-15.
NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. ET -4
6824 Lexington Avenue
Hollywood, California 90038

... for
90

311

This planning guide designed especially for architects and consulting engineers provides information about
W system products and services. The
guide which can be updated as information becomes available, contains application data, product specifications, design data, general specifications and prices. Blonder-Tongue.
HV Power Supplies
This 14 -page illustrated

312
catalog
contains information about a line of
high voltage power supplies, insulation
testers and power packs. Kilovolt.

Plastic Boxes
313
This six-page brochure describes a
line of plastic boxes used for packaging electronic components. Akro-Mils.
314
Reed Relays
A six -page brochure features elec-

trical and physical data on a line of
reed relays. Technical specifications
are listed at minimal, rather than ideal,
environmental conditions. Kidde.

Starting Capacitors
315
This 12 -page bulletin contains detypical
performance
sign data,
curves, and dimension drawings and
standard listings for a line of motor
starting capacitors. Sangamo.

RADIO OPERATING, QUESTIONS
and ANSWERS. By Jules L. Hornung and Alexander A. McKenzie,
Published by McGraw-Hill Book
Co. 598 pages, hard cover. $8.25.
This updated and expanded edition
is filled with clear, concise and pertinent facts which are helpful to the
candidate preparing to take an FCC
license examination. The book is written in a question -and -answer format
and covers such topics as commercial
broadcasting, frequency modulation,
monochrome and color television, radiotelephone and radiotelegraph communications, transistors and many
other subjects. It also contains information designed to aid TV-radio technicians and engineers to obtain any
class of radiotelephone or radiotelegraph license.

PLANNING a n d INSTALLING
MASTER ANTENNA TV SYSTEMS. By Lon Cantor. Published by
John F. Rider Publisher, Inc. 136
pages, soft cover. $3.95.
This book explains the economic
and technical considerations involved
in setting up an effective master antenna system. It provides both detailed, factual information for businessmen and the important technical
data needed by designers and installers. Many different types of projects
from a simple
are discussed
MATV system for a home, TV repair shop and showroom to elaborate
projects for hotels, high-rise apartment houses, and community TV sysbuildtems. Buyers of the systems
ing owners, architects, consulting enare
gineers, electrical contractors
given ample information for choosing
the proper system to fit their needs.
W technicians will learn how to enter this field with all the necessary
background to sell and install all types
of systems. A special chapter shows
from a
how to lay out a system
preplanning investigation right
through all the technical details and
specifications necessary for building a
quality system. Installation and servicing techniques and troubleshooting
procedures are clearly given.
The addition of extras such as background music and closed circuit W
to existing MAW systems is also covered. One chapter delves into the requirements of a CATV system and a
translator operation. The advantages
and disadvantages of each type of system are explained.

-

-

-
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NO PRICE INCREASES.
All prices include
Manufacturer's Excise Tax

MISTER
SERVICE
DEALER:
Make an Extra 121/2% on your Replacement Speaker Purchases!
12%% EXTRA is a big deal! It's three times savings account
interest ... twice the yield of good bonds ... more than the
final net profit of many a business enterprise.
Worth while? You bet! And it's easy. Every time you
install a JENSEN Viking replacement speaker you make not
40%, but 45% profit plus your labor charge. No extra cost to
the customer -official list prices are very competitive .. .
you benefit from a built-in better profit structure.

Nominal

Model

Magnet

Size

No.

Wt. Oz.

3
31/2

4
4
5
5
51/4

6
7

8
10
12

'DP -Alnico
JENSEN

Imp.
Ohms

List
Price

3K7
35K7
4K5
4K7

.68
.68
.55
.68

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

$3,80
3.80
2.90
3.55

5K5
5K7
525K7
6K7

.55
.68
.68
.68

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

3.25
3.85
4.35
4.35

1.00
1.00
1.73
1.73

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

6.55
5.85
9.03

7W3
8W3

10J10
12J10

5

Quality? Of course. You and your customer know that the
JENSEN label is synonymous with the best in hi-fi ... with
equipment on every fighting ship ... major commercial aircraft
wherever the finest is important.
Can you afford not to use JENSEN Viking replacement
speakers? Better see your distributor soon!

...

Write for Jensen Catalog 1090.

Nominal
Size

MANUFACTURING DIVISION

.55
.68
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

3.2
3.2
3.2
8-10
3.2
8-10

$4.10
4.80
6.00
6.00
6.50
6.50

5x7
5x7
5x7
5x7

5X7W3
5X7W9
5X7V3
5X7V9

1.00
1.00
1.47
1.47

3.2
8-10
3.2
8-10

5.35
5.35
5.40
5.40

6x9

6X9W3
6X9W9
6X9V3
6X9V9

1.00
1.00
1.47
1.47

3.2
8-10
3.2
8-10

5.95
5.95

6x9

/

THE MUTER COMPANY

Canada: Radio Speakers of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

Argentina: Ucoa

/

Price

3X5K5
4X6K7
4X8W3
4X8W9
4X10W3
4X10W9

6x9
6x9

Magnets

Imp.
Ohms

4x6
4x8
4x8
4x10
4x10

3x5

10.5)

List

Wt. Oz.

Magnet*

Model
No.

6.40
6.40

6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS

Radio, S.

A., Buenos Aires

Mexico: Fapartel, S. A., Naucalpan, Mex.

NSEN

LOUDSPEAKERS

... for more details
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rected without disturbing
quency response. Phase
networks can be made in
of configurations and are
of resistive and reactive
ents.

PHASE SHIFT
Continued from page 62

latter case, the phase shift produced
by the network is different for each
frequency in the waveform. In some
cases this condition can be corrected by adding a phase equalizer.
This is a circuit that has essentially
a flat frequency-vs -attenuation response. The phase response is made
equal and opposite to that of the
network causing phase distortion so
that the network phase shift is cor-

the freequalizer
a variety
made up
compon-

Measuring Phase Shift
Since proper phase is such an
important quantity in electronic
circuits, we must be able to measure
it. This will enable us to detect unwanted phase shift and accurately
setin desired phase shifts.

NOT JUST ONE-BUT

2

FREE GIF S FOR YOU

When you 'bùy this special package of
SARKES TARZIAN Rectifiers
at a special reduced pric

Every technician should know
how to measure phase shift with
lissajous patterns on an oscilloscope.
The lissajous is an elliptical shaped
pattern that shows the amount of
phase shift present in the circuit.
If we desire to check the phase
shift between the input and output
of a circuit, we connect the circuit
input signal to the vertical input
terminals of the oscilloscope and
the circuit output signal to the horizontal input terminals. The gains
of the horizontal and vertical amplifiers are then adjusted until equal
amplitude signals appear at the horizontal and vertical deflection plates
of the CRT. A properly shaped
lissajous pattern will appear on the
CRT face.
A typical lissajous pattern illustrating phase shift calculations is
shown in Fig. 3. Values A and B
should be measured carefully from
the scope screen. Any convenient
units (inches, centimeters, etc.) can
be used. The sine of the phase angle
is

t'

....-----..--

_,

\t

\.......

/f

O

Electronic Service Wrench Kit-FREE
With every size you need for radio -TV service work,
including hard-to-find IA" and W sizes. These 8 tools
are all American-made, of cadmium-plated steel, in a
durable plastic holder. A $1.49 value.
Re -usable Hinged Plastic Box-FREE
Clear sturdy plastic-ideal for spare parts, odds and
ends-dozens of uses in shop or home. You've bought
boxes like this for 49e-but it's free with Sarkes
Tarzian Rectifiers.

These Rectifiers are the Units you Regularly Need
This special package with the double bonus contains 14
rectifiers of the types you most frequently need in radio -TV
service. (4 F-4, 3 F-6, 4 40H, and 3 60W)
The price of these 14 rectifiers adds up to $10.41-but
now, for a limited time, you pay only $9.95-and you get
the re -usable gift and the convenient tool kit FREE with
your purchase. Order today from your SARKES TARZIAN
DISTRIBUTOR!

Rectifiers

$10.41 net

Tool Kit
Plastic Box

1.49
.49

$12.39
You Pay Only $9.95
YOU SAVE $2.44

Inc.
SARKES TARZIAN, INDIANA

TI

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION

Canadian Licensee: Mankind Engineering limited, Waterloo, Ontario

- - -
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BLOOMINGTON,

Broadcast
World's leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners
Closed Circuit TV systems
FM Radios
Magnetic Recording Tape Semiconductor Devices
Equipment Air Trimmers

for more details circle 57
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There are three special cases of
lissajous patterns you should know.
With no phase shift (0 deg), the
pattern is a straight line slanting
downward from right to left. The
lissajous pattern is a perfect circle
when .the phase shift is 90 deg; and
when phase inversion is present
(180 deg), a straight line slanting
downward from left to right will
appear on the scope screen.
The lissajous method of phase
measurement is fairly accurate if
care is taken in measuring A and
B.

A dual trace oscilloscope with an
accurately calibrated sweep can also
be used to measure phase shift. The
sinewaves are displayed on the
scope screen and the time shift between them is measured on the
calibrated graticule. Knowing the
frequency and the amount of time
displacement the phase shift can be
calculated.
If greater accuracy in measurement is desired, a phase meter
should be used. A phase meter is
an instrument designed to measure
phase shift over wide frequency
and amplitude ranges. The phase
angle is read out directly on a front
panel meter.
Several types of phase meters
with varying degrees of accuracy
and a selection of frequency ranges
are available.

on post card
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Make $4.00 Extra Profit

In Shop Service Training

For Each Color TV Service Call!

7ex Smteeç

BUTTON

Motorola

Most electronic technicians are
well aware of the rapid developments taking place in technology.
Strange and exotic circuits appear
almost daily in both domestic and
foreign electronic devices. Repair
technicians have learned not to be
surprised at what they may find underneath a chassis of a new set or
instrument. In electronics, innovation is a way of life.
Very often, however, this change
goes unrecognized by those who are
not part of the design, manufacture
or repair processes of these products. Consumers have come to expect constant improvement in the
electronic products they buy and
little thought is given to the complex electronic configurations which
make possible these improvements.
Iet's look at this change, especially from a communications technician's viewpoint.
Winds-Of -Change

For years, change in two-way
radio equipment was moderate.
State -of the -art changese in tubed
equipment were readily assimilated
by technicians as new instruction
books for the equipment were received. The introduction of transistorized circuity, however, ushered
in an era so different as to require
sweeping changes in servicing techniques. These changes continue to
occur rapidly.
The two-way communications
service manager now faces the problem of continuously training his
servicing personnel, not only on new
techniques and inventions, but training on equipment modifications, revisions and new applications. Communications equipment manufacturers can assist through company
sponsored technical training schools
both at their headquarters and in
the field, but in -shop training contineus to be a most effective method.
The Plan

In -the -shop training plans have
followed many patterns but one
of the most used is the weekly informal meeting between service
manager and technicians. At the
Continued on page 103
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CWT

SWITCH

ELECTRONICS

.

SAFE
MOLDED
CASING

7"DIA.

USE, DEMONSTRATE

AND SELL
HIGH

CILIA TV

QUALITY

-

IIEIAIIIOER

LOW

COST

NO. 2592

Hanging
Clip
included
for back
of TV set

LIST PRICE 9.95
NET PRICE 5.95

$

Your Profit

Only
$5.95

WALSCO ELECTRONICS
DIV. OF GC -TEXTRON ELECTRONICS, INC.

Main Plant: Rockford,

Ill., U.S.A.. Hicksville, L.I.,N.Y. .

... for more

NET
Los Angeles, Calif.
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NOW...A NEW
ELECTRONICS
SLIDE RULE
with complete
instruction program
Here's a great new way to solve electronic
problems accurately, easily
a useful tool
for all kinds of radio-TV servicing including
CB, mobile and marine radio. The Cleveland
Institute Electronics Slide Rule is the only
rule designed specifically for the exacting
requirements of electronics computation. It
comes complete with an illustrated SelfTraining Course consisting of four lessons
. each with a short quiz you can send in
for grading and consultation by CIE's expert
instructors.
See for yourself. You will learn how to use
special scales to solve problems dealing with

...

reactance, resonance, inductance, AC and
DC circuitry, etc. And, as an added bonus,
you can use this high -quality rule for conventional computation, too.
This all -metal Electronics Slide Rule is a
full 10" long and is made to our rigid specifications by a leading manufacturer of
measuring instruments.. Slide Rule, SelfTraining Course and handsome top -grain
leather carrying case
all yours for just
$14.95. Cleveland Institute of Electronics,
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. ET-102, Cleveland,
Ohio 44114.

...

terlett`tttttttttttted

iI

SATISFACTION Warranty 41

II>

41

1
r.41

Slide Rule with Self Training Course is available only
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, and
s covered by CIE's exclusive "Satisfaction Warranty". Order it now ,
use it for ten full days. Then, if you're
not completely satisfied, you may return
the Slide Rule with Self-Training Course
and CIE will refund full payment. Patented by U. S. Patent Office Number
The Electronics

3,120, 342.

SEND COUPON TODAY
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th St., Dept. ET -102
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send me your Electronics Slide Rule
with Self -Training Course and top -grain
leather carrying case. I'm enclosing $14.95.

from"ii
...

r

Please send descriptive brochure only.

Alb

0

Name

'

Address_

(

4.
-44

%44 464444444444444

,

Please Printe

City
State__
A leader in electronics training

County

...

_.

Zip

since 1934
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america's most popular
tube tester

TECHNICAL DIGEST

Continued from page 34
series voltage divider which consists of R407, R406, and
R405, the regulator potentiometer. The cathode of the
zener diode, Y403, is connected to the collector of Q21,
which is the output of the dc supply. Its anode is connected
in series with R403 to chassis ground. The emitter of Q20
is connected at the junction of R403 and Y403. A constant reference voltage equal to 6.3 vdc is developed
across Y401 through its zener diode action. The emitter
voltage for Q20 will always be equal to the differencc between 6.3 v and the collector voltage of Q21.
120V.0 LINE.

110V.
135V BC

ISV

DD

ISV DC

LINE
LINE.

12VDC

12V

óI

401

22Ö
5401

(021
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40

ee,
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21

40
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THE NEW SENCORE TC130

MIGHTY MITE

III

TUBE TESTER

New in looks and compactness, updated with many exclusive features. The MIGHTY MITE tester, long America's
most popular tube checker because it has the versatility
and reliability professional servicemen demand! The
more than 2,500 tubes
MIGHTY MITE III checks them all

-

plus picture tubes, including the new frame grid tubes
(has four extra sockets for latest tubes). It's fast and
thorough, checks for control grid leakage, then, with the
flick of a switch, tests for interelement shorts and cathode
emission at full operating levels. Uses costly moving coil
meter for high sensitivity (100 megohms) to find those
"tough dog" tubes other low-sensitivity
testers miss. In versatility, reliability, porta- d.
bility and operating simplicity, the TC130 is
50
your best buy in tube checkers at
COMPARE THESE MIGHTY MITE III FEATURES:
Unique
Lower voltage for Nuvistors and all frame grid tubes
Checks
circuit tests for inter-element shorts, each and every element
Checks control grid leakage
cathode emission at full operating levels
at 100 megohms sensitivity, like "eye tube" testers.
Simplified
Speed -indexed set-up cards greatly reduce look -up time
Burn -out proof, stick panel layout speeds checks, prevents errors
proof meter
Sturdy, all -steel case, rubber feet
Styled for
modern, professional look

professional quality

- that's

_NJ c

the difference!

CD

1=1'

ADDISON, ILLINOIS
426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE
for more details circle 58 on postcard
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Assume for a moment the ac line voltage rises; the
output voltage from Y401 and Y402 will rise and the
collector voltage of Q21 will also rise. This will cause
the base voltage of Q20 to go more positive, but by a
smaller amount, in comparison to its emitter rise, effectively decreasing the amount of forward bias applied
across its emitter base junction. This is in the direction to
lower the emitter -collector current of Q20 which is flowing through the emitter -base junction of Q21. The effect
of this current change will decrease the amount of forward bias applied to the emitter -base junction of Q21
and the transistor will not conduct as heavily. The internal resistance of Q21 will rise and the voltage drop
across it will be higher. This change in resistance will
lower the output voltage to its original 12 v.
R402 assures that the regulator circuit starts to function when power is applied to the receiver by supplying
an initial voltage to the base of the error amplifier Q20.
Since R402 is connected between the emitter and collector
of Q21, its resistance has no effect when Q21 is functioning because the resistance of Q21 is less than 8 ohms
while it is conducting.
R405 is the regulator bias control which is adjusted to
produce an output of 12 v at the collector of Q21 to
power the receiver.

SYLVANIA
Color TV Chassis 580

- Color

CRT Setup Procedures

Sylvania 580 chassis color sets using the Color Brite 85
picture tube may show excessive blooming at high brightness settings.
To reduce the effect of this blooming a new CRT setup procedure should be used. (1) Set the Kine Bias switch
to its lowest bias position. This is the position towards
the base of the TV set and causes maximum brightness.
(2) Move the Service Switch to the service position. Set
the background controls to 3/4 full clockwise and all screen
controls to their maximum counterclockwise position.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

just in time for the
fm and uhf boom!
an all transistorized
field strength meter.

(3) Advance one screen control until a horizontal line
is noticed; then turn it counterclockwise until the line
just disappears. Repeat the procedure for the remaining
two screen controls. (4) Return Kine Bias switch to its
maximum bias position; in this position the switch will
be toward the top of the cabinet. Move the Service Switch
back to its normal position. With the adjustments made
as outlined above the picture should barely bloom as the
brightness control is turned to maximum. Using a normal
picture adjust the green and blue drive controls for
optimum tracking at all brightness levels.

PHILCO
TV Chassis 14M91, Model M-52414MR-Picture Out of Focus

Shorted focus rectifier CR102 causes overheating and
rise in resistance of R109. This condition results in insufH.O.T.

TI02

TO FOCUS
ELECTRODES

TO
CR101

R109
CR102
FOCUS
RECT.
TI 01
FOCUS

ADJ.
BOOST

ficient brightness, blooming and poor focus.
sound are OK in this instance.

Color and

THE ALL NEW SENCORE FS134

FIELD STRENGTH METER

A

990

Once again, you can turn to the roof tops for a fast dollar
in antenna installations. But this time, you can do it the
easy way. No more running up and down ladders, locating
cumbersome AC extension cords, lugging heavy tube
operated field strength meters on the roof, or worse yet,
getting the shock of your life from the AC line as you
hold onto a soil pipe. Here is a new portable field strength
meter to fill your every need in VHF, UHF or FM antenna
installations. Many customers want all antennas on one
mast thus creating interaction. Here is where the FS134
goes to work. You can optimize antenna location and
orientation in seconds. Just connect the antenna, tune in
the station and adjust. Self-contained speaker blasts forth
the sound from the TV or FM station to insure that you
have the exact signal that you are looking for. The FS134
is so light weight (only 9 lbs.) that you can take it with
you up the chimney if necessary. Get rid of the assistant
at the other end of the transmission
line and the needless "yelling" back and
forth. Get the FS134 today . . .

CLEANER

SAFE

FOR

All Tuners
Powerful Cleaner
Non -Flammable
For

only

PLASTICS
Lasting Protection
Shock -Proof Extension
Contains Silicones

19 9°

COMPARE TO ANY OTHER FIELD STRENGTH METER
AT TWICE THE MONEY
Sensitivity . . . 5 microvolts on VHF and FM, 15 microvolts on
UHF
Input impedance
.
300 ohms or 75 ohms with plug-in
transformer
500 KC band width
Powered by easy to get "C"
cells
4 inch meter with 2 percent accuracy calibrated in DB and

microvolts.

kLffN-/T

SAFELY

for just

990

professional quality

- that's

the difference!

Look for the Bright Orange Can
COLMAN ELECTRONICS

... for more details
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add an fm -stereo service center
with this one new
sencore unit!

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

1

USL Reps

«

el.

a

}

i°

AL

# "If

Six manufacturer's representatives have been selected by United Scientific Laboratories, Long Island
City, N.Y., to handle its complete line of CB transceivers, according to I. Bernard Sussman, sales manager. Roy Haught and Associates, Indianapolis will
handle Indiana and Kentucky. Jack Lehner and Son,
Columbus, Ohio will represent the company in Ohio.
Robert Milsk Company, Detroit will handle Michigan.
Reptronics of Dallas, Texas, will distribute the line
in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi
and western Tennessee. Irving Rose Associates, Chicago, will service northern Illinois and Echo Communications, Cedarburg, Wisconsin will handle that
state.

celor tiVII

Tuner Production

Oak Manufacturing Company produced nearly
million tuners in its domestic and overseas plants
during 1964, says E. A. Carter, chairman and president. Tuner facilities are located in Elkhorn, Wisconsin, Crystal Lake, Illinois, Hachioji, Japan and Hong
Kong. The Hong Kong plant began production of
tuners only recently and is expected to reach a rate
of 70,000 tuners a month in mid -1965.
23/a

THE SENCORE MX129 FM STEREO

MULTIPLEX GENERATOR & ANALYZER
FM -Stereo growth continues to mount and is fast becoming
as big a field as Color TV. This means more FM -Stereo
service business for you, now and in the future. Is your
shop equipped? It can be
completely and economically
with the MX129, the FM-Stereo "Service Center in a
Case." The instantly stable, 19 -Transistor, crystal controlled

-

-

MX129 is the most versatile, most portable (only 71%
pounds), most trouble free and efficient multiplex unit on
the market
just like having your own FM -Stereo transmitter on your bench or in your truck. Powered by 115
volts AC, it produces all signals for trouble shooting and
aligning the stereo section of the FM receiver . . . can
be used to demonstrate stereo FM when no programs are
being broadcast. Self-contained meter, calibrated in peak
to peak volts and DB, is used to accurately set all MX129
controls and as an external meter to
measure channel separator at the FMStereo speakers.
NO OTHER EQUIPMENT IS REQUIRED.
only

-

SIGNALS

AVAILABLE

ALIGNMENT, TROUBLE SHOOTING AND
ANALYZING:
FM -RF carrier with composite multiplex audio signal with 38kc suppressed carrier, 19kc pilot and 67kc SCA signals
Multiplex signal
formed by 60 or 1000 cycle internal tones or any external signal
Full control over left and right channel amplitude (modulation)
External 67kc SCA signal available for trap adjustment
Composite
signals available for signal injection FM detector
FOR

- that's

IVCOF=t

professional qualify

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE
.

96

..

the difference!

ADDISON, ILLINOIS
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FM/Stereo Adapter

A transistorized stereo adapter, designed by Delco
for Chevrolet, allows owners of 1965 cars to enjoy
FM stereo radio reception in their automobiles. The
stereo adapter is a separate unit that plugs into the
1965 AM/FM radios with no modification to the radio receiver. The adapter can be installed either as a
factory option or later by a dealer.
IRC Reports

Earnings

International Resistance Co. earnings for the first
42 weeks of 1964 were $1,596,252 or $1.07 per share,
which is better than the entire year of 1963, when
the same 42 -week period produced a net profit of
$1,391,309 or $ .93 per share. Sales through October
18 were $23,674,818 compared with $24,107,960 in
the same period last year. Per share figures are based
on 1,491,662 shares currently outstanding.
Bendix Radio Intercom Tested
A new walkie-talkie system designed especially for
airline personnel working amid the thundering roar of
taxiing jet aircraft
such as deafening noise heard
at the arrival and departure gates of airports
was

-

-

demonstrated recently at New York's Kennedy International Airport to Pan American Airways officials.
The new system provides "clear -voice" communications between a ground crew and the pilot and co-pilot

postcard

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

of a plane leaving or arriving at a passenger ramp.
Heart of the system, which is expected to take the
place of the hand wig -wag signals now used, is a
tiny radio receiver and transmitter. The units tested
fit inside acoustically insulated "big -ear" pods. As the
external noise level varies, the radio automatically
senses this variation and adjusts its audio gain to
compensate for it. A specially designed "lip" microphone reduces background noise transmitted by the
radio.

top money maker in
the service business

Pocket-Page/Intercom System
A combined pocket -page and intercom system has
been demonstrated by Executone. The 200 series intercom system, and a full range of administrative and
industrial communications and sound equipment, was
also demonstrated.

RCA Reports Record Sales and Earnings

Sales and earnings of RCA in 1964 set new all
time records for the third consecutive year chairman
David Sarnoff and president Elmer W. Engstrom said
in the RCA annual report. Profits after taxes in 1964
rose to a new high of $82,495,000 from $66,033,000
a year earlier, while sales amounted to $1,812,459,000,
compared with $1,789,277,000 in 1963. By 1970, the
report said, the number of color receivers in use is
expected to increase more than six times, from slightly
under three million today to approximately 19 million
sets.

NEW IMPROVED SENCORE CR133
CRT CHECKER

INTRODUCING the ALL NEW

4;n1 POCKET SOCKET;;..,
This Pocket Size 4 -WAY Tool Replaces
4 Popular Sizes

of Nut and Bolt Drivers

in ONE QUALITY Chrome Tool!
No. 401 -Four Sixes
In One Tool:

1/43/8"

5/16
7/16

$345
NET EACH

BRIGHT CHROME
FINISHED TOOL

N. 401 and 402
Eliminate The Need For
8 Senora e Nu! Drivers
The

POCKET
SOCKET
No.

402-Four

Sixes

In One Tool:

3/16
9/32"

7/32"
11/32"
BRIGHT

CHROME

STEEL

with Maroon Butyrate Plastic Handle
POCKET SOCKET is a 4 in

No 402

$345
NET

TOOL

end APPROVED for
ELECTRONIC, AUTOMOTIVE,
AVIATION, APPLIANCES, Etc.

STEEL

POCKET SOCKET,
.

8995

The famous CR128 CRT Checker and Rejuvenator is similar

to above, but with a three position G2 slide switch and
without Line Voltage Adjustment at $69.95

inc.

- that's

the difference!

UNCONDITIONAL
WARRANTY
I -YEAR

ONT.

ALLEN PARK, MICHIGAN

..
APRIL 1965

-

tubes too! Two plug-in replaceable cables contain all
sockets required. The compact, 10 lb., CR133 checks CRT
emission, inter -element shorts, control grid cut-off capabilities, gas and expected life. Checks all tubes: conventional B&W, new low drive B&W, round color tubes and
new rectangular color picture tubes. Exclusive variable
G2 Volts from 25 to 325 Volts insures non -obsolescence
when testing newly announced "semi -low" G2 CRT tubes.
New Line Voltage Adjustment insures the most accurate
tests possible. Uses well -filtered DC for all checks to avoid
tube damage and reading errors. Color guns are individually tested as recommended by manufacturers. Exclusive automatically controlled rejuvenator applies rejuvenation (ACR) voltage as required by individual tube
condition; precisely timed to prevent over -rejuvenation or
tube damage. The ACR feature is most useful for color
tube current equalization to insure proper
tracking. Hand -wired and steel -encased for
7
protection of meter and panel in truck or
shop, the new improved CR133 is only . . .

professional quality

/T!

NOW at LEADING ELECTRONIC and TOOL DISTRIBUTORS
LEN FINKLER LTD., TORONTO,

The new, improved CR133 CRT Checker is designed to
and it's ready for future
test all present picture tubes

ALL

TESTED

WITH AMBER BUTYRATE HANDLE.

17415 ECORSE ROAD

for

MILITARY SERVICES!

YOU'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE
CANADA DISTRIBUTOR

Telescoping

C.S.A. APPROVED

EACH

FINISHED

1

Nut and Bolt Drive. No more looking
for the right tool for the job. Just pick up
your POCKET SOCKET & you've GOT IT!
No larger than any one nut driver. To
change sizes, simply push the long end
in and pull the other end out until it locks.
II's SIMPLE, STURDY and EFFICIENT!

& REJUVENATOR

-

Itlllllltlllllt111111111111111111111111111G
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KIT OR ASSEMBLED!

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Either Way, These HEATH Instruments
Are Your Best Buy!
Speaker Patent

A patent protecting a number of the exclusive features in the Hartley-Luth 220MS loudspeaker has been
granted by the U.S. Patent Office, Robert Schmetterer,
president of Hartley Products Corp., announced. Patent
3,160,716, awarded to Harold J. Luth, Hartley's chief
engineer, last December 8, covers the dual voice structure,
the coaxial cone, the principle of magnetic suspension, and
other improvements incorporated in the Hartley speaker.

Qp

Heathkit1M-21 Laboratory AC VTVM.
10 voltage ranges -0.01 to 300 volts
RMS full scale
10 megohm input Z
Kit 1M-21, 5 lbs
$33.95
Assembled IMW-21

r ----,!t

$52.95

Heathkit IM -11 VTVM ... Versatile!
7 AC, 7 DC, 7 Ohms ranges Frequency
response ± 1 db, 25 cps to 1 mc.
Kit IM -11, 5 lbs.
$24.95
Assembled IMW-11
$39.95

©

Heathkit Wide-Band Oscilloscope
mc bandwidth Sweep 10 cps to 500
kc 5' screen with graticule
Kit 10-12, 24 lbs
$76.95
Assembled 10W-12
$126.95
5

Heathkit 1M-13 "Service Bench"
VTVM
7 AC, 7 DC, 7 Ohms ranges
Extra -large 6' meter Gimbal mounting
Kit IM -13, 7 lbs.
$32.95
Assembled 1MW-13
$49.95
QD

Heathkit Variable-Voltage Regulated
Power Supply Furnishes B -!-, Bias, &
Filament voltages Fully metered
Kit IP -32, 16 lbs
$56.95
Assembled IPW-32
$84.95
QE

QF

Heathkit Audio Generator Switch
E
selected output -10 cps to 100 kc
Near -perfect sine wave
Kit 1G-72, 8 lbs
Assembled IGW-72

©

-

$41.95
$64.95

Heathkit "Solid -State" Regulated

Supply s 0.5 to 50 v. Up to
1.5 amp. Less than 150 uy ripple
Kit IP -20, 13 lbs
$72.95
Assembled 1PW-20
$114.95
DC Power

Heathkit Battery Eliminator Switch
3
select 6 or 12 v. DC power AC ripple
less than .3%
Kit IP -12, 20 lbs.

Assembled IPW-12

$47.50
$59.95

FREE CATALOG

Fully describes these at over 200 other different and exciting Heathkits and savings of
50% or more! Fill out the coupon below and
send for your FREE copy today!

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-4

Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023
Please send my free 1965 Heathkit Catalog.
Enclosed is $
plus postage.
Please send model(s)
Name

(Please Print)

State

Zip

Prices & Specifications subject to change without notice.
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administrative assistant to Congressman Joseph Y. Resnick in Washington, D.C. He had been with the electronics
and aluminum firm since 1950. Congressman Resnick is
the founder and Board Chairman of Channel Master Corp.
Belden Expands
Belden Manufacturing Company, Chicago, announced
construction of a two building addition to its plant in
Richmond, Indiana. Robert W. Hawkinson, president, said
in making the announcement, "This addition to our manufacturing and raw material storage space will enable us
to improve service to our customers." He went on to
say that this is part of a five year expansion program.
The buildings are scheduled for completion by September
1, 1965.

Color TV for Europe
The U.S. Commerce Department is working with the
Electronic Industries Association (EIA) to inform the nations of the world about the advantages of the U.S. system
of color television as the time nears for a decision that will
carry preponderant weight with European nations on their
individual choice of the color TV system they will adopt
from among the U.S. system and two others developed in
France and West Germany. EIA also petitioned the
White House Office of Science and Technology for support in its efforts to get the U.S. color system accepted
as standard in other countries. Executive Vice President
James D. Secrest said the petition noted that U.S. industry
until recently has been making such efforts unassisted by
the administration while the British, German and French
broadcasting systems have had the full support of their
governments behind them. The other systems besides
NTSC (U.S. system) are SECAM ("sequential avec memoire"), a French development and PAL (phase alternation line) developed in West Germany. SECAM was developed principally by Compagnie Generale du Telegraphie sans Fil (CSF) and PAL largely by Telefunken.

Microcircuits Division
International Resistance Company has formed the Microcircuits Division to manufacture its broad line of microelectronic products. The new facility will produce standard and custom hybrid microelectronic circuits for linear
and digital applications, as well as a wide variety of passive
IRC Forms

Address
City

Administrative Assistant
Daniel S. Roher has resigned as advertising manager
of Channel Master Corp., to accept an appointment as

TE -134
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Bardwell gets the Action -People: Do you?

"We've found that our Yellow Pages ads reach people at
just the right time-when they need service," says Ashby
W.

Bardwell, President, Bardwell Appliance Service, Inc., Cleveland,

REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE

Ohio. "During twenty-three years in business, we've noticed that no
matter how people first hear our name
from a newspaper ad, wordof-mouth, or from the sticker we leave behind on all jobs
when they
need service they look in the Yellow Pages. When they do, they see
our ad, recognize our name, and we have a good chance of getting
their business. We have a lot of faith in the Yellow Pages
that's
why we put a major part of our ad budget in there."

-

Yes

...

We're on the Way

within (% Day!
COUNTY -WIDE

-

621-8244

...

EAST

WEST

321-1115

886-4000

BARDWELL

APPLIANCE SERVICE INC.
!OR "SERVICE THAT GAVES" ON

10

5
SPECIALIZING IN NOT!OMT 1(H OV'E IS

Advertise for action...

r[Au

WE REPAIR THE MAJORITY OF ALL HOTPOINT

APPLIANCES IN CUYAHOOA COUNTY
RAIEwAU1110l12ED

KELVINATOR

sTA

Jobs Completed in the Home by Trained Personnel
3125 DETROIT

Display ad (shown above reduced) runs unde
*The 3 out of 4 busy Americans who shop the Yellow Pages way.

APRIL 1965

REFRIGERATION SERVICE. Call your Yellow Pages
man to plan your program. Find him in the Yellow
Pages under: ADVERTISING
DIRECTORY & GUIDE.
for more details circle 10 on postcard
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CATV Regulation

FUSETRON
dual -element
time

Fuses

delay type

"Slow blowing" fuses that prevent needless
outages by not opening on motor starting currents or other harmless overloads-yet provide
safe protection against short-circuits or dangerous overloads.

15310.figig

pervision of a qualified technician who will follow a
training plan set by NATESA. Simultaneously, the trainee
will receive further correspondence training with monthly
progress tests. The trainee's wage schedule would be
$1.50 per hour to begin and 10e per month increase if
he passes each month's quiz. The actual length of the
course would depend on the trainee's ability to absorb.

Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFB

There was little for CATV people to be happy about
in last week's get-together between Sen. John Pastore's
Communications Subcommittee and the six members of
the FCC. Commission chairman E. William Henry said
CATV's impact on UHF was a big source of worry,
and a decision on CATV regulation had top priority.
Commissioner Kenneth Cox made it a little rougher for
CATV by noting that even if it never reached out -size
well
proportions, even a comparatively small impact
of CATV in a market
under 20 percent of TV homes
could kill marginal UHF audience and revenue. Cox said
the FCC "has figures on audience segmentation by CATV."
Sen. Pastore emphatically and impatiently said: "The time
is now" for FCC to decide on whether it has authority to
control both wire and microwave CATV, and whether
or what.
it wants to go ahead, wait for legislation

-

-

-

Subscription TV
According to a report issued by Zenith Radio Corp.,
the company plans to file with the FCC a major new
petition on broadcast subscription TV. This petition will
be based on the results of the Hartford, Conn. test operation

BUSS the complete line of fuses
:

Screw type knot
designed for easy
gripping, even
with gloves. Has
a "break -away"
test prod hole
in knob.

OF THE INDUSTRY

Screw type slotted
knob that is
recessed in holder
body and requires

Replacement TV Tubes
Raytheon has added a number of replacement television tubes to its entertainment tube line, according to
Boyd B. Barrick, corporate manager of distribution marketing for the company. Barrick said the tubes are those
appearing in a number of late-model imported sets. The
Raytheon line of entertainment tubes already numbers
more than 480 different types including Nuvistor and
Compactron types. Recently added to the line are the
improved versions of the 7189 and 7591.

use of screwdriver

o remove or insert

BUSS Space Save

Panel Mounted Fuseholders
Fuseholder only 15/s inches long, extends just 2/i
inch behind front of panel. Takes 1/ x 11/4 inch fuses.
Holder rated at 15 ampere for any voltage up to 250.

NATESA Training Institute

A training program for new TV technicians is being
offered by the National Alliance of Television and Electronic Service Associations (NATESA) in conjunction with
local member TV shops. Applicants must be 18 to 30
years of age and have a high school diploma. Candidates
will be given aptitude and personality tests. Those who
qualify will undertake a NATESA prepared correspondence course of 30 days at their own expense, with grading each week. This course covers basic electronics needed to understand service procedures. Applicants with acceptable grades are then placed in shops under the su-

Military type available to meet all requirements

of MIL-F-19207A.

7

o3Ine5

BUSSMANN MFG. DIV.,

Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFH-10

McGraw -Edison Co., ST. LOUIS, MO. 631'
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units for December 1964, compared to 711,243 for the
previous month, a 14.1 percent increase, and were 6.8
percent above the 759,521 units sold in December 1963.
Total for the entire year was 7,684,960, a rise of 12.5
percent from the 6,828,383 figure for 1963. Radio distributor sales, excluding auto, totaled 1,482,883 for December 1964, up 29.1 percent from the 1,148,658 total for
the previous month and 7.5 percent from the 1,379,021
total for December 1963. Sales for the entire year of
1964 totaled 10,771,276, a rise of 8 percent from the
9,975,209 total for 1963. Monochrome TV production
totaled 785,896 in December 1964, up 3.4 percent from
760,238 in November and 13.9 percent from 690,043 in
December 1963. Production for all of 1964 totaled 8,107,404 units, a rise of 13.7 percent from the 7,130,351
total in 1963. Color TV production totaled 145,677 in
December, down 5.2 percent from 153,611 in November.
The 1964 total was 1,462,981.
University Expansion
LTV University, a division of Ling-Temco-Vought,
Inc., announced the opening of an east coast warehouse
and service facility in White Plains, New York. This
makes the fifth regional warehouse and service facility the
company has opened throughout the country. The other
facilities are located in Portland, Oregon, Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Chicago.
LTV

IHS Seeks Excise Tax Relief

Special counsel has been retained in Washington, D.C.
by the Institute of High Fidelity, Inc. to work with IHF
General Counsel to obtain relief from the Excise Tax.

of unquestioned high quality

which is now in its third year. The report states
that Zenith considers the Hartford test a success because,
with improved programing in 1964, subscriber expenditures have reached their highest levels since the initial
weeks of operation.
Zenith Sales and Earnings
Zenith Radio Corporation sales and earnings during the
year ended December 31, 1964 were the highest in the
company's history, Joseph S. Wright, president, announced
today in a preliminary report to stockholders. This
marked the fourth successive year in which both sales and
earnings set new records, and the seventh time in eight years
that sales and earnings had increased over the preceding
year. Net earnings for the year of $24,282,811, after
provision or Federal income taxes of $24,100,000, were
equivalent to $2.61 per share on the 9,307,537 shares
outstanding at December 31, 1964. This represented a
16 percent increase over the previous record earnings reported for the year 1963 of $20,852,548, or $2.27 per
share on the shares then outstanding. Consolidated sales
for the year of $392,017,888 were 12 percent above the
previous record sales of $349,802,290 reported for 1963.
TV-Radio Sales
Distributor sales of monochrome television sets and
radio sets in December 1964 were up from the previous
month (November), from the corresponding month of
December 1963 and for the entire year of 1964 over
1963, the EIA's Marketing Services Department reported.
Distributor sales of monochrome TV sets totaled 811,466

VISUAL

INDICATING

BODY SIZE
ONLY
.145 x .300
INCHES

BUSS Sub -Miniature
PIGTAIL TRON FUSES
For use on miniaturized devices,- or on gigantic
multi-curcuit electronic devices.
Glass tube construction permits visual inspection
of element.
Smallest fuses available with wide ampere range.
Twenty-three ampere sizes from 1/20 thru 15 amps.
Hermetically sealed for potting without danger of
sealing material affecting operation. Extreme high
resistance to shock or vibration. Operate without
exterior venting.

KU'

Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFB

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison
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FTC

FINAL ORDER
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Continued from page 84

EFFICIENT!
SAFE!
FAST!

AUTOMATIC

The complaint alleges that early
in 1960 the trade associations banded together in an unincorporated organization designated as the TriState Council. It charges that members of each of the trade associations, or some of them, acting in
collaboration through the Tri-State
Council as early as 1960, caused it
to begin publication of "The Van-

guard" (a monthly trade bulletin
which was distributed to members
and others in the radio, television
For Fastening Any and electronic industry). In it, the
complaint alleges, there were issued
Inside or Outside
to television, radio and electronic
Wire Up to 1 /2" in Diameter repairmen proclamations upon the
"evils" of sales by wholesalers to
Telephone wire
UP TO
Intercom wire
3/lE,r
consumers and the efficacy of selecBell wire
No. T-18
tive buying as a weapon to control
Thermostat wire
nUP TO
or eradicate such practices, and
Radiant heating wire
Hi-Fi, Radio & TV wires
exhortations to eliminate the wholeTapered striking edge
No. T-25
saler as a competitor for the busigets into close corners!
ness of the ultimate consumer
UPTO
Available in:
172
Brown, Ivory, Beige,
through use of collective and comMonel, Bronze, Natural
No. T-75
bined purchasing power to limit and
control the channels of distribution
10NIUS
of television, radio and electronic

STAPLE GUNS

n
VV

11

n

1

...

STREET

BROOKLYN

12, N. Y.
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Exact Replacement Coil Service
by Miller can help you 4 ways
WIDEST LINE of replacement coils

in the industry

- over

30,000 listings in catalog cross' reference guide.

NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTORS stock Miller replacement
coils on their shelves for immediate delivery to you.

SAME DAY SHIPMENT for virtually all orders received when
distributors are temporarily out of stock.

NON -CATALOGED REPLACEMENTS receive same fast
service. Just indicate model no., part no., chassis no.

J. W.
See your local

MILLER COMPANY

5917 South Main Street

Los Angeles, California 90003

distributor for the full line of

coils, chokes, filters and transformers.

RF and IF

... for
102

equipment and component parts.
In February 1960, the complaint
charges, the respondents conspired
with each other and others not
named as parties to this proceeding
to restrict and limit the channels of
distribution of television, radio and
electronic equipment and parts by
the elimination or diminution of
sales by wholesale distributors who
sold to consumers by, among others,
the following methods: Communicated to these wholesale distributors
threats of concerted withdrawal of
patronage; combined and united to
boycott these wholesale distributors
to coerce them to discontinue selling such equipment or parts at retail
in competition with individuals or
organizations engaged in servicing
and repair; dictated or attempted to
dictate practices to be followed by
wholesalers in the conduct of their
business involving such matters as
hours of operation, display windows
and advertising; caused publication
to be made of a "white" list or lists
of wholesalers who cooperated with
respondents in refusing to sell at
retail; policed sales made by wholesale distributors by employing individuals or committees for the purpose of shopping at the business
places of distributors; advocated,
urged and preached, by way of published slogan, exhortation and appeal, that independent servicemen,
both members of respondent associations and non-members, should
discontinue purchasing from wholesale distributors who sold television,
radio and electronic devices and
their component parts at retail to
consumers.
The complaint alleges that these
activities and practices constitute
unfair acts and methods of competition, the effect of which is (1) now
and may be to injure, eliminate or
prevent competition, (2) to tend to
create a monopoly, (3) to unduly
hamper the flow of commerce in
such equipment and parts, (4) to
deprive the public of the advantage
and opportunity to purchase from
vendors engaged in active and bona
fide competition unimpeded by artificially imposed restraints, or (5) to
curtail the breadth of choice of vendors from which purchasers may
buy.
The agreement containing the
order is for settlement purposes
only and does not constitute an admission by respondent that they
have violated the law.
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Continued from page 93

weekly service meeting, new products and technical data are revised,
service problems are discussed and
especially difficult service problems
are solved.
It's important that technicians receive technical instructions on each
new product before they are called
upon to install or maintain it. The
service manager should personally
review the product, study the accompanying technical literature,
bench test the unit and prepare to
give a thorough, if brief, review of
its design, features, it's application
and it's servicing peculiarities.
As manufacturers distribute technical literature applicable to the
equipment already employed, the
service manager should review it
as quickly as possible. To rely on
an "initial and pass on" technical
literature distribution system, is to
invite haphazard study and possibly
lost material.
No doubt you have encountered
cases where the same problem has
been solved twice by different technicians working independently. The
weekly service meeting affords a
favorable time for each technician
to discuss those unusual service
problems encountered and overcome. Sharing this type of information gives newer technicians "instant experience"-without actually having come into contact with
the problems. This segment of the
weekly service meeting can also be
used to describe methods of work,
procedures and reporting.
Occasionally a unit will be received which defies all efforts and
disrupts a technician's entire day.
Similarly, a system problem can
arise which is beyond the scope of
a single technician. The weekly
service meeting can accept these
problems and with collective thinking may find early solutions. A spirit
of competition sometimes emerges
which makes the most difficult technical problem interesting. The combination of experiences of all the
technicians can often produce fast
results in difficult situations.
As planned or spontaneously
produced products of the weekly
service meeting, much can be done
to uncover potential personality
conflicts, employee complaints, and
other possible problem areas as well
APRIL 1965

as to offer an opportunity to openly praise those technicians who have
performed exceptionally well.
To Make It

Succeed
Postpone all service calls and
bench work. As in any other meeting, interruptions can destroy rapport, neutralize concentration and
render the instruction ineffective.
Key the meeting to informality.
Meet in the shop where test equipment, tools and radio units are at
hand. Demonstrate servicing tech-

niques and ask others to do the
-same. Encourage questions, especially from the new or inexperienced
man, being sure each man has a
chance to participate.
The weekly service meeting can
become a gainful segment of the
work week. It may be the only
training ground provided or a supplement to a formal training program, but used properly, can become the difference between an efficient and an otherwise inefficient
communications facility. IN

You Stock ONE

Automotive Speaker

But You Can Replace

THREE!

That's the big advantage of selling the new Oxford MJ ti -Impedance
Automotive Spec ker . . . it will replace original un is with an impedance of 10, 20 or 30 ohms. This, of course, reduces your inventory and increases your profits!

And, when you install any Oxford automotive speaker, you car: be
confident of having used the finest product available. O.foal is
the major manufacturer of the original equipment speakers used
by Detroit's "Big three." The know-how gaired thrccgi produ=ing
these OEM speakers, plus the latest desigi innovctions go into
every replacement unit bearing the name Oxford. So for the ultimate in quality and design
be sure it's an Oxford automotive
speaker.

...

OXFORD
TRANSDUCER
CORPORATION

A

Subsidiary of Oxford Electric Corporation

2331 North Washtenaw Avenue

... for

Chicago 47, Illinois
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Finney Company

only $49.50
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and reliable test
instrument of its kind
a crystal -controlled
signal generator for low power transceivers.
It was specifically designed to assist the
technician in installation and servicing of
low power transceiver. Measures: RF power
(absolute) 0
w.; 0 -120% amplitude
modulation; VSWR. Produces a 100 mw carrier (with or without amplitude modulation
of a 1000 cps tone) for checking receivers.
Use as a field strength meter.
Here is the most versatile
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SOUNDMASTER
Midland International Corp.
1519-21 Atlantic Street
North Kansas City 16, Mo.
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the oldest, most
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Pocket Socket, Inc.
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Precise Electronics & Development Div.
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Quam-Nichols Company
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Radio Corporation of America
RCA Electronic Components
& Devices
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Quietrole Company

For more information write

... for

90
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Philco Corporation

It sells because it's unique and practical for
every tv home in the U. S. Greatest "personal"
listening advance yet! Soundmaster controls
main tv volume with one switch; transfers sound
to remote unit with another. Dynamic earphone
and main speaker work separately. Connects to
speaker voice coils w/clips. Hi -quality wire
wound volume controls, 31/2" heavy duty PM
speaker, brushed -metal grill, walnut cabinet.

Application for a franchise should include business qualifications as mentioned above and address to: Mr. H.
Shlafer, Parts Unlimited, Inc., 1 State
St., Bloomfield, N. J.

44

& Co., Inc.

Mercury Electronics Corp.

VOLUME CONTROL!

WAY.

76.77

University

P. R.

Parts Unlimited chain, nationally
recognized as a pioneer and leader in
the field of retail electronic sales and
service is re -offering for a limited time,
its valuable franchise to choice applicants.
If you are established in your own
business and want to convert to a
streamlined, smooth -functioning operation guided by bulk centralized purchasing and management know-how, now you
can do it the proven PARTS UNLIMITED
The

34

Lectrotech, Inc.
LTV

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS ..
INCREASE YOUR EARNINGS WITH
A PARTS UNLIMITED
ELECTRONIC CENTER FRANCHISE

sold radio and TV
.._

lubricant

t..

4th Cover, 26

RCA Sales Corporation
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Rohn Manufacturing Co.
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Sarkes Tarzian Semiconductor Div.

Sencore, Inc.
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40

Tung -Sol Electric Inc.
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Weller Electric Corp.
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Windsor Electronics

81

Winegard Company

28

Zenith

83

oz.

bottle

2.64
LIST

8 oz. bottle

6
$
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LIST

2 54
LIST

(brush -n -cap)

5 07

LIST

- with extender

-

2.79

spray can
extender

1.79

oz. spray can

-oz.with

LIST

Quietrole is your guarantee of the
most effective, quick silencer of
the
noisy radio and TV controls
quality product that Is a top value.
Get Quietrole at quality jobbers.

-

39, 79

Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.

1.49

4 oz. bottle

94-95, 96-97

Sonotone Corporation

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

Ta nerd'

A

29, 92

Simpson Electric Company

Sprague Products Company

TV

LIST

oz. bottle
2 with dropper

teNt.ctEaM

still available
for experienced representation.
Some territories

nutoNo.ed by

OUIETROLE Company
Spartanburg, South Carolina
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How to replace top quality tubes with identical top quality tubes
Most of the quality TV sets you are presently servicing were designed around
special Frame Grid tubes originated by Amperex. More and more tube types
originated by Amperex are going into the sets you'll be handling in the future.
Amperex Frame Grid tubes provide 55% higher gain -bandwidth, simplify TV
circuitry and speed up your servicing because their extraordinary uniformity
virtually eliminates need for realignment when you replace tubes.
Amperex Frame Grid Tubes currently used by the major TV set makers include:
2ER5

Of

2GK5
6EH7

2HA5
6EJ7

3E117

6ER5

3GK5
6ES8

3HA5
6FY5

4EH7
6GJ7

4EJ7
6GK5

4E58
6HA5

4GK5
6HG8

4HA5
7HG8

5GJ7
8GJ7

your distributor does not yet have all the Amperex types you need, please
be patient-in some areas the demand keeps gaining on the supply.
Amperex Electronic Corporation, Hicksville, Long Island, New York 11802,

...
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LET'S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS
...in Color-TV Service
Make your shop look like it means business. You can with business -like
technical, promotional, business and service aids from RCA ... with the
emphasis on color TV service. Remember, more and more of your service
jobs will be color TV jobs.

TECHNICAL AIDS ...to help you further develop your professional skills.
The famous RCA Color TV Troubleshooting Pict-O -Guide. Completely
revised and updated, it's the quick and easy, all in one, profusely illustrated guide to proper troubleshooting and alignment of color TV sets.
A MUST reference book, if you want to make money in color TV service.
Form #1A1389.
Also available (not shown): RCA Institutes Color TV Home Study Course,
the basic definitive course in color servicing; 8 graded lessons, counselling and examination service. Form #1A1325.

AIDS...to help you attract more customers.
Illuminated Flashing Window Display (at left on counter).
A real attention grabber for your window or counter. Alternates between
full color and black and white to dramatize both services. Form #1A1491.
Color TV Service Banner (on wall). In rich red satin, for door, wall or
window display. Form #1A1492.
Also available, (not shown) are a transparent window streamer, ad mats
for local newspapers, post cards and envelope stuffers all promoting your
color TV service capabilities.
PROMOTIONAL

BUSINESS AND SERVICE

AIDS... to help make your job easier.

RCA Receiving Tube Floor Merchandiser (left) Spacious, 6 foot gravity
feed metal shelving unit in bright red baked enamel finish. Seven shelves

with adjjstable dividers for each shelf. Helps you keep a really good
supply of tubes in one well organized area. Form #1A1504.
RCA Receiving Tube Wall Merchandiser (rear) Three feet high and three
feet wide, a metal gravity feed shelving unit finished in red baked enamel
to hang on wall or rest on counter. Form #1A1503.
RCA TV Tool Kit (on counter) Contains 12 most needed TV tools: 3
aligners, aligning wrench, tuning wand, 3 trimming tools, standard and
recessed screwdriver, solder aid, heat sink and clamping type tweezers ...
just about everything you need on a service call in one container; also
handy in the shop. Form #1A1509.
RCA Superweld Tube Caddies. Large "Treasure Chest" caddy (1A1001A)
shown on counter at right holds up to 362 receiving tubes. Junior version

(1A1002A) (not shown) holds up to 234. Both feature a Superweld vinyl
covering that protects like armor.
You'll also want to ask your RCA distributor about store hours signs, door
knob hangers, and weekly work schedule pads from RCA.
These are the aids you really need in your business.

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED RCA TUBE DISTRIBUTOR.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON. N.

J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

